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ABSIR.ACT

This study evaruates the requirements and potential im-

pact of a type of cooperative which could. effectively ad.d.ress

the constraints to agricurtural development in Bangladesh.

The form of Agricultural cooperative society (acs) proposed

and eval-uated in this thesis is d,esigned to effectively parti-
cipate in both the production and di-stribution aspects of
agricultural d evelopment.

fhe general theory of cooperatives and the historical
experiences of some cooperatives in the soviet Uniono China,

Tanzania, rndia, Japano and canada are examined. j-n order to
determine what lessons they provide re the necessary "costs,'

and potential "benefits" of effective cooperatives. Those

experiences suggest that cooperatives could have significant
impact on the rural economy in Bangladesh, but that certain
"requi-site eonditions" a.re essential and. "d.esired. character-

istics" are strongly recommended. if the cooperatives are to
fulfill their potential.

cooperative formation ís often accompanied by proclama-

tions of high ideals and, in some casesr âs at present in
Banglad.esh, the resultant cooperatives do generate a linited.,
positive impact. However, íf these cooperatives a.re to become

effective agents of agricultural development, there are cer-
tain obstacles --ê,9. l-ocal disparities, low-level participa-
tion, and Iímited education --which they cannot afford to ig-
nore. Thre long-run benefits can be acquired only if these
more immedi-ate obstacLes are deal-t with adequatery.
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INTRODUCTION

If a person visits a l-ow income country, he i_mmediately

becomes aware of the symptoms of poverty. If the person

works in that country for any length of time, he gradually

becomes more aware of l-ess obvious factors behind those

symptoms - namely, the eonstrai-nts which cause that "poverty"
to be not just an uncomfortable start on the journey to
weal-th but a perpetual state of "underdevelopment'i. When

one real-izes that those constraints are not always readily

=1dç.qt_ifiabl-e, nor are they l-imited to having either only

domestic or foreign sources, it is easy to throw up ones

hands and say that the probl-em is too complex for a person

to try to tackle. However, if those constraints are care-

fuJ-J-y anal-yzed and realistically accounted for, constructj-ve

efforts can be made to overcome them. People who are work-

i-ng on a smal-l--scal-e, local level, far from the national and

international headquarters, cannot realistically expect to

immediately address those constraints which originate in the

international market. Nevertheless, they will- find that
there are other constraínts, as we]-l, which are determined

primarily by domestic factors and which can therefore be

most appropriately addressed by domestic, and even local,
means. Removing or reducing the domestic constraints wil-l
not sol-ve the entire "underdevelopment" problem in the

country concerned, but it would be a signifj-cant victory in
the battle " Proposing and examining one means of doing pre-

cisely that is the purpose of this thesis.
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Daily contact with Bangladeshi farmers reaves one with
the distinct impression that the farmers' vulnerability has

been increased by their having to rely primarily or solely
on their individual resources. Cooperatives therefore appear

to be an obvious candidate as a means of solving this and

other parts of the problem.

However, coopèratives have often left people dis-
il-lusioned when the former failed to accomplish the great

goals set out for them, It is not unfair for T. D. Harris

ßgøA ! p.3) to suggest that, "Possibly no school or idea

has been as jealously promoted by superficiality, specious-

ness and naive simplicity as co-operation. " The superficial
proclamations i-n support of cooperatives that Harris is re-
ferring to tend to l-eave people dubious abou-t the actual

feasibility or effecti-veness of cooperatíves. Even the more

legitimate attempts at forning cooperatives, such as ihose

already in Bangladesh, if they fail, lead some people to
believe that, although cooperalives appear so promising in a

dream world, they simply cannot work in reality.
However, before jumping to such a conclusion, one must

ask whether it was not major structural- weaknesses or gaps,

rather than a hopelessness of cooperatives per sê, which

caused the less than satisfactory achievements by the co-

operative being observed. Various types of cooperatives have

significantly strengthened the agricultural- sector in such

countries as China, Tartzania, and Canad.a, to name a few, It
is appropriate then to ask, "fn what l¡/ays, and. why, did those
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cooperatives 'succeed', whil-e others have tflailed'?" A help-

ful way to approach that question is to evaluate what would

be necessary to create and operate cooperatives which would

be effective in counteracting the constraints with which we

are concerned. Those requirements can then be compared, with

the characteristics which presently exist in cooperatives or

with those which we feel are within the real-m of possibitity.
If the requirements are beyond that realm¡ wê can conclude

that coopefatives 'are not an option that.is worth pursuing.

On the other hand, if those requirements, or "costs", a:re

attai-nable, and if they are exceeded by the benefíts which

the specified, appropriate type of cooperatives could provide,

it is economically logical to take steps to facilitate the

emergence of such cooperatives. If the latter proves to be

the case, cooperatives will have been found to be a viable

means of fostering agricultural development.

In that manner of analysis, this thesis will propose a

type of cooperative and evaluate its requirements and feas-

ibility within the agricultural context in Bangladesh.

Chapter 1 wil-l- provide the setting, by giving a definition

of "agri-cuItural development" and by describing the present

constraints to that type of development in Bargladesh.

Chapter 2 wil-l outli-ne what the theoretical- "costs" and

"benefits" of appropriate cooperatives woul-d be. Chapter J

will- indicate what the actual experience of various types of

cooperatives have been in several- different countries, and

will- indicate what impl-ications those have for the require-
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ments and feasibility of cooperatives in a country such as

Bangl-adesh. fn conclusion, chapter 4 will d.raw from the

previ-ous two chapters the required characteristics of co-

operatives which could effectively address the constraints

descrj-bed in chapter 1. This will include an evaluation of

the degree of importance of each of the suggested character-

istics, âs well as the potential impact of the specified

cooperatives on each of the listed constraints. These eval-

uations help us to determine the causes of adequacies/i-n-

adequacies in Bangladesh's present cooperatives, âs well- as

to suggest what type of changes would be neeessary if co-

operatives were to become *r"rr'lrr a€raa*i1¡g there.



CHAPTER 1 " CONSTRAINTS TO AGRICUITURA], DEVE],OPMENT IN BANGIADESH

1 "4" Introduction

The focus of this chapter will be primarily on the

present constraints to agricultural development in Bangladesh.

To place this in perspective, a brief sketch of the historical-
and economic context wíthin which these constraints have

arisen wil-l be provided. Present problems cannot all be

blamed on past history, but those problems cannot be under-

stood fully if that history and its lingering effects are

ignored.

The fact that British colonial-ism in India was not

really to widespread local- advantage is well- known and there-

fore does not need further el-aboration here" However, we

must note that the Eritish practíce of relegating to India
the role of 'producer of agricultural raw materials' resulted

in Indian agriculture being structured according to British
economj-c interests rather than according to Indian needs.

The Permanent Settl-ement Act of 1793, for example, which

granted to the zamindars control over vast bl-ocks of land,

facilitated the colonial export trade but diminished indigen-

ous control over l-ocal agricultural development. (East

Bengal, much of which is now Bangladesh, was part of the

subservj-ent area. )

The period after Independence and Partition j_n Lgl+? did

not prove to be a great deal better for the newly created

East Pakistan. The national government, based. over 1,000

mil-es away in ïtiest Pakistan, gave first priority to West

Pakistan and continued to use East Pakistan as a source of
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raw material and foreign exchange. As public investment in

agriculture in East Pakistan in the L96O's was only half that

in West Pakistan (even though East Pakistan has a larger and

more rural population (nutt, e]. e_I. , L9?3: p.11"3), and as

high-vieldine varieties (tryV's) and. other i-mproved agricultur-

al measures were introduced far more extensively in hlest

Pakistan than in East Pakistan, East Pakistan experienced

rel-atively little of the agricultural growth -that occurred

in West Pakistan during the 1960's.

Bangladesh's war of independence in l9?L, therefore, was

an attempt by the Bengalis to finalty become masters of their

own land. The desj-red independence was gained but the war

inflicted serious costs. Some of these were: (a) the loss of

thousands of working age people, (b) tne loss of many â.c-r,uâl

and potential leaders, (c) tfre damaging or destruction of 300

bridges crucial to the transportation system, (d) signifj-cant-

ly reduced culti-vation in that year, and (e) the crippling of

numerous rural and urban businesses and industries. The

impact of some of these is no longer So very obvious, but the

debilitating effects are nonetheless stil-l very real. In

light of the difficulties that "developed countries" face in
*v.rr'ìno *n imnl emcnt me ior reforms, it can be appreciated howu! J Jr16 VV Jr¡¡y!çrt!ç¿¡ u ¡¡rqrJ v!

much more difficult the task is for a country such as Bangla-

desh which must make the attempt in the wake of major losses

in leadership, food production, transportation, and

commercial networks

Vüith that as a brief historical. background, let us now

look at the current situation in Bangladesh. Several present
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characteri-stics aîe z

(a) a very high population density and population growth
rate

(There are presently over L,500 people per square
mile, with approximately 43 more people per square
mile being added each year. That means that over
5O/" of the population is under 1J years of age and
that up to 0.9 - 7.1 million adults enter the
labour force each year.)

(Stepanek, L979¡ p.16)

(b) a populatíon which is over 90% ruraL
(Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, L97B: p.11)

(c) low income, health, and nutrition level-s
t..^ 1 

^J¿("According to an Il0 study, 85% of the rural house-
holds and 86% of the ruraJ- population in L963-4 lnad,
per capita family income which was below the level
required to provide an adequate intake of calories. ")

(Islam, L97B; p.6)

(d) an economy very dependent upon the agricultural sector
(Value added by agriculture was 56% of the L975 GDP,
whitre the agricul-tural labour force was 7?% of tlne
L974 total l-abour force.)

(see R.H, Chaudhury, Lg?B 3 F.1)
-t\and (e) a presently cultívated area of 22.5 million acres

which includes vi-rtually all of Barrgladesh's
potentially cultivable l-and

(see Islam, L978! p.1; Dutt, et. sl., 1973¡
p.ZIO¡ & A. R. Khãn, L9?2. p,-39 e 43).

These features, however, do not tell- the whole story; nor

are they all unchangeable 'givens' which defy all responses.

They form the context within which responses must be applied,

rather than the "causes of aJ-l the problems". Therefore, in

order to avoid copying the unfortunate tendency of many

Western observers who assume that the above presents "obvious"

cause-and-effect relationships, J-et us first note three basic

points v¡hich contradict some corrrmon mythsr (a) Underdeveloped

countries (UnC's) cannot rai-se their income level-s simply by

reducing their birth rates. There are numerous other necess-

ary changes, some of which are outlj-ned later in this chapter.
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(¡) UDC farmers are not Lazy and inefficient. T. ÏJ[l' Schultz's

statement: "There are comparatively few significant ineffic-
iencies in the allocation of the factors of production in
traditional agriculture. " (Schul-tz , 1961+¿ p.3? ) applíes here

as well. Given the resources and the information that a

Bangladeshi farmer has available to him, there is little waste

or inefficiency in his farmíng practices " The farmers use

their known and. available resources very carefully, and put

as much effort into their farmi-ng as is economíca1ly and

socially advantageous. (c) Bangl-adeshi farmers do not refuse

to change their practices. Because they have very little

"surplus" to "gamble" with, they are generally risk-averse.

However, they do not refuse to change if the proposed ehange

has been proven to be beneficial-and feasible. Therefore, if
agricultural changes are not occurring as rapidly as might be

expected, it is not because farmers reject any and a1l- changes,

but because: (a) the farmers have not received enough infor-
mation about the proposed changes, (¡) the desirability of

the proposed changes has not been proven locally, (c) the

farmers do not have effective access to the inputs or facilit-

ies required for the change' (¿) the actual costs to the

farmers would be greater than the benefits to the farmers, or

(e) attempting the changes would involve greater risk than the

farmers can afford to take. These factors indicate that many

of the cons'traints to agricultural development are not nec-

essarily caused by the individual farmer himself, but may re-

sult from events or structures outside of his immediate control.

Before we can discuss the constraints to agricultural
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development, however¡ we must fir.st define "agricultural de-

velopment". As used in this thesis, "agricultural develop-

ment" refers to a process which invol-ves, without a decrease

in either, an j-ncrease in one or both of c (a) agricultural

output, and (U) rel-ative uniformiff of distribution among the

farmers (including the tenant farmers and borghadars*) of con-

trol over the selection, cultivation, and marketing of their

prod.uce. By "contro}", we mean haVing effective influence

over the processes in question in order to be able to direct

them for the producerse advantâge, as opposed to having no

option but acqui-escence to the dictates of external factors.

Although this latter aspect is more difficult to measure than

output or productivity is, it ptays a crucial role. The all-

too cofitmon practice of focussing on output, while ignoring

its distribution, must be avoided.

Tf tr.crl een revol-ution" measuresr of other measures, af'e

found to enable and cause both of the above when they replace

tradítional agricultural measures, implementation of the

llgreen revolution" can be said to be part of the agricultural

development proc€SS. However, if they positively boost only

the former effect, while negatively influencing the latter

effect, "agricultural development" cannot be s;id to be occur-

ing. Experience in Bangladesh has convinced the author that

"green revol-ution" measures d.efinitely can increase agricul-

tural productivity above that found in traditj-onal agriculture.

* Borghadar = a farmer who obtains
the borgha system -

use of land by means of
see page 16"
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Nevertheless, before "agricultural development" can be said-
I

to be occurri-ng in Bangladesh, the relative distribution of

agricultural wealth must be becoming more uniform (or at

least not be becoming more disparate),

Constraints to agricul-tural development therefore include

phenomena which either prevent positive changes in terms of

both production and. distribution, or cause a negative change

in one aspect, with or without a posítive chartge in the other"

The balance of this chapter will- examine these constraínts

=_c_g4!pgints which originate either within or outside of the

farmers' ]-ocal- situation.
1.8, Present Cqnglrainls to Agricultural Deveþpment in

Bangladesh

1 .8.1- . Fl-o-odíng

As Bangladesh is a flat deltaic country, it is very sus-

ceptible to floods. Tidal- waves have occasionally caused

damage in the coastal regions by killing some unsuspecting

people in the area, damaging buildings and roads, drowning the

crops, and increasj-ng the salinity of the soil" 0f a more

frequent nature, however, are floods such as that of 1974

which result from rising water levels in the extensive inland

river system" Three major river systems (the Ganges, Brahma-

putra, and Megna) converge in Bangladesh, resulting in massive

quantities of water flowing through the country. The country

has of course always been very dependent on these rivers for

water and transport, but whenever they do fJ-ood, their exten-

siveness make them very difficult to control.

Estimates are that fl-oods destroy 5% - L0% of Bangladeshb
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rice crop about once in every three years. (Eikinton, L976t

p.?0) " That resul_ts not only in reduced production, but also

in reduced willingness to make large investments in agricul-

ture or infrastructurer âS a flood may obliterate not only

the profit but even the investment itself.
L8.2, Seed. Varieties & Cultivation Uqþodsr

ern'

Ttle cannot say that traditional agriculture restricts

agricultural development by, in itself ' limi-ting the farmersu

freedom of choice" However, if many of the farmers are, for

varl-ous reasons, prevented. from treating "more modern" culti-

vation measures aS a viabl-e option, then freed.om of choice ís

being restricted to, if not by, traditional agriculture. As

we caÍr see below, being partially or wholly restricted to

traditional agricultural measures eurtaj-ls tr¡¡o other aspects

of agricultural development, in that it denies the use of

('modern') improved seed varieties and. culti-vation practices

which¡ (a) increase yields and (¡) und.er appropriate condit-

ions, distribute the benefits more widely (¡y i-ncreasing

employment) "

First, of all_, traditional agriculture tends to yield

l-ower output per acre in each of rice, jute, and Sugarcane in

Bangladesh. Bangladesh's rj-ce yield-s¡ Pêr acre, for example,

were found in 1- 965-6? to be less than f /4 of that in Australia,

Less ti¡an 1-/3 of that in Japan, and. approximately t/l of that

in Erypt and the U"S.A, (g. R. Khan, Lg72s p,46). Ttre predom-

ina¡ce of 'traditional agriculture' over umodern agriculture'

in Ba¡glad.esh is certainly not the only factor here, but it is
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r aicl.r.if i oÀ-r,+ one. The introduction of high-yielding variet-
i-es (HYV's) has resulted in yield increases of LOO%- 300% in
some a:reas (Fraid1ey & Esmay, L9762 p"L35) " Although HYV's

cannot be grown in al-l areas (e.g. where irrigation or flood

control- is not possible), the development of locatty-improved
/+ +r'r \varietíes (lIV's) in other countrj-es has shown that LTV's

suited to Bangladesh could increase the yields even in those

areas,

Concurcent with the introduction of improved seed. varj-et-

ies a-re the altered cultivation practices more suitable to
those plant varieties. Ttre planting of seeds or transplants

in rows, more frequent weeding, as well as application of

fertilizer and pesticides are a1l part of the HYV package.

The implementation of these more intensive cultivation
practices could potentially increase rural employment. A

cautionary point here is that, if onfy the richer farmers car\

afford the HYV inputs, they may resort to eviction of the

tenant farmers and to increased (labour-replacing) mechaniz-

ati-on, thereby reducing rural employment. However, if the

economic structures were adjustedr so that all farmers could

make use of the HYVos and. IIV's on the land they farm,

increased use of HYVrs and the "green revolution package"

could result not only in j-ncreased production but also in

increased agricultural employment.

The present pattern of cultivation is such that seasonal

variations in agricultural employment are severe t 4O/, of the

annual demand. for labour comes in April and May al-one, with
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the l-owest demand occurring in Sspf,smber and October

(Chaudhury, L9?8, p,23) " The "green revol-ution package" on

the other hand, offers improved employment demand in tv,,o

respectsr (a) the increased cultivation requires more

employment (94% more per acre accordi-ng to one study),

(Chaud.hury, Lg?Bz p.23) and (t) -bhe IIYV's have shorter grow-

ing periods, which means that more crops can be grown per

year (which both increases the total- annual- employment pro-

vided and .smooths out the seasonal fluctuations). It ís true

-that-rural peasants turn to.some other sources of employment,--- '-

such as boat buí1ding, boat plying, bricklayitg' house

reoairs, etc", during the agricultural off-seasono but the

large size of this agricultural labour force and the high

rates of urban unemployment mean that those sections can

only provide partial employment, during the agricu-ltural off-

season. Factors which linit the implementation of the

desirable part of the "green revolution package" are thereby

a constraint to agricultural development.

To what extent have such factors shown their impact on

agriculture in Bangladesh? Table 1 o l-. is cal-culated and.

constructed from data taken from the Statistical Pocket Book

of Bangladesh (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, L97B¿ p"L47) 
"



Table t.L Cultivated

HYV's vs.

¿ I'
-ILt-

Acreage, Prod.uction,
f ^ - \rocal ( ffao.l--tr-onal,¡

and Yielde

Varieties

Acres (lrooous)

l-ocal HYV

Production
(r,Õõfã-õTTons)

local- HYV

Yield
( tonllære )

local HYVseed typet

L969-7o E

1976-77 B

% inerease

24,835

2L,256

652

3,1-62

LO,863

8,650

gzL .437

2,9L7 .4o7

L.41,3

.923

-L4% 38 5% -20/" 2L7/, -7% -3 5%

Tabl-e L o2. Yi-eld

From that we can conclude the followine;

Acrease of HYV's^ -.tAIIU

7969-70

L97 6-77

HYV yiel-d as
% of Local

yiel-d

323%

227%

HYV acreage as¿
70 oI -tOtal- rl-Ce

acreage

2"6%

L2 "9%

In Table 1-.2. we see that IIYV yields have in fact been

signifícantly greater tha:r local variety yields. fttey are no

longer more than triple the local variety yieldsr âs they were

in.the initial years, but they are still more than doubl-e the
'l¡-l.tpr0s rriolds, (One likely reason for the decrease in this-"- -- ¿

ratio is that it will have been the most fertile land which

was put into HYVos first. ) However, despite the fact that

HYV yields are so mueh higher, cultivation of HYV's is still
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very l-imited in Bangladesh. Although table 1"1. shows that

IIYV acreage has increased by 385% in seven years, wê can see

in tabte L,2. that it stil-l onfy j-ncl-ud-es about L3% of

Bangladesh'S total annual rice acreage of 24,4 mitlion acres.

Why is this so low? Some of the following factors help ex-

plain this, as they both deter the adoption of more intensive

measures and keep from smaller farmers the l-oca.l control they

need, if agricultural development is to occur at a Satisfact-

nnr¡ nq*ovrJ

1 .8.3 " l-,and Distribution

Although the size of landholdings is not as disproport-

ionate as it is in some South American countries, and although

the average farm size in Bangtadesh is only 2,59 acres (or

"-1LL 
z.eres if landless az"e exclud.ed) (4. R. Khan, L9?22 p,39),

J.L '

one must not conclude that l-and tenancy problems are neglig-

ibl-e in Banglad.esh. As A. R. Khan poínts out¡

' ...for a country with such a low Land'/man-ratio'
Bangladesh has a surprisingly low proportion of
l-anãless farmers" However, there is a massive
proportion of 'near l-andless' farmers. Also, there
is ã considerable degree of inequality in so far as
over 3O/o of land is held in ownership units three
times or more than the average size of ownership.

(4. R. Khán, t9?2e p. 42)

Stepanek, in fact, has concluded that the inequaliti-es are

even more severe than is official-ly recognized or admitted.

He insists that the statement in the First Five-Year Plan

(Lg73-?B) (p. 84) that "83% of the farm area is cultivated

by the owners themsel-ves" is a myth, based on vague definit-

ions and on inherited inaccurate figures. (Stepanek, L979;

p. 9I). In the first place, as he points out, the common-l-y
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uSed. term, "cultivator" o suggests Someone who actual-Iy tills

the soil, but within the presently relevant "State Acquisition

and Tenancy Act of 1950" that term is defined to also include

landowners who rent out the l-and to borghadars and who do not

necessarily even live near the land in question (Stepanek,

I9?gt p.95), Secondly, presently used figures are quite in-

accurate, in that l-andownership is becoming increasingly con-

centrated, especially during and after the t97l+ flooding.

Data from the 1!// l,and Occupancv Study (f,OS) by Stepanek and

others ind-icates flhat 70% of farm households control 50% of

the cultivable land, and that 33% of rural- households 2.pe

without cultivable land (compared. to 20% in 196?-68)

(Stepanek, L9?g! p.98). Large landholdings, even exceeding

the l-egaf ceiling of 33,3 acres, are therefore far more pre-

valent and. significant than is generatty realized. These

larger landhol-d.ings do not result in 'economies-of-Scale'

advantages, but actually tend to resul-t in share-cropping

(borgha) or hired l-abour arrangements. Such aryangements

tend to constrain agricultural development in several waysl

(a) In the borgha system, âs practised in most parts of

the country, the tenant farmer must: bear all the cultivat-

ion costs, relinquish one hatf of the crop to the landowner,

znd forego'anr¡ definrte guarantee of permanent rights to theatlu r v! eõv

land. Such an arrangement d.iscourages the tenant from

attempting new, possibly more productive, techniques or from

investing to improve the soil, in that (i) he must pay

all the d,efinite cost increases, but can receive only half

the potential- (¡ut not certain) yield increase, and' (ii) it's
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very risky to invest in the quality of the soil which he may

not have access to in the following years'

(¡) l-,a¡our use, which is directly proportj-onal to soil

rrr.nrtrro-tirritr¡- ha.s also been found to be inversel-y proportional
}J! VUUV U! v ! uJ

to the size of landholdings. This is so for several reasons:

(i) A small farmer uses primarily family labour, and therefore

can invest long work hours, whereas a larger farmer must hire

l-abour and therefore makes his labour allocation decisions in

light of the market wage rate. (ii) Farmers who culti-vate

both their own land and some rented ]-and have been found- to

i_nvest more labour on their own plots than on the rented

(borgha) plots. (uossain, L97? z p. 332).

(c) The results of this are that! (i) tfre high l-abour-

intensity of smal-l plot cultivation more than compensates for

the greater fertilizer use of larger plots, so that the

smaller plots have higher productivity (Hossain, L9?7t p,33I),

and. (ii) the cropping intensity of the farms is inversely

- proportional to the size of the farms (i.e. the cropping in-

tensity of the farms 0,5-1 .O acres in size is L|O%, on the

average, whereas that of farms over 40 acres in size is only

L1-5Ð. (Dutt, 9-L a1., 19?3a P. L3L).

The end result is that, although a greater proportion of

2-U acre farms would increase the productj-vity and employment

in the agricultural sector, the present pattern of too many

large landholdings, and the resultant borgha system, prevent

this from occurring. Although there is not a large

amount of land that could be gained by redistribution, and

although one estimate says that the l-andholding ceiling
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would have to be dropped to 5 acres just to raise the average

size of the smallest 64% of the farms to 2"5 acres (4,R. Khan,

19722 p.137), such a redistribution would provide adequate

benefits to warrant such action. (Japanus example of arr aver-

age l-andholding ceiling of 7,5 acres is instructíve here.)

Such a redistributi-on might not immediately increase profit
per acre¡ or even output per l-arrdowner, but it woul-d increase

output per acre, and the latter is what is needed in a countrXr

with immediate food shortages and limited land availabiliW.

_, In sunmary then, we could say that the presence of a felv

rel-atively massive (even above the legal ceiling) landholdings

and the prevalence of the borgha system of tenancy, constrain

agricultural development in several waysE (a) total output is
well- below the potential, (U) investrnents which may increase

outputs in the short-run or increase soil productivity in the

long-run, will- likely not be made if any risk factor is pres-

ent, and (c) the land.less and near l-andless, in a vulnerable

position, have very littte power to improve their positíon or

wel-fare, A feature which intensifies this constraint is the

larger land.holdersn frequent involvement in other revenue

earning activities as wel-lo Because the borgha system pro-

vides him with revenue, while mini"'rizing his costs, the l-and-

l-ord is able to invest funds and time in moneylending, trading,

and processing - all of which carr cause further constraints

to development, as we wilJ- see below,
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1 .8. þ. Rural Credit

Another factor which diminishes most Bangladesh farmersu

ability to reduce their vulnerability and increase their
productivity is the scarcity of rural credit" If a farmer

cannot acquire the funds necessary for a short-term or long-

term investment, he can only draw on daily savingsr which

are very low (unl-ess he is a large l-andholder). Tf he carrl

obtain short-term loans, but onl-y at exorbitant interest

rates, the situation is not much better" Perpetual debt is

then the price he must pay in order to be able to meet

immediate need.s. Studies in the early L96O's showed tinat BB%

of the cultivators had to borrow money (Dutt, êt" 41", L973'"

p.L44), but that less than L5% of these l-oans came from

institutional credit sources (52% came from friends and

rel-atives¡ JO/" came from moneylenders) (Wyrop, L975s p. 239).

This pattern of rural credit l-eaves the smal-l- farmer

facing a 'stacked deck' in several wayst (a) Most of the

institutional credit that does go to the farming communit¡r

goes into the hands of the larger farmers, aS they have more

l-and to register as security and they find travel to and from,

and interaction with, the bank less of a problem. (nor

example, Lg65-?O saw only LB% of the Agricultural- Development

Bank's loans going to farmers who owned less than J acres

(Al-amgir, L9?4c p"148) ). (¡) The type of l-oan more access-
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ible to smal-l farmers is that offered by moneylenders (who

may even be the larger farmer mentj-oned above). Whereas the

bank charges 1-0-LJ/" interest per annum, the moneylenders

demand widely varying rates which generally exceed 1-OO%" For

example, some areas have the practice of one-and-one-half

maunds of rice being repai-d at harvest time for each maund

borrowed earlier, If the rice was borrowed onfy tt¡¡o months

earl-ier, that amounts to an interest rate of 300% per annum!

(c) If the landowner is acting as a moneylender for his

-tenant, he can keep the l-atter in perpetual- debt' and thereby

retain effective leverage to keep his ocliento from seeking

to overthrow the status q.uo.

As we noted earlier already, it is the small-er farmers

who use their l-and more intensively and productively" How-

êr¡êr if thor¡ cannot afford to invest in more than theirvYv! t rr v¡rvJ

daily needs, the potential of their increasing that product-

ivity is very l-imited. The larger farmers, on the other

hand, have access to credit at a much l-ower rate of interest,

and may therefore find it profitable to use some of those

loans to buy machinery (which generally reduces local

eroployment) or to acquire more land.. Bergen & Chandra in

tg6? found that the richest 20% of farmers invested 3% of

their income to increase agricultural- production; the rest
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went to l-and purchases, moneylendingu etc" (Dutt, et. àL.,
'L9?32 p" L52), If that is the class in rural sociefir whích

also has access to most of the rural credit¡ wê can easily

see how the present rural credit system increases the

economic dístortions which hinder agricultural development

in Bangladesh.

L ,B .5 " f,imj-tations on Inputs

-.- - ff we accept cultivation of HYV's as a potential positi--ve-.--

step in agricultural development, we run into another

constraint in Bangladesh, namely limited availability of the

'tìâriaecrâì \¡ in'./ r--pu-ES,

Irigation water is one input that is often needed"

Bangladesh has several manual methods of irrigation, but

these can fil-} the needs onJ-y where a l-imited quantity of

surface water must be l-ifted only a few feet. Some research

into manual and mechanized l-ow-lift pumps indicate good

potential for increasing the irrigation capabilities.

However, relatively little work has been done on this yet.

Most attention has been focused on deep tubewells, which

tend to be highly capital-and import-intensive. Although

various aid donors helped to boost the total number of pumps

in the country in the earl-y I97o's to 2|+'OOO, these pumps had
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come from several- diff erent East arrd hiest European countries,

with the result that parts were not inter-changeable (Elkinton,

L9?6r p.?9), nor were there sufficiently d.iversified trained

mechani-cs to maintain a^l-l the types of motors. Serious

problems with l-imited availability of spare partsu insuffic- ,

ient numbers of trained mechanics, and l-ow foreign exchange

reserves have all- resulted j-n numerous irrigation facil-ities
lying in disrepair.

Other inputs that have also suffered from reliance on

'-òùtSide sources are f ertilizer and pesticides. Bangladesh

does have a limited indigenous supply of chemical fertil-izer
(2 urea factories and 2 phosphate factories) which meets

part of the present need, but it falls far short of what

would be needed if IIYV cultivation were to increase signif-
icantly (Elkinton, 79?6s p.74), Furthermore, the pesticides

are all- imported.

Tkre Bangladesh goverrunent has tried to encourage IIYV

cul-tivation by subsidizíng fertllizer and pesticides, but

that method has not achieved the desired results. It was

found in L973 that, whereas a maund- of urea fertilizer had

an import price of Takas 40, and was subsequently subsidized

50% by the goverrunent, l-ocal official-s and salesmen padded

the final sale to small farmers so that the final price was

up to Takas 55-65 (in spite of a supposedly "fixed" lower

price). The large farmers, on the other handr coul-d pay
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bribes to the right people so as to get the urea for Takas

35-t+o per maund, incl-ud.ing the bribe (lipton, L977t p,29o).

The irony of the situation is that the urban people then

demand lower prices on goods from this "subsidized" agricul-

tural- sector
'Low quantities of domestj-c production, dependence on out-

s j-de sources, and the "black market" thereby all f orm develop-

ment constraj-nts by reducing the availabitity of inputs needed

ïor flY v cul-tr-va-tr-on.

1- ,B .6. Infrastructure
Additional constraints to agricultural development are

the several- features of a weak infrastructure. There are

paved roads and railroads joining the major cities in each

Äi ar-r-i nr- hrrÈ r¡2¡1r rttral rOadS afe UnSUitable fOf lafete seal eUIÈUIJVUt VUU IrIaIrJ !q!a !vauu alu qrruur pvqrv

traffic loads in the monsoon season. Although most of the

300 bridges damaged in the L97L war have since been repaired

(at least partially), many roads and bridges are stil-l- unable

to withstand the annual- erosion and punishment of the monsoons.

With only a few major transportation routes being present,

farmers who are off the "weIl- beaten track" have difficulty

bringing their produce to the more distant, larger markets,

and therefore, must accept the pri-ces offered to them by the

few traders who venture i-nto their area

Another weak part of the infrastructure is storage, both

local and national. Individual farmers have improvised num-

erous methods of storing at home the grain that their own

farnily will consume during the months after harvest. However,

that involves very l-abour-intensive grain drying activities
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which the individual farmer's family can do, but which are

not as feasible at a central- depot. Therefore, be it at the

local bazaa:r or at the national depot, it has proven to be a

real problem to satisfactorily store grain for several months

without damage to the grain by humidity, rodents, or insects.

A third weakness, which hinders industry more d.irectly,

but which thereby d.oes still- keep agricultural production be-

l-ow its potential-, is the scarci\r of electricity, Electricity
is generated at Kaptai dam, and at several smaJ-Ier (coal) gen-

erating stations, but the electricity stil-l reaches only the

larger towns along the major routes. However, A. R. Khan

estimates that Bangladesh's per capita hydro electric gener-

ating capaci\r is onl-y å that of India or t/5 that of Pakistan,

and that very l-ittle of that capacity is still unexploited

(A.. R. Khan, L9?2¡ p.78). This would suggest that Bangladesh's

agricultural sector cannot rely on a significant increase in
hydro electric power to aid its development. Either develop-

ment must occur without a need for massive power, or an al-

ternative source of power (or energ'y) must be found.

L .8,7 . Government Involvement and Pric.e Distortiong

Just as agriculturaf- development cannot be eval-uated by

looking at the agriculturaJ- sector in isolation, so the con-

straints to that development must not be assumed to originate

entirely from there" The nature of government involvement,

the international terms of trade, and the national and local-

market system all influence especially the demand side of the

agriculturaf- market, and therefore promote or constrain

agricultural- development.
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For the sake of identifying government-related constraints,

we need not spend time here in dístinguishing between con-

straints which originate at the national decision-making

level and those which originate at the international level"

Joseph Stepanek, a former USAID staff member in Bangladesh,

indicates how inter-rel-ated. the two sources -"u,

My analysis would be inaccurate if I did not
recognize the influence that foreign assistance
has upon the country's economic decisions. This
assistance sustains the economy on a col-l-ision
course with disaster

( Stepanek, 19?9 z p.L73)

-Trle cah therefore, for our purposes here, justifiably

together under the title "government", âilV constraint

at the national or international 1eveI"

One way in which government and foreign agency involve-

ment can hinder agricultural development is well expressed

in Michael I-,ipton's statement: "Poverty exists alongside

development largely because poor countri-es are developed from,

by and for people in the cities." (lipton, 7g??: p.6B). The

resultant urban bias in governmental and developmental efforts

is a main cause of inefficiency and inadequacy in T..,DC's,

T,ipton feel-s. Refl-ecting on observations in Bangladesh and

other LDC' s, .he noted that:

So long as the el-ite's interests, backgrounds and
sympathies remain predominantly urban, the
countryside may get the 'priority' but the ciff
will eet the resources.

(Lipton, L9?7 ¡ p. 18 )

Reducing urban bias is not the onJ.y change necessary, he says,

But a shift of resources to the rural- sector, and
within it to the efficient rural poor even if
they do very little for urban devel-opment, is

group

sources
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often, if not usuallyr the overriding
devel-opmental- task.

(lipton, L977r p.1B)

If the goverrunent were realIy to invest a significant portion

of the countryrs resources in ri-lral- and agricultural develop-

ment, rather than merely say so verbally, the country's

economy could be restructured so as to make agricultural
d-evelopment more likely to occur, However, if the government

neglects agriculture in order to satisfy urban wants¡ or even

to provide effective protection for urban industries, the

agricultural structures stay as a low priori-ty arrd remain

unable to optimally utilize even that portion of the budget

that they do get"

Despite the fact that over 90% of Bangladeshu s population

is rural and that over 7 5% of the labour force j-s agricultural
(Bangladesh Pl-anning Commission, I9?B¿ p"7L), agriculture has

in the past and continues in the present to be allotted- a

relatively smal-l and shrinking part of the national- budget.

East Pakistant s second Pl-an a-llotted 20% of development ex-

penditures to agriculture, and in the third Pl-an onJ-y LB.s%

(if rural- works are included) (ertinton, L976! p.69). The

present Banglad-esh government, in explaining the L97B-BO Two

Year Pl an and 1^"^ -^+ n{-o {-gg that:rsru rrq¡ @ru UtLLfeU U¡ Þ t/d,t/

Ihe major considerations that underlie the
sectional allocation aïe¡ first, development
of rural económy with emphasis on raising
productivity in agriculture arrd expansion of
employment opportunities : . . .

(Bangladesh Pl-anning Commission, L9?B: p.&3)

However, the actual- figures in their budget show that agri-
culture by itsel-f receives onAy t3% of the budget, and that
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Agriculture and Rural Institutions combined recei-ve onty !7.5%

which is o.5% smal-ler than the Tbansport and Communications

al-l-ocation and only O.5% larger than Ind.usf,ry's share

(Bangladesh Pla:rning Commission, tg?Bz p.42) .

Agriculture is largely in the private sector ,(and there-

fore it does not need )O/, of the public expendì-tures), and

farm taxes are rel-atively low (e.g. no land tax on holdings

under B t/l acres). However, it can still be argued that the

government has not given much real priority to determining

-what-would be the most effective means of strengthening the - -- --

agricultura-l sector and to then putting those findings into

action" Much of the past expenditure on agriculture has been

in the form of subsidies, - which can easily be implemented

but which donut real-ly have the desired result. (Previous

subsidies from the goverrxnent of East Pakistan covered the

fol-lowing costs: fertilizer and low lift pump irrigation 5O%i

improved seeds 20%¡ plant protection, flood protection and

large scal-e irrigation l- oo%. ) (nfrcinton, 19? 6: p. Bo ) . The

motivation to increase agricultural productivity is good,

but this means of doing so, by being rationed on an rability-

to-pay' basis, assists the largerr richer farmers, rather

than the smaller farmers.

When such agricultural subsidies d.o exist, the government

and urban people feel justified in demanding low food prices"

Although the smal-ler farmers have not necessarily gained

from the subsidies, they do in fact suffer from the low food

prices" One example of this concerns the urban rati-on shops.

They are supposedly to provide cheap food to the
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urban poor, but in fact Serve aS a Source of ]ess expensive

food for any urban people who buy a ration card. Elkinton

cj_te s L969 f igures in which the goverrunent is shown to have

purchased rice near the fndian border (partly to stop the

smuggling of rice to India) at Rupees 2? or 28 per maund and

sol-d it in the ration shops at Rupees 29. (ettintofl, 19762

p.B1) As that was not above the market price, and as the

government mad.e Some profit to cover part of its costs' that

was not a government subsidy to help the urban poor, but

rather a farmer subsidy to help the urban population as a

whol-e.

Sten¡r¡ek. takes this a step further to point out that the
v vv_u*¿rv¿!

goverrunent'S heavy reliance on foreign food aid has created

"two food worlds", in that imported food largely satisfies

urban needs and thereby displaces any demand on domestic

Supplies which would have raised the income of prod'ucers by

raising the pri-ce of those rice supplies. Based on obser-

vations made during five years in Bangladesh, stepanek states

that:
The government pays the utmost attention to the
urbañ food ration system which is sustained by
foreign food aid yet ignoreg the potential- con-
tri¡uIion which its rural citizens could make
to the food supply and to development itself'

(Stet'anek, L979. P.5+)

More specificallY'
Approximately BO1" of the ration-supplied food
serves those with cash in towns and cities'
The food gaP, calculated in the name of the
poor, serves the middle cl-ass'

(Stepanek, L9?9: P.58)

To substantiate this, Stepanek calculates that between L972
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and L9?B the food imports averaged L.BB million tons per year

which, ât 1,5,5 oz, per person per day, would feed 12 nillion

people. However, as Banglad-esh' s urban population ( i. e'

those in towns of over 5,000 residents) includes only 7 - B

mill-ion, these food i-mports effectively remove any urban

market for domestic rice suppliers. (Stepanek, L9792 p.60)

Another specific drawback of the government attempting to

pursue low urban food prices was manifested in the compulsory

rj-ce delivery system (begun in Novenrber 1-971+) " At harvest

time, each farmer was allotted a quota stating how much rice

he was to sell- to the goverrunent, at a pri-ce below the market

price. This was again a subsidy by the farmers, which in

effect j-nduced them to hide their grain until- the government

agents left and then to reconsj-oer whether or not it would be

rational- to incur higher costs to try to raise their product-

ivity in the next year. Therefore, although the government

professes to val-ue agricultural development, if it at the

Same time keeps food prices down, it has effectively reduced

income and capital- flow in the rural economy and. has thereby

prevented part of that agricultural development.

Just as in.appropriate subsidies can hurt agriculture in

the final count, So a policy of l-ow interest rates can cause

negative distortions in the rural economy. One reason for

this is that if the banks are required to charge low interest

rates on loans to farmers, it is only logical that they will

keep to a minimum the number of farmers who wi-ll receive their

loans (see longman Group, L97L: p.11), This restricted group

of farmers who do receive the loans; (a) will- by-and-large
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be the richer farmers (because they have more adeptness at

gaining rationed fund.s), and (b) wil-t be tempted to invest in

more capital-intensive technology or land (as the cost of

capital relatj-ve to l-abour and l-and has been distorted down-

ward), Although provj-sion of credit at interest rates sig-

nificantly bel-ow that charged on loans from informal money-

lenders is a support which Bangladeshi farmers sorely need,

its principal potenti-ally beneficial effects are bypassed

when most of that cheaper credit goes to the more well-to-do

_1g.9]rgrders, âs presently occurs in Bangladesh (M. s. Tslam_,

1-97 5; p.106; Bose , L9?42 p.148), Capitat investment is con-

sequently not made in the more efficient small farms, but

ultimately helps the larger farmers restrict their use of the

(in undistorted terms) more efficient means of producti-on,

labour. Capital is thereby used in a l-abour-substituting,

rather than labour supplementing, role. Although, i-n reality,

the eapital is more expensive, its subsidy l-eaves it less

expensive for those with access to it, and all of society

must pay for the higher than necessary production costs.

[trie See, therefore, that, although the goverrunent may be

constraining àgricultural development by allocating it too

f ew funds. it cannot remed.y that by simply increasing the

amount of that allocation. Increased subsidies in the wrong

n'l aees mav do more harm than good. Agriculture in Bangladeshyr*v ------- a

has suffered from the l-ack of an effective effort by the

government to find what would really help agriculture the

most. If the government were to give rural and agricultural

¡ìa¡¡alnnmanÈ effeetive ¡¡inrir-rr affnn*S WOUld. be inCfeaSed tO(leVeIOpIIleIIL - !- *u! -L uJ, çrrv! u
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find which rural institutions help agriculture the most and

then to rncrease the strength and, effectiveness of these

institutions and structures.

1.8.8. Agrlcultural Research and Extensio4

Qne result of the low effective priority of agriculture

in public expenditures has been the dearth of agricultural

research and extension facilities. There are several educat-

i-onal institutions geared. specifically to agriculture' such as

the Mymensingh University, the Bangladesh Rlce Research In-

stitute (gnRf), and the Bangladesh Academy for Rural Develop-

ment (gAnO) in Comi-}la, which have made notable progress in

certain aspects of agricultural research. (tfLe l-atter, in

fn¡+,.- h¡s reeeived considerable i-nternational attention and
Jsv vt ¡¡\jP

is referred to in the last chapter of this thesis. ) However,

these and. a few other small-er institutions cartnot hope to meet

a]l the agricultural needs of Bangladesh, and the present

extension system for spreading their research findings through-

out the country does not significantly increase the tikeli-

hood of that,

A major shortfall in research has been in developing

locally improved- varieties (l,tV's) which are specifically suit-

able for Bangladesh's geographic and climatic conditions. As

rnentioned earlier, (in I.8"2,), imported high yielding var-

ieties (ttyV's) and more locally ad,apted, T,IV's can both result

in higher rice yields in Banglad.esh. However, âs very little

progress has been made in developing T,IV's in Bangladesh'

those areas which have too much water or too much salt in the

soil- for HYV's to be able to grow are left with no option but
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tho lower vielding traditional varieties.ur rv

The system of extending information about local research

find-ings is also weak and too dispersed. The extension agents

closest to the farmers, the Union Agricultural Assistants (UAA)

are responsibl-e to about 24oo farmers each (N. Ahmed , L9762

p.17). Their small- nurnbers' together with their very limited

training, low salaries, and subsequent lack of motivation,

result in most UAA's being of very l-ittle help to the, farmers.

The Distr.ict Agricultural Officers (DAO) may have more infor-

mation avail-able to. them and more motivati-on to help the

farmers, but they are in the middle of a structure which does

not succeed. very well j-n traj-ning and enabling its employees

to reatly d.o effective work. whereas the corresponding ratio

in the U.S.A. is exactly the inverse, the present ratio in

-the Bangl-adesh agricultural sector is ten administrators for

each technologist, which certainly does not result in ad.equate

research and extension. (N. Ahmed , 1-9?6t p.22) 0n1y if more

emphasis were placed on training and hiring employees, within

a more results-oriented structure, could l-ocal agricultural

need.s be more adequately met and l-ocal agri-cultural opportun-

ities more fullY utilized.

L ,8.9, Education

A major constraint which slows the rural population's

move tov¿ard greater self-reliance is the low literacy rate '

"The percentage of l-iterates to poputation in the various age

groups varies between 20% and 2B/,, the higher percentage of

ill-iterates being in the higher age groups. " (Islam, L97B:

p,?Ð Although over 50% of the child.ren eligibte for primary
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school- ;rre official-ly registered, over 60% of those drop out,

with the largest proportion of the dropouts coming from the

Iowest income groups. (Is}am, L97Bz p.?3) Therefore, unfor-

tunately, almost a1I of those that do obtain advanced educat-

ion are from the higher income groups, litlhat makes this even

more distorted is the fact that these students proceed through

an educational- system which is biased toward more expensive,

higher education, in a context in which relatively few em-

ployment opportunities await those with onJ-y a primary or

geco_ndary education. ( f sl-am, 79?B I p "7 5)

Therefore, the majority of the farmers and their children

are unable to .acquire the skitls which would enabl-e them to:

read agriculture-related literature, partici-pate in communi-

cation on a wider basis via letters, keep better accounts,

process l-oan applications, etc., etc.

1,8.10" Rice Monoculturs

Any agriculture system ivhich depends primarily on one

crop is in a fairly vulnerable position. Bangladesh is in

such a positi-on, as 70% of its crop yield is rice. Rice

shoul-d obviously be a major crop there, âs monsoon conditions

are very appropriate for rice cultivation (whereas they

definitely are not for wheat) and as domestic food production

still needs to be j-ncreased to satisfy domestic demand,

rui Ì1r nrr -ì: i mnnrlg .YYI UIIVq r' frrryv! up.

However, the lack of sufficient research, extension' and

cultivation of alternate crops has hurt the country in several

ways. For one, dryland cultj-vation in winter is far below

what it could be. Secondly, cash crops, such as jute, could
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have earned far more foreign exchange for the country if they

had been given more of a chance to expand.

If we take jute as an example, we see that jute prod.uct-

ion in East Pakistan stagnated from L94? to Lg?O because the

Trlest Pakistan government; (a) put a very 1-ow price on raw

jute in order to help Pakistani-s set up their jute mills,
(¡) provided very little research for new seeds or techniques,

(c) put an embargo on trade with India (which resulted in India

setting up a jute ímport-substitution poliey), and (¿) imposed

a very low exchange rate on jute earnings. (By L9?0, a dollar
earned on jute exports was worth Rupees 4.75, whereas a dollar

earned otherwise was worth Rupees 8.00 (Nyrop, L9752 p.242 and

A. R. Khan, L9722 p,46)). In ad.dition, as rice and jute are

generally in competition with each other for the same 1and, and

as jute costs more to grow, the price ratio of jute/rice must

be about 3/L before the farmers wil-l grow any jute for sal-e.

The domestic price of jute has usually been less than this,

so relatively littl-e jute has been grown for domestic con-

sumption or for export. 0f the jute that kras been grown, the

Bangladesh Jute Board estimated in L973 that the amount of

jute smuggled to fndia was more than twice that of Bangladesh's

official jute exports, (Nyrop, L9752 p.243)

The predominance of rice in research, extension, culti-
vaiion, and interest, therefore, (regardless of who one

believes to be at fault) fras served to red.uce the cultivation

of jute, wheat, winter vegetables, oilcrops, etc. from what

they could potentially be. The output of the latter crops

could have been increased without decreasing food production,
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The result has been decreased flexibility on the part of the

farmers, extreme vulnerabiliff when the rice crop fails,
l-ess than optimal food production, insufficient supplies

for industries dependent on agricultural output, and red.uced

foreign exchange earnings.

1.8.11 " Overlv-Centralized Administration

Paral-1e1 with the weakness of agricultural extension

services (f.g.A. above) is the scattered nebulousness of farm

life in Banglad.esh. There are very few organized, broad-

based rural groupsn so the peasant farmers are small parts of

a very atomized rural structure. (There are farmer co-

operatives, KSS's, as described in chapter 4 below, but they

are very weak. ) Regardless of which one is the cause and

which one is the effect, concurrent with this lack of local
power or involvement is a rather centralized bureaucracy.

Authority over major decisions has seldom been devolved bel-ow

the district level. Wíthin such a context, even when attempts

are made to establish local- structures, long-lasting success

is seldom achj-eved. As Tepper points out:

Bureaucratic pressure to produce visible results,
combined with rel-atively limited departmental funds
and. a capital-starved agrarian economy, leads to
the subversion of the social- wel-fare motives, and
of the cooperative structure itself, in favour of
ephemeral orgamzations confined to the absorp-bion
of unredeemable credit.

(Tepper, L976¡ p.þ4)

If the d-istrict-level administration insists on results read-

ily visible to itself or if it views l-ocaJ- authority as a

cha1lenge to itself, it may well begin to restrain local

rniti-ative efforts as much as is discreetly possible.
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Although the local and more central- adrninistrations should

be complementary to each other, they are often not treated.

that way. Ayub Khan, with his "Basic Democracies" of L961,

saw a dichotomy between stable development efficiency and

local- involvement, and opted for the former by emphasizing

district-Ievel authority. (Tepper, L9?6; p.41) There has

not been a sufficiently wi-despread emphasis since then on

increased local involvement and authority to be abl-e to

effectively overcome the cumbersome, bureaucratic nature of

the official agricultural- structure across the country.

L .8.L2. Indirect Constraints

There are several other constraints, such as the short-

age of rural health facil-ities, which have a significant

constraining effect on agricultural development by reducing

the productivity and security of the people themsel-ves.

However, if we were to try to elaborate on all such indirect

constraints, we would. have to develop a lengthy treatise.

T-,et it suffice to say here that the above-mentioned con- l

straints form the major group of constraints to agricultural

development in Bangladesh, even though numerous other factors

also exert their influence upon this development process.



CHAPTER 2. THE THEORETICAL POTENTIAI OF COOPERATIVES

2"4. fntroduction

Given the context which has been described jn Chapter'1,

we are faced with the question of what measures could be

taken to improve the situation, People in many different
countries, including Bangladesh, have ad.vocated the formation

of cooperatives as one such measure to foster agricultural
development" Howeverr we must first examine the costs and

benefits invol-ved in order to d.etermine whether or not co-

._.qpeq?!ive formation actually is a feasible and profitabl_e

endeavour. This chapter wil-l therefore look at the theory of:
(a) what type of cooperative are we referring to, (U) tfre
costs or requirements of creating and operating such co-

operatives, and (c) the benefits or impact of such cooperat-

ives. Foll-owing this, chapter J will indicate the actual

experiences of various similar cooperatives in different
countries. The concluding chapter will then assess the theo-

reti-cal- implications of this chapter and the historical
implications of chapter J i-n terms of their application to
cooperatives which could address the agricultural context

described in chapter 1.

2 .B . Traditional- "C o operatives"

ff we are speaking of cooperative groups within under-

developed countries, the question that immediately arises is;
"Won't the traditional communit¡r groups accomplish the same

thing?" A person who has noted prevalent group solidarity
and strong kínship ties in Third World countries may feel
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-that the traditional patterns of community cooperation will_

achieve far more than any officially structured "cooperative"

coul-d even hope to " Indeed, if our goal consists of socio-

economic units that are consistent with the l-ocal culture,

that lj-ne of thinking would certaj-nly appear to be very

logical and consistent. However, the purposes and processes

of traditional community groups are generally different from

those of the type of cooperatives that we ar'e looking for,
These di-fferences carurot be assumed away, âs they may in fact

-effec-tively block the emergence of effective cooperatives

(as shown in the Tanzanîan case in chaoter 3).
The traditional- ties of kinship or caste, for i-nstance,

may actually be a hindrance to effective cooperative opera -
tions, as they may retain a strongly authoritarian leadership

pattern in which leadership is assigned ascriptively. This

could therefore block the emergence of any processes whereby

potential l-eaders or resources would be allocated in the most

economically rational way (Dore, Lg?!z p.JO-JLz Worsley, L9?Lz

p.23) .

As Stettner explains, wê must recognize that tradition-
aL groups are different from modern cooperatives in that the

former: 1) have a social structure built on agJ and genealogy,

2) rarely invol-ve a common sharing of actual producti-on,

3) embody social- stratificati-on, 4) invol-ve coercion in their
cohesion, J) hol-d present consumption, not future production,

as their goal, and 6) are controll-ed by power groups which

may not provide any means for democracy or incentive for
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self-help (l,eonora Stettner, L9732 p.276). The social separ-

ation and cl-eavages between and within traditional social

groupings may therefore be along l-ines very different from

those needed by cooperatives. Dore al-so cautions that

"traditional solidary communities" may not actually have as

much solidarity as is commonly supposed. The reasons for

this coul-d be that: 1) the "communally owned" land may stil-I

be cultivated. very individuaLLy, 2) the people working to-

gether on a task may regard themselves as helping a particu-

-.1-ar-individual- rather than as helping the community, and

3) communal work groups may include differenl people for

different tasks and therefore experience limited continuity

or overall community spirit (Dore, L9?Iz p.45-49).

Therefore, as Worsley concludes, "The notion, then,

that peasants are natural, 'available' communahsts, and.

therefore potential ready-made modern cooperators or colfect-

ivists, is so much illusion. " (inlors1ey, L977r p.27) ,

Dore takes this even a step further, to say that tra-

ditionat social- community groups are not only not automatic-

aIly conducive to cooperative formation, but they will likely

even be a deterring factor:

But the transition to modern coopeï'ative forms
will still be immensely difficult, for the
cohesiveness and. the authorítarianism are
inextricably combined in the traditional
structures, and the destruction of the
authority patterns is likely to l-ead immediately
to a breakdown in solidarity too, and the loss
of what is supposed to be the initial
advantage of traditional- communities.

(Dore, Lg?Lt p.52)
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The breakdown would not necessarily be as severe as

Dore suggests. It is true that if cooperatives are formed

in communities where community groups traditionally did

exist, the cooperatives woul-d requi-re an adjusted leadership

pattern. However, they would not impose this upon all

facets of the community's life. Traditional- leaders i-n such

spheres as religion, for example, would likely be able to

carry on as before. ff the formation of cooperatives ez'oded

the traditional- authority of large landowners, some l-eader-

ship roles would be changed, but the village's solidarity

would not necessarily be eroded by that. Because farmers

are generally loyal to large la:rdowners out of fear and

necessity, ralher than out of adoration, the emergence of

new leaders who related to those farmers on a (closer to)

equal basis woul-d likely j-ncrease rather than decrease the

group solidarity. Whil-e it is certainly true that we must

not assume that traditiona] groupings will- automatically

convert into cooperatives, it is also true that the cultural-

habits of extended family decision-making bodies and of

frequen-t consultations with the group leader wi]l- be more

conducive to cooperation than would a cultural pattern of

nornadic individualism.

Cooperatives certainl-y require a structure quite diff-

erent from that of traditional groupings, but they can, if

orga.nized sensitively, get a significant headstart by

building on some of the social interaction patterns generalJ-y

prevalent within those traditional groupings.
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2"C" Agricultural Cooperative Societies (ACS's)

2,C.L, fntroduction

fn the light of the above recognition that traditional

cooperative groups cannot be expected to effectively and con-

sistently overcome constraints such as those portrayed in

chapter 1, if we are looking for cooperatives which coul-d be

expected to do sq it becomes clear that a different type of

cooperative is needed. There are many types of such official--

ly structured cooperatives which have arisen over the years.

-However, they are not all- appropriate to each and every

situation "

This chapter will evaluate the rationale and structure

^f tt Â--i ^r''L,r qlr *-.--*l;ural Cooperative Society" (ACS) which woul-d be

appropriate to the situation i-n Bangladesh. This ACS model

refers to a cooperative in which the members retain individ-

ual- ownership of their l-arrd and of the produce from that

land, but in which they al-low their cooperative group as a

whote to have some control over what and how the members pro-

duce and market. In this wâV, an ACS has several features in

cornmon with each of Schiller's "Cooperative Society for the

Promotion of Agricultural Production" and Helm's "Cooperative

Joint Farming Society' (Schiller, L969: p,48-92; Helm, L96Bz

p.113). (tfre specifics of the structure and functions of an

ACS rvil-l- be explained, in the fol-lowing pages).

The basic appeal of an agricultural cooperative is the

possibility it provides for farmers to take advantage of

economieS-of-Scale and, increased market power, while at the
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same time retaining the individual involvement of each far-
mer. An ACS, âs one type of cooperative, thereby has the

potential of both increasing the productivity of those far-
mers and facilitating a more egalitarian income distribution
among themsel-ves and relative to theír neighbours (via the

increased market power). Marry types of cooperatives have

failed at achj-eving either aspect of thís potential. However;

if an appropriately structured and operated ACS does achj-eve

this potential, it can be said to be a means of agricultural
development as defined in chapter 1.

2"C"2. Rationale of an ACS

Before we look at the structure and. functions of an

ACS, let us briefly examine why this type of cooperative is
nroferr¡trlo fn n-ì-l.ran J-r¡nac" An ACS iS diffefent ffOm avJl/vu

service or marketing cooperative in that the former includes

several complementary functions and i-nvolves collective
decision-making in regard to several production processes.

The ACS is not merely one of the channel-s through which a

member does business, but is the socio-economj-c unit within
which he makes his major production and marketing decisions.

Tn thi s wâ\¡ an ACS avoids such factors aS those which Ward

identifies as reasons for the fail-ure of so many single-
purpose cooperatives, namely: a) a small- volume of business

which does not provide enough income to cover costs, b) the

difficulty of finding and supporting a capable manager for a

small-, seasonal cooperati-ve, and c) the inability to compete

with larger, more experienced local businesses and traders
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(Gordon H, Ward, l?6? B p.B). Although the ACS will not have

experi-enced ma¡agement from the outset, its involvement in

several complementary functions coul-d provide it with the

mul-ti-seasonal stabil-ity and the volume of business necessary

to keep it functional as its management grad.ually learned

from experi-ence and training.

An ACS is different from a production cooperative in

that, in the former, the individual ownership of land is de-

finitely retained, while in a production cooperative the l-and

-is eol-lectively owned. Consistent with this, although many

processes may be carried out coll-ectively within an ACS,

harvesting is done individually so that there is no question

as to how much prod.uce belongs to each member (see Schiller,

L969 ! p.7-8) " This removes the danger of any members reneg-

incr nrr fhoil^ responsibilities because they feel that they

wil-l recei-ve only a small part of the fruj-ts of that extra

l-ab our 
"

It might be argued that such a division of ownership

would threaten the economies=of-scale advantages. However,

these "economies-of-scale" are often not as real or as sig-

nifícant as some people suppose. One reason for this is that

the actual production leve1 canno': be assumed. to be proport-

ional to the marketed surplus, Because there are fewer

people, and. therefore "fewer mouths to feed.", on one large

farm than on several smal-t farms totall-ing the same size,

the larger farm will likely market a larger proportion of its

produce. Therefore, even though the larger farms may be
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marketing more produce per acre, the smaller farms may be

producing more per acre. If an area has many large farms,

i * mqrr aôô m^re produce on the market, but it will contain+vIl¿*Jvl/¡v¿\vv,

many more peopl-e who must buy their food rather than produce

it themselves, than woufd a similar sized area with the same

size of population cultivating many small- farms.

Another reason why economies-of-scal-e do not necessar-

ilr¡ ann'ìrr is t1-'o* ì* morr,^,e11 be the CaSe that COOfdinated]rJ a}J}JJJ JÞ Urrab JU ilral Yvl

small scale production is more productive than is large scale.

This is generally the case in Bangladesh agriculture:

(i) because rice cultivation requires completely leve1, and

therefore smal-l-, fields and (ii) because small farmers tend

to take much better care of their small plots than do larger

farmers with their numerous fields. Preval-ent types of mech-

anization generally favour larger plots, but it is possible,

as is shown by cases in Japan and lltlest Germany, for machines

to be built which work just as well on smal-l plots.

An ACS of many smaller producers can therefore, under

certain conditions, be just as or more productive in terms

of cultivation than a larger production cooperative is. A

different factor which can certainly be expected. to favbur

an ACS o-.'er a prod.uction cooperative, and therefore tip the

balance-toward the former, is the members' enthusiasm and

^,r¡nnr{- Â c S¡'hi -l I or aãr¡q ¡ÞLappL,r U r nù vv¡IMv! PqJ P.

. . . it is not the formal institutional framework
alone which counts. Rather, the decisive
question is whether the members themselves wiII
develop enough cooperative spirit and, whether
the existing political order creates the
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necessary conditions for the promotj-on
of genuine cooperative activity.

(Schiller, L969t p.59)

If the ACS gives the members practical reason to feel that
they depend on the cooperative as much as it depends on them,

and that they can direct it to work for their specific needs,

the cooperative spirit that Schiller mentions would very

likely appear and remain within the ACS.

What we are speaking of here is therefore a cooperative

made up of producers who are required to adhere to the co-

'-opei:ative group's production decision pertinent to at least

a specified portion of each member's land. Each member re-

tains ownership of his land, some or all of his implements,

and all of his produce, but he must abide by the majority

decision of his fell-ow members on at least some of his land

so that the ACS can function with a certain degree of con-

sistency and certainty. Members who disregard this require-

ment take the risk of, upon the discretion of the other mem-

bers, having their membership revoked.

Schil-ler's second requirement, compatible political

conditions, woul-d involve two characteristics. In the first
pIace, it would require that the'government facilitate the

growth of the cooperative in whatever ways weri deemed desir-

able by both parti-es. However, the second requirement would

be that the government not becone too overbearing in its
rel-ationship with the ACS. While it is true that the ACS

needs support from the government, and that the government

coul-d also occasionally use ACS channels to heJ-p meet
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educational goals, etc. this government invol-vement fre-

quentl-y becomes too dominant. As Hel-m correctly cautions 
'

+1,ì^ Àon-^n^ nf *nn mrrnl,r -^Vefnment inVOlVement in a CO-UIIE LratIåYr Þ \J-l- t/vv IlIuUlr Ë(J

operative includet (i) tfre government bureaucracy may hamper

on-the-spot analysis and dynamic devel-opment, (ii) the

members may regard the cooperative merely as a channel for

"rel-ief funds" or as an arm of the government, and (iii)

overly ambitious goals may be set for cooperatives only in

their infancy in terms of local- understanding and support

(Ue]m, L96Bt p,235-6). Although the ACS's require some ex-

ternal support, if they find all- of their activities deter-

mined by external bodies, they may soon be found to exist

in name only.

2.C,3 . lrand Tenuf e

There is no one set pattern of land tenure applicable

to an ACS, but several options can be specified. Within

each option, a rel-atively even distribution of land would be

required. Tf that is the case already, rlo l-and tenure

changes woul-d. be necessary. However, if there is a marked

disparity in si-ze of landholdings among the members, the

members will likely have confl-icting interests, and the ACS

r^ri'l'l nrrl-rcanrrareflr¡ fin.l ii werr¡ diffiellli- in imnlamanjwI-L-L ÞUtUÞY9LÀË1IUÌJ f,.LtIU ! U Vç!J u!rrrvu!u uv lrtry!vrtlv¡¡

measures which favour all the members rather than those

measures which increase the income disparity among the members.

If l-and reform is decided upon, one of the following

options could be implemented. A pattern simil-ar to Europe's

"three-field. system" or Egypt's "unified crop rotation"
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scheme could be adopted, in which the a:ree- within the ACS's

jurisdj-ction is divided into about three large areas. Each

member is lhen al-lotted ownership of one standard-sized plot

within each fiel-d (SchiU-er, L969t p.69-?O) . Such an arrange-

ment would reduce the risks of confl-icting interests or of

income disparaties, both of which coul-d arise within other

aruangements if some l-and suffered from poor d-rainage, for

example, while the rest of the land did not. Such an arrange-

ment would al-so facilitate crop rotation planned by the co-

-operative, in that if the cooperative members decided that a -.'_-
certain crop was to be cul-tivated in one of the "fields" (or

group of "plo-ts"), each farmer would be abl-e to plant other

crops in his plots located in the other "fi-elds", so that his

risks woul-d be reduced via crop diversification.

An alternate Pattern of

land ownership ís that indicated
1^-. lti -,n^ c 1 in which each ofUJ I I6L,tr Y L.L t

farmers 1 to n owns a Plot of

land bounded by solid lines

within an area bounded bY roads

znd/or irrigation canals. If

the cooperative members believeC

that there were economies-of-scal-e advantages in cultivation,

the cooperative coul-d decide upon a common crop and common

cultivation method for each row of plots indicated by o's,

x's, or ////'s (schiller, L9692 p.79-Bz) .

Another possible pattern of land al-location is the

Figure 2.1
A Cooperative

T,anclhol rii ng Patterr

aiAl o
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" chess-board pattern" , ( Schill-er, L969 t p.lO-lI) , in which

each farmer woul-d have all of his plots in one block. This

would have the advantage that, if the farmers do not live in
a village, they would be able to have all- their l-and immed-

iately suruounding their home. However, potential drawbacks

woul-d be that: each member would not be able to diversify
his risks as much, the ACS might be more frequently confront-

ed with conflicting interests among the members, and collect-
ive cultivation of adjacent plots by several members would

be much less feasible

Whether or not land reform had been necessary, and

whether or not one of the above patterns had been implemented,

the ACS would find the interests of itself and of its members

best served if it could, ãs a body, decide which crops were

to be grown in certain fiel-ds and how they would be cultivat-
ed. This would facilitate mass purchases of inputs¡ âs well
as simultaneous use of such equipment as pesticide sprayers

and the preventron of such practices as one member growing a

crop which needed pesticide right beside another member's

crop which coul-d not tolerate that particular pesticide.

Whether the cooperative would determine the crop to be grown

in only one of each member's plotsr or several or all of

them, would have to be decided by the cooperative as a whol-e.

It would probably he most prudent for the cooperative to be-

gin with deciding only one plot for each member. If that
practice was successful-, so that membersr confidence in their
cooperati-ve increased, the jurisdiction of the cooperative
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could be increased.

2.C.4, J,abour S.upply

An ACS woul-d not incur the l-abour supply problems that

productj-on cooperati-ves generally face. Producti-on cooperat-

ives often find shirking to be a real problem, and consequent-

ly find it necessary to use quotasr or even coercion, if an

appropriate amount of l-abour is to be contribu-ted by each

member (Cameron, L9?3). In an ACS, on the other hand., with

the members owning their l-and and the produce of that land,

each pember has sufficient incentive to appfy enough labour

to maximize the output of that land. If the members decide

to perform some tasks in coll-ective groups¡ they coul-d agree

arnong themselves to exchange an houros work on a neighbour's

land for an hour of his work on onets own land, or they could

have the ACS collect fees for this, from which to distribute

wages accordingly,

If the ACS eventually becomes diversified enough to

operate processing or marketíng facilitiesr some of the

members with less land could work part of the time at these'

thereby providíng the labour needed there while supplementing

the income they receive from their 1and.

2,C,5. Membership

Now that we have some idea of what type of cooperative

we are tatking aboutr we must ask who would be eligible for
membership in such an ACS. Most writings about any type of

cooperative state that an important ideal is a relatively
homogenous membership. As this is especialJ-y true for
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cooperatives involved in production, an ACS cannot afford

to have a membership with markedly disparate interests.

It would have to l-imit its membership to people who live

in the area concerned., who do the actual farming themselves'

and who do not engage in moneylending, trading of agricul-

tural inputs or outputsr or in processing of the same'

Farmers who owned trading or processing facilities could

become ACS members onfy if they sold the l-atter (preferably

to the ACS).

If a l-and reform which rendered all local- farmers

eligible within the above conditions had occurred, the

homogeneiff and strength of the ACS would have been greatly

facilitated. 0n the other hand, if that type of land reform

had not occurred, the ACS would have to Specifically exclude

farmerS who, because of leasi-ng out land on borgha condi-

tions or under tenancy terms deemed exploitative by the ACS,

or because of participation in moneylending, trading, or

processing, had i-nterests which were contradictory to those

of the other ACS members. (ttris would likely cause the ex-

clusion of..- most or all- of the larger landholders, but it

does allow for the possibififf of some larger l-andholders

who are not exploiting others" ).

The principle of eligibiliw fo¡ membership v¡ould have

to be one of including the peopl-e who cultivate their own

anð/or someone el-se's land, while excluding the people vrho
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gain their l-ivel-ihood by rnéans of charging rent from those

who cul-tivate theír l-and. Tenant farmers ( including borgha-

dars) woul-d therefore be eligible for membership, while most

of their landlords would not.

Mernbership would be voluntary, but it would be valid

only as long as the mernber complied with the collectj-ve ACS

decisj-ons to the specifíed degree.

As we will see in section 2.c.9., it will be economic-

ally advantageous for an ACS to expand its membership Size.

Therefore, the factors which would tikely put limits on

the membership growth of any particular ACS woul-d be;

(a) the amount of work that the manager and executive

could satisfactorily handle, (b) tne number of members

who woul-d still be abl-e to know each other (so as to be

able to work with and trust each other), and (c) the

amount of tand which could still be regarded as being

"local". (The first factor could. be expected to moSt fre-

quently be the l-imiting constraint. ) should there be

sufficient interest in membership, there could easily be

several ACS's created within the sa:ne "vi-llage communit¡r" '

Horizontal and vertical integration could also subsequently

develop, in order to extend the wpes of involvement, as

described in 2,C"L3. beloYi"
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f,et us now turn our attention -bo some of the functions

which an ACS could perform.

2.C " 6, Purchasing Su.pplies

The ACS would act as a purchasing agent for its
members by collecting the orders from its members and pool-

ins them into a truckl-oad or train car load to be disÌ;ributed

to individual- members at a specific delivery point. The

cooperative would thereby reduce costs by having relatively
few representatives, and could cover what costs it did have

by col-lecting a per unit commission (see Helm, L96B; p.6O).

In facto if the cooperative managed this successfully for
several years, it could then purchase a truck of its own,

and thereafter cover these costs by other income-earning

uses of the truck at other times. fhe ACS would not be an

"agricultural supply soci-efir", however, in that it would-

never "own" the supplies that it handles, and therefore

woul-d avoid the risks and costs of keeping a stock of assort-

ed supplies on'hand (see He1m, L968 r p.61) 
"

Ttre advantages which the ACS could provide for its
members ín this way woul-d be: (a) lower supply prices

because of a stronger col-lective bargaining positi-on, and

(O) assurarrce of the 1¡ype of supplies that are actuallv need-

ed, when and where they are needed.

2,C.7, Coordi-nate4 Production

Vtlidespread agricultural progress cannot rely solely on

scattered innovations by individual farmers, but depends on

complementary, and hopefully simultaneous, changes in input
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supplies, cultivation, markets, and structure of the economy.

Ttris means that effective long-term ehanges will require

short-term changes that are coordinated so as to make those

long-term changes more feasible"

ftre members of an ACS could together discuss and decíde

upon the most advantageous route for them as a group to fol-
Iow, be that j-n terms of¡ which crops or varieties of crops

to grow, which cul-tivation practices to user how much

mechanization to aim for, how much outside credit to apply

for, etc., etc. o Some of these decisions could be more satis-

factorily made with the help of agricultural- extensj-on agents

from the goverrunent, loan advisors from the bank, and simílar

outside resource people, all of whom would be more q¡j1'l inrr tn

come out to talk to a larger group of farmers, such as an

ACS, than to a few innovative but isolated individual-s.

With those longer-term goals in mind then, the ACS

coul-d coordinate, and to a certain extent enforce, col-l-ective

decisions about armuaf- production and marketing procedures.

That coul-d inctude such decisions ass crop rotation (especi-

ally if it is within one of the l-and tenure patterns describ-

ed in 2,C.3.), date of planting, extent of mechanrzation,

use of fertíLízer anC pesticides, and means of marketing.

let us take as an example the extent of mechanizatíon.

If the members decided that use of a rototiller for culti-
vation would be profi-table, the cooperative could initially
rent one, and after several years, buy it. The ACS coul-d
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hire a trained driver and mechanic (possibly one of the ACS's

own members)r pay him on an hour or acre basis, and cha^r'ge

the members that same rate. If an ACS had gained resources

over several successful years, it cou.ld service its members

by requiring only 30-50% of the fee initially, with the re-

mainder being paid at harvest time. If idle time remained

for the rototil-ler and driver, they could possibly cultivate

non-menrbers' land¡ for cash fees paid in advance, in full,
to the ACS.

Tn terms of the crop rotation and cultivation decísions,

we could agree with Schil-ler that:
A cooperative societ¡r for the promotion of
agricùttural- production [similãr to our ACS]
. . . differs from a service cooperative in that
it is not left to chance or to the initiative
of the individual- member to decide which
yield-increasing measure will be applied, By
systematic action the cooperative societ¡r has
to see to it that in the member holdings all
yield-increasing measures a.re caruied out
simultaneously in order to reach a higher
level- of yields.

(Schiller, L969 ! p.51) .

Virtually all innovations invol-ve some risk. However,

an ACS could cause its members to be more willing to iake

those risks by: (a)reducing the costs invol-ved (through

cooperati-.re trading of inputs and outputs), and, possibly,

(¡) creating a compensation fund for failures in attempted

ínnovations which had been approved by the ACS. In this wâY,

although ACS efforts could not eliminate the costs of fail-
ure, they could reduce them, and thereby increase the inno-

vativeness of ACS members. 0n the other hand, if the
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innovation is a success, many more farmers than is usually

the case will have gained firsthand experience with it, and

its widespread adoption will have occurred much more rapidly

because of the ACS's efforts.

2,C.8. Marketing

Similar to its role in purchasing supplies, the ACS

would act as a marketing channel for its members' output,

rather than as a buyer and sel-l-er of those goods. The ACS

_w_guJ,_{_rent a truck, or use its own, to transport the menilcers_'

produce from a prescribed collection place and time to a

more distant market where the larger volume would fetch a

better price. In this wâV, part of the trader's profit

would be remitted to the producers themsel-ves, via patron-

age dividends, rather than going solely to large-scale

traders who have sufficient capital to be able to purchase

produce from numerous individual farmers in the local market

and then transport it to more distant markets where higher

prices prevail.

In the first few years, if the ACS does not have enougþ

capitat on reserve to be able to pay the producer the exist-

ing local market pri-ce for his produce upon delivery to the

collection point, he may be tempted to sell to the pri-vate

trader. The ACS may in that case have to rely upon such

means aS a delivery contract or possibly an exclusive deliv-

êr1r r:lar:se (i-n which the members must deliver the statedv-J

amount and the cooperative promises to accept it see Helm,
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L96Bt p"49) in order to compel the members to market their

"exportable" produce through the ACS. Once the ACS has

acquired some reserves, hoÌvever, it shoul-d be able to match

at l-east the average of l-ocal prices on the spot. If it can

do so, even if it can only occasionalty d.istribute ad.d.itional

dividends later, the members would be faírly sure to market

their 'exportable' produce strictly through their cooperative

without any "coercion" being necessary.

. A certain portion of the agricultural produce of the

l-ow income countries, nonetheless, is generally sold in

local bazaars or markets, to local smal-l--scal-e consumers.

The practice which would be most readily accepted by the

other l-ocal villagers and by the members v¡ould be that of

the ACS leaving this portion of the produce, and the local-

sal-e of it, in the hand-s of its individual- members. The

members would be much more satisfied with the price they

themselves obtained by personal bargaini.g, than they woul-d

be wi-bh any price which the cooperative obtained. Ïn

addition, this would provide the members with more flexibil-

ity in terms of when they could acquire smal-I quantities of

extra cash for other suddenly necessary expenses. The l-ocal

market woul-d onlv be of a limited size, however, so the rest
nf *tra nz-nrìrrnp - tormerì t cxnorlatll e' abo-'^ ^^rr1 ^ 
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to l-arger, more distant markets by the cooperative.

Another result of an ACS's involvement in marketing

could be the facili-bating of the introduction and acceptance

of a new crop. Take, for an examPle, the case of an isol-ated
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but for which there is no market to which he can economically

transport his produce" He is likely to gain nothing but the

convi-ction never to grow that crop again. An active ACS, on

the other hand, coul-d have informed the people about the

nutritional value of the new crop, thereby possibly creati-ng

a local- marke+ qnå /nn ; + :outd. have pooted enough of the

new produce from its several members to make it worthwhile

to transport it to a more recepti-ve, d.isiant market.

2.C,9. Finances &'Savinss ïrlithin An ACS

As with any other enterprise, an important concern for
an ACS is how it will finance itsetf. rt must have access

to sufficient capital to cover its daily operating costs and

maturing liabil-ities, as well as be becoming increasingly self-

sufficient in terms of a constantly increasing proportion of

that available capital being its own. The sources of that-

capital v¿ould incl-ude capital owned ( share capital and.

commj-ssion revenue) and capital borrowed (members' savings

and external credit) (See Helm, L96B ¡ p.199-209) ,

An initial source of funds for the ACS would be the

share capital accumulated from the menrbership fees paid by

ihe members as each of them purcha.sed at l-east one share

(requ.ired minimum) . However, âs members are relatively poor,

this cost per share would have to be rel-atively 1ow, with

the result that this woul-d not generate a large amount of

capital. Many initial- costs would by necessity be covered

by external- loans (see 2,C,LO, beJ-ow). However, a::r
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revenue from commissions charged on a per unit basis for

services performed by the ACS. In this wâS, the members

who utilized the ACS's services more extensively would be

providing a greater proportion of the ACS's necessary working

capital.
Another internal source of funds would be the invest-

ments and savíngs made by the members. The members would be

al-l-owed to invest additional money directly into the ACS if

they so desired, whil-e a second means of tapping the members'

savi-ngs would be that of retained patronage dividends. If

the members agreed that the ACS could retain their dividends

for awhile in order to build-up capital, the ACS would be

able to finance more of its work without the high interest

rates that external suppliers would likely charge. A policy

that could prove to be appropriate in this regard is the one

recommended. by Roy (tg64z p.J26), in which he suggests that

the amount of eaz'nings retained from each member be proport-

ional- to his patronage.

Since refunds are based on patronage, capital
subscription should likewise be on patronage.
If this is not followed, the large patron may
get a much higher return on his investment
than the sma-l1- Patron.

Another potential initial source of fu.nds is that

accruing from land reform. If the government has enacted a

land reform and has paid the former large l-andholders com-

pensati-on for their relinquished land, most of this compen-

sation could initiall-y be in the form of credited shares or
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investments in the l-ocal- ACS's, whether or not the former

large l-andl-ords joined those ACS's. (ff tfris money had been

sudd,enly given directly to the partially dispossessed people,

it would like1y be sent out of the country. If it were all

immediately spent locally, very high inflation rates would

ensue. One of these two unfortunate results would probably

be what would occur, as the dispossessed would likely be too

disillusioned and uncertain to be interested in making any

long-term agricul-tural- production investments. )

- -As the retained earnings and possible compensation

funds were being collected, the ACS could put these into a

revol-ving fund, This would involve accumulating these funds

over the years, and once the desired capital stock had been

attained, repaying the initial contributions at the sarne

rate as new funds came in. By retiring earl-ier contributions

in chronological order, the currently active ACS members

would be providing fj-nances proportional to their present

patronage and the previous or retiring members would. be

receiving their funds again (including some interest) (See

Roy, 1964! p.338). If those funds include compensation

funds, the most stabilizing policy woul-d be t.o distribute

eventual repayment of those funds over a longez' time period,

so that there is not a sudden surge of funds on the market

and a sudden drain of funds from the cooperative "

Another question that this raises is whe-ther or not

the members would be willing to invest in their ACS by per-

mitting it to retain their dividends. This woul-d depend to
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a considerable extent on the profitability and credibility

of that particular ACS. If dishonest management or other

factors caused an ACS to function poorly, it is understand-

abl-e that its members would not want to entrust their funds

to it, However, if the ACS was functioning properly so as

to provide the advantages described in 2.C.6,7, B, & 10,

the members coul-d be confident that their investments were

helping provide services which they would not be able to

receive without the ACS. It can be seen, therefore, that

ínvestments in, and efficiency of, each ACS woul-d be posit-

i vol r¡ eorrel 2ì-nrr i - Õ ñ1 ì+.ral 'l rr ra-i nf nrging Way (f athef-L V UJJ L,\r! r ç¿a trgu; IIt a ltlt/t UuarJJ ! ç-IIII vI

than in a one-way relationship). This indicates that it is

not interest rates alone which would attract or deter members'

. /.savings/investments in the ACS.

Nevertheless, it i-s 1ike1y that positive real interest

rates woul-d be a factor in that as well. ltVe cannot be

certain how significant a factor it would be, but we can

schematically represent the range of possi-bitities by means

of a Fisher di-agram. In Figure 2,2, suppose that each

member receives income y* in fstqrt
nori nrl t and the aSSU¡anCe Of Consu'nfft'o>l
Yvrrvg t . r\
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somewhere along HRo ), or
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(¡) borrowing extra money from a moneylender (which would put

him somewhere along RoM) " If It was one of his indifference

curves, he would "settle for" Rt; that is, he would consume

Cn in period te and save or hoard Sn for period t+1 " However,.I

if he had an option of investing some money in his coopera-

tive at a positive real rate of interest, he coul-d choose

any point along CRo. If 12 was one of his indifference

curves, he woul-d choose R2r which means that he woul-d invest

more and consume less than he woul-d. have without the invest-

_$ent_option. If his IZ was tangent to CR- at a point direct-

1y above R. r this would be representing a case where his

present consumption remained constant while his future con-

sumption increased because of the investment returns.

We carl speculate that each member would react in one

of these two possible ways, but we cannot be certain. ff it
should happen that 12 was ta:rgent to CRo at a point to
the right of R1 , *fri"i'r. is possible, he woul-d. consume more

and save less with the higher interest rate than without.

Therefore, it can be anticipated that creation of the invest-

ment option would j-ncrease the members' savings, but it
cannot be absolutely guaranteed.

Tf, as we have suggestedr an ACS increases the produc-

tion capacity of each of its membersr we could use Figure 2,3

to i-ndicate the possible effects of this pr-oduction and in-

come increase. Let PPC. and To represent his initial- produc-

tion possiblity curve and indifference curve, respectivelyt

and PPC, an.l r r anro.:sllf, the same after ther'*1
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in thonrw. either- lsee Harris,.'rr urrçurJ t v! urrv! ' \ev Figure 2,3. Possibre Effects
1968: p.101), but we can ex- of Tncreased Production

pect that { would likely be verticalty higher than Ao. The

more productive an ACS was, the greater the proportion of

this income retained for future consumption that could be

expected to be invested in the ACS.

we must al_so ask the question, "If the ACS member

could invest his savings elsewhere for a return, would he

still choose to invest it in his cooperative?" One factor

encouraging that could be the possibility that such alternate

investments would be more "liquid" (i.e. he could' withdraw

them more readily). However, if we are talking about mem-

bers who are virtually d.ependent upon the agricultural

processes which their ACS aids them in, these investors are

l-ess likely to insist on highly mobile capital. If their

cooperative is effectively using their investment capital to

increase the members' income and- Security, the members

would likely invest in their cooperative even if the rate of

return was slightly lower than from other investment options
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(provided the difference was not too great). Ttris indicates,

in part, how infl-uential- the cooperativens management, the

initial effíciencyrand the nnderstanding of its members would

be in drawing subsequent fj-nances for on-going operations.

. 2.C .LO , Cred-it

An ACS would of course need outside funding as well-, if
j-t were to undertake the type of new activities which woul-d

significantly increase its members' income and securi-t¡r. It
is noteworthy that an ACS which established its credibility

yo"lq be more likely to receir¡e institutional credít than

would a small ind.ividual farmer, because: (a) the bank's rep-

resentati-ves would be enabl-ed to process many more Loans per

trip "ou-t to the field", (¡) one or tr¡¡o ACS members could in

some cases make the trip to the bank on behal-f of all of the

members (which would be cheaper than all of the members going),

and (c) the bank lvou-ld be more assured of l-oan repayment be-

cause of the social pressure which ACS members could apply to

each other and, over time, because of the ACS's fixed assets

which could be used as collateral.
fhe ACS could ful-fi]l the dual functions of both:

(a) educating its members re efficient use of l-oans, and

(¡ ) helpi.ng ensure that the loans were availabl-e at the time

they were needed. This would apply to both short-term and

long-term loans.

One type of short-term loan, for example, which would

be very useful would be a loan granted to individual members,

via the ACS, just before harvest time to cover his harvesting
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costs. With the crop as collateral, he coul-d repay this

loan after the crop had been harvested. Rather than having

to immed,iately sell much of his produce locally, to cover

harvesting costs, and thereby causing a market glut which

would drive crop prices down, he could submit that amount of

produce to his ACS as repayment of the loan, and receive a

rebate later on whatever price advantage the ACS had obtained

by selling the prod.uce at a later or more distant market.

Another possible type of short-term l-oan would be that

of a l-oan to the ACS as a whole for bulk fertilizer and seed

purchases. Each individual- member woul-d si-gn for his part of

the loan, but would not handl-e it directly.

The type of longer-term loan woul-d depend upon what

direction of policy and emphasi-s the ACS had decided to take

in the long-run, but an ACS which had establ-ished its cred-

ibility would certai-nly be a strong candidate for such a

loan from a l-ending institution.

Some requirements for an effective credit policy

through an ACS would be: (a) al-l l-oans must be used for pro-

¿trrn-ti nn rrr?anô^^^ ^-'ì*- t: not for social functions or toL.LL¿U rr_L\Jrr l'ltlr P\JÞYÞ vrrrJ \ r. E

re-finance existing debts to moneylenders), (¡) al-Ì loan

applications shoul-d be carefully evaluated by a committee of

other members of the same ACS, (c) no one member should re-

ceive a loan above an agreed upon ceiting (e.g. total- of

share capital plus reserves' or 20% of aII loans granted,

whichever is l-ess), and (d) the col-lateral for the loan

would be the crop itself and ACS reserves (rather than real-
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estate, because some members may not own sufficient real-

estate to meet this requirement).

As an ACS wou-ld have to spend some time and effort at

training its members in efficient use of instituti-onal credit

and to establish some credibil-ity with those institutions,

it could not expect to revolutionize the credit situation

overnight. However, within a couple of years it coufd free

its members from the perpetual bondage of indebtedness (at

exhorbitant i-nterest rates) to locaI "moneylenders".

_Tn orderfor such a credit policy to be able to sur-

r¡ir¡p for anv narinÄ nf fimr' ¡ a"^r-nm ¡f aUditing WOUI¿ bevrvs rv! qrLJ IJçf -LUL.¡- (J-L trIIlIËr a ÞJÞtrgIIl u-I

rectruired. Although the members may initiall-y balk at it,

Dore is correct in asserting that this "institutional-ized

suspicion" is necessary in the long-run So that the members

can be assured of each other'S honesty and can measure what

is actually occu.rring (Dore, L97L: p.54) . Unlimited trust

in a particu'l ar honest l-eader may facititate cooperatj-on

temporarily, but if it becomes an assumed pa-btern, Subsequent

leaders may take exploitative advantage of it.

It is of course understandabl-e that the audits should

ho norf ormed hw Ar1 ob'ì eeti rro 'rnirtsi dor" . both So that he iSuç -b/çlIv+I¡IUu wJ all vuJvvurvv t

not influenced by bei-rg a rela-tive of some members being

audited and so that internal resentment v¡ithin the ACS is

Iess likely to arise during the audit '

2,C.'l-1, " Micro-Economic fmPact

Having gained an idea of the internal- dynamics of an

ACS by examining its various functions and procedures' we
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can outline the micro-economic impact of such a u-ni-t' 0f

primary concern here is whether the ACS would try to maximize

or restrict its marketed output. As mentioned ín 2'C'B't

the ACS woul-d be marketing only the 'exportableu prod.uce of

j-ts members, while leaving the locally marketed produce in

the hands of its individual members. Therefore, because each

ACS would be a relatively small participant in the markets

in which it vyas involved, it would be a price-taker (unless

the entire rural economy had become Saturated with ACS's)'

fn ord.er to ¿r:rle'Lyze the cost and revenue curves of an

ACS and its members, let us differentiate the production

rol-e of -bhe members themselves (nigUre 2.4a) from the market-

ing role of the ACS as a whol-e (nigure 2,4¡). Because each

farmer has a limited input or resource (land), each farmer-

member wil-l face cost and revenue curves of the shape shown

in Figure 2,4a in the production process. (furchasing his

supplies through the ACS will- have loi,vered his MC and AC

curves, but it will not have eliminated the rising portion

of these. ) Each member will therefore produce quantiff mi'

The ACS, because it does not face a limited' input for market-

irg, will enjoy economies-of-scal-e in this regard, and there-

fore witl have decreasing ir{Cr âs shown in Figure 2.4b' Th-

ACS .r,vil-l consequently market whatever quantities the members

produ-ce. (fne sum of atl mi in Figure 2'4a could be repre-

sented, by M in Figure 2"4b.)
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^ t.-' l'l_gure z.+a
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Each Member's Production Costs & Revenues

Price

MR=AR

Figure 2.+b The ACSos Marketing Costs & Revenues

The ACS may eventually face a rising Mc curve, but this

would most likely be beyond any possible output level- of all

of the members. If it is not, so that the ACS faces a limit

to the number of membe:rs that it can service before it faces

its limit to production potential, the ACS may be tempted to

ru = profits

//>
AC

MC
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l-imit its marketed output to the minimum AC level' Howeveru

the ind.ividual members would likely stil-} try to market the

rest of their produce outside of the ACS, and therefore the

latter woul_d have reason to avo j-d such a practice.

As to the profit of each ACS member, he would gain his

own production profit indicated in Figure 2.4a plus his

equitable share of the ACS's marketing profit shown in

Figure 2,4lo.

Figure 2.J enables us to examine what effect an ACS's

involvement in marketing could have on producers' income

in a market which previously depended- on a smal-l- number of

traders who come to the a.rea to buy prod'uce to sell elsewhere'

Price

Figure 2.5 An ACS's Influence on Trade

If the traders did not come, and the individual farmers

had no available means of transportíng their produce to

more d-istant markets¡ we could say that the individual

farmers would face the l-ocal d.emand curve (nf ), and aS

a group be at point A. However, if the price in a

more distant market was that indicated by MR = AR = D3,
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traders would tikel-y enter. However, if only a few were

wilÌing and abl-e to come, for various reasons, and were there-

by able to exercise monopsonistic powers, the demand

might onlv be shifted to D ^-¡ -r-'r"^ -*:ducers would receive¡r¡ró¡ru vrrrJ uv 
Z, 

a.llu L'llç Y!\

only a slight price rise and profit increase in movi-ng to

point B. 0n the other hand, if an ACS was formed., partly in

order to increase the producers' access to the external mar-

lrar *ha affasf,ivs demand curve could be D", with the result-¡!v vt 
J

ant increase in resources and profits of the member producers

as !þgV shifted to point C, The ACS's ability to reduce out*-

side monopsonistic power would undoubtedly increase the v¡el-

fare of its members. If the ACS were to itself become a

monopsonistic party, the resul-tant effect for the local

community as a whole woul-d not be so wholesome, However,

wìlh .ìïrêr1 mom'Ìrar..qhin irr Al'l S'S, this iS nOt aS J-ikely tO OCCUT"YV I Urr Vy9¡r

It is worthwhil-e to note that, although an ACS may be

havi ng the infl-uence on the market that has just been des-

nrihcrl . lhi s mav be rather difficult to detect. Harris
t v¡rf p ¡¡¡eJ

(L968: p.87) explains possible reasons for this¡
Shoul-d there be decreasing uni-t costs of
operation as the quantity handled, by the
marketing services increases, profit-
seeking firms may be expected to become
concentrated in number and to extraet a
surplus, while co-operatives will function
somewhat like public u-tilities encouraging
product expansion to that l-evel- where unit
returns fall to unit costs. Success in so
doing would mean even greater concentration
in marketing as either the private firms go
out of business or are combined into a few
sr¡rvi vi ng f ì rms. Measurement of success of
co-operative functioning is extremely
diff icul-t f or such reasons. Success implies
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changes in the behaviour of competitors
so that realized results of both types
of enterprise look simil-ar.

This must not be u-sed as an excuse for assuming that

cooperatives are always more beneficial- than they appear to

be, however. Harris immediately goes on to caution us that
coonoratiwo f¡iIrire mar¡ he :---+ "ooicult to detect:uvv-ys!qufvs aa!!u!ç rlroJ vç JttÞtr 4Þ LII-L-L-

0n the other hand, a failure to j-nfl-uence
marketing performance may be disguised by
reported results from both co-operatives
(tñat are being managed ineffectívely) and
therr private competitors (whose excess
profit earning has become capitalized into
their structure) that are much the same.

That indicates to us that if we wish to ascertain the

micro-economic impact of an ACS, as distinct from the funct-

ional- impacts described in preceding sections above, surface

impressions would. not suffice. A careful examination of
,rñr-^ -^nr-o;-;-- -r-n ^^ri ^,r- both before and. after the creationLrd.Ud. lJ\;J- tJd.IlrIlIó UU j./E,t-LUuù

of the ACS woul-d be required

2.C.I2. EducatÅon and Training

A feature which requires far more at-bention than is
indinntorl hr¡ the few words needed to describe it is theIIIUf V4 UVg

education and training of cooperative members. Thomas Jeff-
or crnn ?req \¡ê7ïr on-{-'lrr ^oì ¡l, -* J d.lJ UJJ Þd.-L Lr. t

I know of :ro safe depository for the u.ltimate
powers of society but the people; and if we
think them not informed enough to exercise
their power with discretion, the remedy is
not to take it from them but to inform them
hv edu_cation.

The most evident type

ACS is education concerning

(Roy, I96L!, p.596)

of ed.ucation needed within the

what an ACS is and can do,
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together with what advantages/aisadvantages and. requirements

it holds for the members. fn order to make this practical,

it would also in many cases by very productive if the ACS

took measures to provide basic education, such as literary

and mathematical classes, where needed, so tha-b the members

and their families would become increasingfy well-equipped

to read about developments elsewhere, to anal-.yze their own

situation, to understand and carry-out the functions of the

ACS, etc. fn order to be effectj-ve, this would have to pri-

marily i-nvolve a two-way discussion and learning process,

rather than a set of l-ectures by visiting "experts". In

that wâ$r the members woul-d be abler (a) to indicate their

weekly concerns to which they would appty this training,
ln\ *n nn] lonfively discuss the actual- problems and potential\ u./ vr v vlJ

in their situation, and (c) to gradualty acquire new skitls

appropriate for those problems and potentials. An ACS which

meets resl)l¿¡'l .r fnn rlicnrrosiOn and. tfaining Can 1.espOnd tOl¡¡çç uÈ r võu¿sr !J

its context in a dynamic wâ$, whereas an ACS with ill--inform-

ed members witl- very likely experience apathy, suspicion and

eventual collapse.

. 2.C,!3, Horizontal and Vertical Integration

I have so far been talking about local ACS units.

Those would form the essential core of the cooperative struc-

ture and, due to the importance of local initiative, would

I ikclrr have to be activelv nresent 'lroforc â7'ì\r npnlrnllr¡LglJ ¡!4 v V Uv U V qv u! v vlJ L4¡rJ

'super-structure' could appropriately be created. There is

no need for each ACS to see itseff as an isolated unit,
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however. First of all, as it gained in experience and

or-rnnrr-h i+ cOUld. undertake more and more inter-relatedÐ t/I UIIó t 1I, f U

functions (within l-imils), so that its members would be mem-

bers of one multi--purpose cooperative rather than of several

single-purpose cooperatives, and So thal economies-of-scale

in adminj-stration and management coul-d occur.

secondly, there could be some horizontal integration,

in that neighbouring ACS units could, perform certain funct-

ions together in order to take advantage of economj-es-of-

scale in certain respects and to ensure that the activities

of these ACS units were compl-ementar'y rather than contra-

o]-ctory.

Third}y, a form of vertical integration would eventual-

ly almost assu-redly become necessary in order to coordinate

at a central level -bhe inputs and services desired by the

numerous individual ACS units, âs well as to represeni the

cooperative s-bructure at national legislative SeSSionS, etc.
.t-{nrr¡or¡ay. *ha nrì mt¡1r¡ Of th^ -Þ^^rÌ^^þñ +L ^-^^'l --^ ^t be¡lvllvYg*'-.-epI'UuLrUeIÞUIIUII1ÐUJVçÐ]lluù

retained (in practice, not just in rhetoric), and- therefore

this would have to be a "federated" structure (i.e. producers

are members and controU-ers of the local cooperatives ivhich

elect directors to the central association), rather than a

"centralized" one (i.e. prod.ucers are members of a central

association which is governed by elected directors and which

mânages the local- units) (see Ro$, f964; p.300). As this

vertical integration woul-d have to be at least partially

nl anned bv tha nrodueers themselves, in order for it toy!4rrl1çu v J
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both meet their needs and be consistent with their culture,

it would be rather inconsistent to try to create a blueprint

for it here.

Z "C.L+. T.,ong-run Transitj-on

Because an Agricultural- Cooperative Society of the

variety described above is a mixture of both private and

collective economy, it is not very likely to remain in a

static form. Its direction of transition wil-l of course de-

pend very heavily upon the members' satisfaction/aissatis-

faction with their ACS" Therefore, if the menbers' wel-fare

has been significantty improved by the actions of the ACS,

the members may well- become more interested j-n a more collect-

ive, sociatized economic structure. Various writers, Such

as E. P, Roy, aTe very cai:eful to design cooperatives which

do not in any significant way threaten the capitalist order.

However, within underdeveloped countries, the poor have often

suffered. from the exceSSeS of "very Successful- capitaliStS",

Tharr thcrefoï'e need to be abl-e to band together to defendf¡¡vJ

an¿ develop their collective interests, rather than to accept

the unreatistic notion that every individual who uses his

head and works hard wil-l become economically successful. An

ACS wil-l- not in itself bring on a socialist revolution'

whích coul-d be very destructive, but neither will it defend

capitalism as a sacred institution" It will, rather, provide

a means whereby col-lective action can become effective in

areas lvhere, until now at l-east, insistence on freewheeling

individualism has enriched the strong individuals at the
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2.D. Conclu.sion
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r-ndrvr-duars.

In this chapter we have described and eval-uated the

various functions and procedures, as wel-l as strengths and

weaknesses, of an ACS as a f,ype of cooperatj-ve which could

offectiwelv serve aS one (partial) means of satisfying both
vJ! vv

aspects of agricultural development, as defined in this thesis'

An ACS could enable increased production by red-u-cing the cul-

tivation costs and by increasing each of : the irrnovativeness

of its members, the availabiliw of cheaper credit, and the

returns for the members! produce. f1he ACS could at the same

time be satisfying the d-istributive requirement by rnaking

available to the smaller farmers as well, several i-tems which

were previously avaj-lable primarily, a:rd sometj-mes exclu-sive-

ly, -bo the large¡ landholders (e.g. cred,it, HYVIs and their

accompanying inputs, irrigation equ.ipment, & better markets) "

Ttre resultant picture is not one of an eesy route to

guaranteed. success, There are various costs, such as land

reform, membership education, and j-nternal discipline, which

must be incuryed. if ACSos a:r"e to be established and operated

on a longer-term basis" Although these "costs"¡ of require-

men.bs¡ ilâv in some cases appear in the short-run to be pro-

hibitive, they appear much more logicat in the long-run' ltlhen

account is taken of the various fu-nctions that ACS u S can po-

tentially perform, it can be seen that their positive impact

on 'both prod.uction a]xd distribution could potentially out-

weigh the costs invol-ved in creating successful- ACS',s'
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3.4. Introduction

Having l-ooked at the relevant aspects of the theory of

cooperatives, we now look at the actual experience of such

cooperatives in various forms and contexts in order to ex-

amine what the actual strengths and weaknesses are of differ-
ent types of producer cooperatives. It is not possible to

obtain a "random sample" which woul-d satísfy the traditional

scientific requirement of each 'element' (i,e. each cooper-

ative) in tfre sample being a representative of many other

al-most identical elements in the larger 'population'. liow-

-fr^^ø^ ^ ^F ^..^--r ô^ ^:*jsvçr, r,rrsrE a.t.ê areas of overlap or similarity among

different types of cooperatives which enabl-e (partial) coir-

structive comparisons,

In this cha.pterr we examine 'cooperative' ventures in
several differen-b countries i,vhich exhibit such a bl-end of

similarities ancl differences, in order to highlight, in
chapter 4, what implications they would have for potential

cooperatives in Bangladesh. The cooperatives that we ex-

amine have taken various different forms, from marketing

coope:ratives to collective villages, but it is instructive
to no-be -bhe various, often similar, fessons that we can

l-earn frcm them. Even though some of the cooperative forms

are decl-ared to be part of a "socialist transitiorr", while

others definitely are not, various parts of their experiences

can be applied to a Banglad.esh which. cl-aims to be 'social-ist-
leanins'.
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Tabl-e 3.I summarizes the categories of characteris-bics

through which the various cooperatives thai we survey are

similar or different.

Table 3.L Categories of Cooperatives Surveyed

Af+^ÉNI UUI
I,ocation l,and

Reform

The Soviet
Union X

China X

Tanzania
India
Japan X

Canada

Partial_
/.f ^^ñ^-õ-t; '.^^vv\JPU! d, tJI v uÞ

ñ^*--l ^+^vvlrjJru ug
Cooperatives

Let us now examine some of the results of these various com-

bina-bíons of characteristics in the different countries

mentioned.

3. B . The Sovj-et Union

The Soviet Union is one of the countries in which aeri-
nrr'l *rrrq-ì -r-: --^^ *-r ^.-ed temnorarrr rgleS in the tfanSitiOnULI-L t/L¿I o-J L,VU}JCr d. UI V ÇÞ y-LaJ vu wrrt_lrv! q! J ! \

to and adjustments of a socialist economy. Cooperatives macle

their first bríef appearance in the Sovie-b Union during the

L)ZO's. Although the Russian Social Democrats regarded co-

operatives as a potential impediment to their revolutionarl'

-nn1 ^ T^-;- -n-^.r-1-^'l^â --^-+^^ ;- +,¡ro 192 1 artir:les thatåud-IÞ, -LlçlI-L11 llUlIU UtIUJUÒù òUóóUÞ Uçu Ill tJlY v ! ¿/- L q! uIv-

cooperatives could be a strong step toward socialism. His

successors promoted these ideas as "The Lenin Cooperatives

Plan", which proposed a gradual intensification of cooper-

ation, moving from consumer cooperatives to credit, marketing,

Within
Socialist
Transiti-on

^
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service and suppl-y cooperatives, and finalJ-y to production

cooperatives. The expectation lvas that s

Ul-timately, he (tfre peasant) vrould be so enmeshed
in the system, arid his l-ivelihood v¡oul-d be so
attached to it, that he would have to accept the
logic of large-scale coll-ective production.

(Míl]-er, 19752 p. 226)

Bukharinand 'the Right' urged that the evolution shoul_d

be a gradual- one so that the peasants would- be able to adjust

vol-untarify, rather than under coercion, and this is roughly

the policy that was fol-lowed during the first years of the

New Economic Policy (NEP) (t9zt-29). By L925, however, evi_-

dence provided by 'the Left', that agricultural workers were

not admitted to the agricul-tural cooperatives and that richer
peasants were in fact dominating those units, led to increas-

ing State control- of those cooperatives (lvtitter, L9?5¿

p. 230). Partly because Preobrazhensky (and later, Stalin) and

'the Left' wanied a more rapid shift to collectivized agri-
cul-ture, the State and Party frequently vetoed the results
of l-ocal elections by substituting their own choice of co-

operative l-eaders from the outside.

As many of these 'noznachentsy' (outside appointees)

were agriculturally inexperienced, incompetent, and er/en

dishonest, ihe peasan+s' loyalty to them and the cooperative

efforts waned considerably. Even though over 48% of all-

peasant households were cooperative members by 1928, the

expansion had come about through bureaucra-bic, rather than

grass-roots, efforts and, therefore, did not create a dynamic

cooperative movement (wtitter, L97 5e p,232-3),
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The state encouraged and supported credit cooperatives,

etc., for several years, but the peasants, by-and-Iarge,
were unwil-ling to go along with this to any great extent:

The peasants themselves, although willing tojoin cooperatives to obtain credits, were
decidedl-y unwilling to risk their own funds
in the cooperatives beyond the obligatory
share purchases. Some peasants were afraid
to amass savings accounts for fear of being
J.abell-ed as kulaks. Others were repelled by
the poor busi_ness practi_ces of the cooperat-
ives and their lack of independence from
state interference. There õan be littl-e
doubt that the avail_ability of relatively
large sums from state sources retarded the
development of a spirit of sel-f-help and
commitment on the part of the peasants.
Significantly, the l_evel_ of financial par-
ticipation and sel_f-help motivation was
found to be highest in cooperatives outsid.e
the regular state credi_t system,

(lvtitter , Lg7 5z p.235)

There were, in
õY'rr?Y'\i z.øå ¡nd nrrn Ìrr¡âvu 4rtu ! ull uJ

official structures. By 0ct. L, 1926, these'wil-d co-

agricultural- primaryoperatives' comprised 27% of aJ_l-

societies. However, the State soon took efforts to gain

control of them, with the result that their proportion drop-

ped bel-ow 20% witnj-n a year. (Miller, LgZ5t p.233-4)

However, peasant resistance to control from above was

not the only obstacle for these early cooperatives. stat,
organs themsel-ves undermined the operations of these co-

operatives;

Strangely, ít was the state trading organizations,
like Gossel'sklad and Tekhnoimport, which violated
official- priorities and often circumvented the
l-ocal _cooperatives by selling tractors directly
to individual-s with cash. 0n1y on the eve of

fact, significant numbers of cooperatives

the peasants themsel_ves, outside of the
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maSS col-lec-bivization v'¡as trantnr qunn-l r¡
poricy efrectiv"iy-;;";d;;;;ã ";; ãiiñiä"t.
saJ-es to individual-s.

(Miller, !9? 5z p.239)

Throughout the L920's, Bukharin spoke of cooperatives

as a step toward increasing collectivity, but Preobrazhensky

and stal-in saw its protecti-on of rndividual interests as

being in basic conflict with l\{arxism-leninism, and. t}rere-

fore hastened its su-b jugation to state control. subsequent-

fy, as Mill-er says, "The corpse of Soviet agricultural
cooperation was formally buried in December I93O at.the
XVI Party Congress"" (Uitter, t9?5z p.243)

For two decades thereafter, there was very little
support for cooperatives in the Sor¡iet Union, except from a
few people such as Andrei Andreev, the Pol_itburo's agri-
cultural- spokesman, Even that l-imited support was termin*

ated by a condemning Pravda article on February L), L950

and the resultant 'public confessions' (pospielovsky,

L970: p. 414).

several of these cooperatives did unofficiatry remain

in existence, however, and in L95B Krushchev gave consent

to some renewed experimentation with cooperative grain

farming. By fa.te L963, these cooperatives were drawing

praise - even rn some Pravda articles. (pospielovsky, L/ZO?

p. +16) These cooperatives díffered from the L)20. s co-

operatives, however, in that they existed within the

col-l-ective system. They also differed from those condemned

in 195O, in that they utilized, rather than hindered, mech-

anization, These more recent cooperatives rliere known as
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"l-inks" or "zveytyra, which could be described as!

...an informal team of several (originally
3-B ) peasants to whom a ptot of l-and and
al-l the necessary implements and seed are
loaned by the parent kol-khoz or sovkhoz and
who are then all-owed to run their plot
autonomously and are rewarded orLly as pay-
ment for their final produce.

(Pospielovsky, Lg?o: p.4ft)

The zvenla y¡tre economic units through which the peasants

could gain 'mastery of the land' within the coll-ective farm

(kolkhoz) or state farm (sovkhoz) environment. The chair-

man or manager of the farm would grant to the group of

peasants the right to use the provided inputs as they deern-

ed most appropriate in the cultivation of the crop or piece

of land allocated to them. Each of these groups operated

i¡¡i thi r, tho nrì nr:i n1 e nf 'khnzrasohot' oT "internal eco-quvr!v u t

nomic accountancy". The fact that the group of peasanis

could retain the income from sales of their output, at a

se-b price, either in entirety or for quantities above a set

quota, gave them an effective incentive to increase their
productivity. The data avail-abl-e indicate that the zvenya

did indeed have higher productivity, in terms of both land

ano labour, than did the other forms of collective agri-

culture. TableJ.2shows data from part (3,23J hectares) of

a state farm in Kazakhstan, which r,vas converted into a

zveno in L969 (iv.¡. " zveno" is singular; " zven¡ra.-' is plurat) .

Table 3,2 Productivity of Links in Kazakhs'ban

total
( tons,

çrzi n r¡i al rl

from 3,235 ha. )

1962: before L963: mechanized
the links khozraschet link
were formed system onfy

)'L)v 9,20+
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Table J.2 Productivity of Links in Kazakhstan
average number of r,vorkers 2Oz

*J-rnnrr ol-rnrr-i- -l-l.lo 1rôâì-¡urr! vu6¡!vu u urrs J ça!

total- sum of money paid 1-81-,000 rubles
to workers

annual income per ful-l-
time r,vorker'

( continued)

59,OOO rubles

2,03+ rubles

^^/v

p00 ru-bles

quintals of grain per hectare 9.8

Source: Pospielovsky (t9?Oz p. 4ZZ)

One might suspect that these figures had been tampered r,vith

in favour of the finks, but Pospielovsky suggests that thai
is rather unlikely. His reasons for that concl-usion are:
¡ \ ¿ a/aL) L963, the l-atter year, was a relatively bad year for agri-
cultu.re, and 2) these figures had come from a Pravda article
(Oct, L5, L965) which was trying to criticize the link farm-

ing system. Pospíelovsky cites several other studies wi-bh

simil-ar resu.lts , including one describ ed in I .N. Buzd.alov' s ,

Economic Efficiencv of the Intensification of Aericul-tural

Producti-on. fn this case, the L963-64 Aata, shown in Tabl_e

3.3 concerns a mechanized maize-growing zvono headed by

Pervitsky.

Table 3.3 Comparison of Zvenya(Links), Sovkhozy and Kolkhozv

Inputs per hectare under
maize (rubl-e s )

Yiel-d of maize (quintal-s
per hectare)

Cost per quintal of maize
f--\

t ruDl es )

Þav.r¡i *aÞr¡ r
¡ w p¿lJ

Zveno

+3.9

5L+. 5

0. 81

s Sovkhoz
Ar¡or= cro

74.L

lt I /+.t)

Kolkhoz
Average

68.z
r/Lo.y

4.oz

Source: Pospielovsky

Althou¡'h the data here

fist averap'es but not

(t97oz p. +24)

are somewhat limited,
râ ncrêa ay'¡c1 f-¡,** equencl-es

rrr ulra u uti-uJ

for sovkhozy
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and kofkhozy, they do show that, in this supposedly repres-

entative case, the zveno incurred significantly l-ower input

costs and produ.ced about triple the average yield of either

of the alternate farm systems.

The zvtr$Ë. referred to above were only of the type which

specialized in one crop (i.e. crop-based). Another type of

zve:no whích was much more popular among the peasants and

whi-ch was even more productive, was the land-based zveno.

Within these, the peasants took responsibility for a partic-

ular piece of l-and for as ]-ong as it was sranted to them.

Because this enabled them to plan for a longer term and to

invest in improving the soil, this system proved to be more

productive than the crop-ba.sed zveno in which the peasants

were =ftift"¿ from one plot to another as the seasons passed

Jrrr l{nr¡rar¡ar. nn'l r¡ e mi nnrì-l-rr nf *1-ra ?arelÐA Af¡e Of thg ]affd_vJ. ¡lvYv9vvr, vlarJ

based types; they are still- opposed by politlcal leaders who

apparently fear that they create too much local- control and

, t¡auïonomy qrospielovsky, I97Oz p. 426)-

Al-1 types of zvenya! in fact, comprise a relatively

small proportion of the Soviet agri-cultural sector. The

Exemplary Draft Collective Farm Statute of April 1969 d'id

include 'linkst as one of the possibl-e types of farm struc-

tures, but it gave no definite support for them, leaving
-bhem to operate on a shaky footing, if at al-l (Pospielovsl<y,

797oe p, Ð4). The limited attention or priority given to

them is al-so indicated by the fact that, i-n his article on

recent Soviet agricultural reformsrClarke (t969, p. L77)
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widespread. replication of -Lhe 3,000 (l ) successful zvenya

present in the kolkhozy and sovkhozy in Novgorod oblast.

He describes them no further.
In conclu-sion then, several observations that can be

made from the experiences of coopez'atives in the Soviet

Union are¡

(f ) The LÇ7O's experience suggests tha-b, even if there

are numerous cooperatives, they are not likely to enjoy

zetive narti cination bv the members if thev are manap"erJ

'from above' .

/ ^\(2) Contrary to the prevalent economies-of-scal-e idea,

1arge, centrally-planned units may be less efficient than

small-er units" The costs of production per unit of output,

as exemplified in Table 3.3, are relatively high in the

Soviet Union. This is partly due to the curnbersome cen-

trallized planning of inputs and prices, etc. (see iUill er,

Stuart, & Wäd.ekin, L9?? z p.JJ2-4),

3) An abrupt colJ.ectivization program is very costly.

The Soviet Union was able to withstand the immense social

and economic costs because it had considerable resources

and a s-brongly entrenched government. Few underdevel oped

couir-bries can claim that to be true of -bhemselr¡es.

(4) The appearance of 'wild-cooperatives' in the L92O's

indicates that if farmers bel-ieve cooperati-ves to be both

desirable and feasible (possibly because of government-

initiated complementary reforms), they may well be able to
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create them themselves, and

(5) The difference in productivity between crop-based

and l-and-based links indicate that a cooperative wil-l likely

be much more productive íf its members have securi-ty of

land tenure for a satisfactorily long period of time.

3.C. Çhina

China, after L949, was another country where the

Communist Party planned cooperatives as a stage in the tran-

sition to social-ism. Mao Tse-tung and the other leaders

_!oqk_the Soviet methods as a cue for their early efforts,
lrrrt thar¡ norra¡f,þeless did f ol-low a unique route. One sig-

nificant divergence from the Soviet pattern was the Chinese

implementation of land reform, col-lectivization, and mech-

an-ization as successive, rather than simultaneous, reforms.

Prominent features of the Chinese context were a predominant

agricultural sector (eOV' of the population) and a Low Land/

man ratio (aUout 0.4 acres per person in L95?, compared to

about 0.3 acres per person in Bangladesh now and about 47

acres per person in the USA) (Kang Chao, L97O: p.4; Chao

Kuo-chün, 7963t p.3?) .

Trlithin that context of a low land/man ratio, and a

situation where intensive sulf,ivetion was already widel)t

practised on srnall-, leased plots, the Communist Party in-

stituted land reform to increase productivity and to smooth

out the income distribution" ft was a l-and reform launched

'from the top' in that the CCP sent cadres to each village

to organi-ze'l-and reform committees' and 'peasant associat-
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ions' to fomen-b class struggle and -bo confj-scabe the large

landholdings, without compensation. (Kang Chao, L970: p.14)

This l-and. reform (L9l+9-53) ended a situation of onfy 20

mil-lion l-and,lords by redistributing IÐ% of the l-and among

98% of the 5O0 million rural people (see Kang Chao, L97Oz

p. 4L; Chao Kuo-chùn, L963. p.36). According to data from

several sources, shown in Tabl-e 3,4, output of grain in-
ereased si..'ni f i r':nt'l r¡ drrri nr" the I and reform and moder¡tolr¡g 9v:J

well in the first few years after it.

Table 3.4 Aver,age Annual Rate of Increase (/") in China's
Grairi Output î L949-52 ( 5 diff eient estimates )
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L.7o
¿. o)
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Sources (as shown in Kang Chao, Lg?Oz p.22f ) z

L - sums of original provincial data in China
2 = sums of adjusted provincial- data in China
3 = TGY, p.1,I9 = Ten Great Years: S!a!is!i_c,g a{ lLr_e E_cp¡pmr-q

and Cultura]- Achievements of the People's
R-nt¡!v y4v¿4v vÁ v¡¡¿rr.*, * -"----.3 , LyOU

= li-u & Yeh, The Economy of the China Mainland
= Joint Economic Committee, U.S. Congress, An Economic

Profile of Mainland China, 2 vols.
L z93.

0n the basis of all- of these estimates, we could concl-ude

that the land reform was carried out smoo-bhly enough so that

grain ou lput ivas not adversely aff ected at the time.

As the land reform was progressing, the "Resolution on

the Mu-bual Assistance and Cooperation in Agricul-tural Pro-

du.ction" (introduced Dec. , L951; publ-ished Feb. , L953 - see

Kang Chao, L9?0 ! p.1?-LB) was released, which suggested

four successive stases in the transition to col-lective
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agriculture: (1) temporary mutual-aid teams, (Z) permanent

mutual--aid teams, (3) elementary semi-socialist agricultural-

nro¿l:ner ...ôô-^-^J-; -,^^ / n¡n r ^ \ ^.^'r F: .^cl I r¡. f 4) a6vanCedj/! vuuuç! vvVPUI d.UIvUÞ \flrV Þ/ I aIIL¿ -L-LIIa-LIJ, \7,/ avvc

ñ -æ; ^'.-l r-"nn'l nnndrrnar- ô^^T)êrãt'ì ves. or CO]-]_eCtiVeS.4år lL/L,tJ uL,(r a_L jir uuuuE! uvvl/Çr 4 ur v çÈ, vr

This was oríginally envisaged to be a gradual- process'

so that the peasants could progress in a vol-untary and

active way. Liu Shao-chi and Teng Tzu-hui insisted. on a

gradual process so that the coercion and disincentive faced

in the Sovj-et Union would not be repeated in China. They

al-so wanted industrial growth to be able to keep pace with

agricultural growth, so that the necessary agricultural

machinery would always be available. Until mid-I)JJ, grad-

,,^1 M^'t ñJ-;-.vÕ"r-¡ rvra,,ruel$ voluntary changes were in fact occurring'

Just as Preobrazhensky and Stalin had over-ruled Buk-

harin in the Soviet Union, however, so Mao Tse-tung, in the

bel-ief that the masses were already far more receptive to

socj-alism than the other leaders realized, over-ruled his

more cautious counterparts. Mao had his recommendations

passed in July, 7955, and within a year, )O/, of the farm

househol-ds were in APC's. By the end of L958, the entire

rural population had already been brought past the fourth

sta.ge and into commu-nes (Kang Cha.o; L97Oz p, 25-2?) via the

'Great Leap Forward' , which inflicted many costs and proved

to be a very controversial step.

However, what is of prime interest to us here is a mid-

stage in this rapid progression - namely the nature and

effects of the APC's. The semi-socialist APC's were
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established as cooperatives which would bring the farmers

closer to the stage of collective ownership, but which would

enable those farmers to retain certain specific ownership

rights over the various means of production. By L955, the

definition in Document III.6, chapter L, Article L, (see

Chao Kuo-chün, L963¿ p. 95) was3

An APC is a collective economic organization
of laboring peasants and is organized by the
peasants uñder the leadership and with the
ñelp of the Communist Par\r and the People's
Government, based on the principle of volun-
tariness and mutual benefit. It makes unified
use of members' land, draft animals and farm
tools and. step by step turns these means of
production into communal property. It organ-
izes its members to perform conmon labor and
distributes the gains of members' coÏimon
labor in a unified manner"

According to Document III.J, Article 1 (see Chao Kuo-

chün, L9632 p. ?2-?3), three features of APC's were that:

r ) I znrl i s eontributed to the APC in return f or shares upon
Ll

which d.ividends are paid. ("That is to sal, members retain

their right of private ownership even after they have put

their l-and into the cooperative. The land is just put under

the unified operation of the cooperative. " ) ; 2) animals and

implements may be owned individually and rented to the APC,

with the APC gradually purchasing them by means of shares

or cash; and 3) in addition to share capital, communal sav-

ings are buil-t up by setting aside a porti-on of each year's

yield. That same document suggested the advantages of APC's

qc Ìroinrrr 1) inora:sod nrod.u-ction (because of coordinatedAÞ Uç!116. L,l r¡!v!

land use, full- utilization of labour, and a greater facility

for technological reform), 2) peasants' more likely
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zrlrìêntznce of thi s .crrãdlrâl rofnrm- and 3) ihe aDÐarent easequuçJJ u4llvç vr u¡lr u ! vr v! ¡¡rt l¿tLv J I v'L

with which such a cooperative could gradually be brought

under state control.

There was no one required method of operation for all-

APC's, but the general pattern was for the APC' after

harvest, to first deliver the tax and quota amounts of pro-

duce to the State, then deduct for outstanding costs of

nrndrrr:tì on and nut sômê rcturns aside f or investment and- f or}.*"

a wel-fare and common fund. The remaining returns were

al-located to the members in 'proportion to their recorded

labor inputs and in proportion to the shares they held from

their contributions of capital and. other assets (Kang Chao,

t, / \Ly'(at p, +o),

The membership of APC's was to be encouraged among the

poor peasants and the l-ower middle peasants. -x-

x- The class definitions, as given by Chao Kuo-chün
(t963t p. 46-l+8), could be summarized as:
(a) "Landford" = a person who ov/ns l-and and gains
his livelihood by exploitative means, such as renting
out land, lending money, or hiring labour;
(b) "Rich peasant" = a person who owns none' some
or all- of the l-and which he hires others to cul-tivate;
(c) "Mid.dle peasant" = a person who owns none, some
or all- of the land which he cultivates himself;
(d) "Poor peasant" = a person who owns none or some of
the l-and which he cultj-vates, but he mus: also sell
his labour power for fimited periods of time; and
/ ^ \ rf¡f 

^-á1,^hrt\ç/ vvv!r!ç! = a person who gains his l-ivel-ihood
solely or primarily by selling his labour power.
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Landlords and. rich peasants were to be purged from any

"Sham cooperati-Ves", but if they change over tíme they

,,...may be conditionally ad.mitted in groups and at different

stages, so that they may participate in col-lective labor and

continue to reform themsel-ves in the rnidst of labor."

(Document III.5, Article p & Document fII,4, Article 5

see Chao Kuo-chün, t)6)z p, 92-93 & 83-84).

The repeated emphasis i-n these docu-ments was that

voluntarinesS and mutual benefit were essential, so that

propagand.a, ed.ucation, and persuasion, rather than coercion

by the State or any particular class of people, were to be

the instigators of change. Consistent with this principle

of voluntariness was the permission for members to withdraw

if they So desired: "When a member withdraws from a co-

operative, he may take with him his share contribution but

not his contribution to the common funds." (Document III'5,

Article 6 - see Chao Kuo-chün, !9632 p-92).

There was definite attention paid to the need to give

the APC menbers direct incentive to voluntarily invest'their

assets in the APC ¡

Therefore, either during the period of building
or improving, the private property of the members
should be d:alt with reasonably, i-n a-ccoi'dance
with the principle of mutual- benefit, so as to
lro of a6va.nt¿-^ r-n *l-ra ovna¡gig¡ and COnSOlidat-vv .*sv*.^-*Éç tL, Ulltr; ç^-Y(

ion of the cooperatives. This means that the
cooperatives should pay a certain amount of
comþensation for prrvate land, draft anrmals and
large farm tools which are used by the co-
opeiative; and it shoul-d pay reasonabl-e prices
for such private means of production as draft
animal-s and farm tool-s when they become
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cooperatj-ve property.
(Document ITI,5, Article 5,
Oct, L955 - see Chao Kuo-chün,
L963; p.91 )

An additional feature of that same document, although it may

seem at variance with Marxist-Leninist ideology, was the

nronÕsal of i n-herest òavments to attract capital investments

from the members!

Apart from shares and the common reserve fu,nd,
members should be encouraged to invest in the
cooperatives, and cooperatives should repay
the capital so invested, together with interes-b,
at regular intervals.

There were repeated inferences in the documents that

one of the APC's purposes was to facilitate further col-lect-

iviza-bion. However, this did not prevent these Sa-lne docu-

ments from insisti-1g on respect for private property and

for the ¡'reater incentive and productivity which generally

accompany it" To a certain degree, therefore, we could say

that these APC's are simil-ar to the ACS's that we looked at

in Chapier 2. Both the APC's and ACS's: 1) retain individ-

ual ownership of land to some degree, 2) are able to pur-

chase tools, animals, etc., by granting shares or investment

cred.its instead of cash, 3) make some or all of their pur-

chasing, proclucitg, and marketing decisions aS a grou-p after

tlrorr thomsel woq har¡p analvzeð. their local- situatron, tl) mayvl ! çJ u¡ r urt¡Ð v¿

appty their surplus labour to subsidiary occupations

(although the APC'S were to stay out of trade Document

TII,2, Article 5, Dec. 1953 - see Chao Kuo-chün, t963: p.68)

and, 5) specifically avoid the trap of al-l-owing ri-cher
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farmers or traders to dominate the cooperatives. (Exactly

how to accomplish this latter safeguard raised heated debate

between Mao and T,iu and others - such as in terms of whether

or not to pay divid-ends for capital and land shares as well

as for labour:)

For our purposes an important question is whether APC's

were actually as productive as was expected. Unfortunately'

because the rural- economy was So hurridly moved on to the

col-lectj-ve and commune stages, there exist little data that

are- of uSe here. What we can discern, however' are hints

that they were very popular among the peasants and that the

APC's, therefore, enjoyed relatively productive participat-

ion of their members. Document III,4, Article 5 (July,

7955) and Document III,5, Article t (oct' 1955) (see Chao

Kuo-chün, L963e p,BZ &, BB) state that the number of APC's

had risen from 1-OO,OOO in the spring of l-951v to 650,000 in

mid-L955, with over B)f, of the l-atter enjoying higher pro-

rlrrnt'ìrritr¡ then their members had previously experienced.uuv ur v r vJ

After July 3I, L955, however, under Mao's urging,

coll-ectivization was rapídly increased. The apparent rea-

sons were: the industrial sector was 'getti-ng ahead of ' the

agricultural sector, the poor har ¡ests of the previous two

rro:rs hârì left srzin targe+- "nmn* l-Ì'ra State was seeking
Jve: -**õ-UÞ t'tlulLvtJt Uf!ç

new ways to implement its tax programs, the approaching

harvest l-ooked good,, and Some rural class polarization was

occurcing. ( CfLao Kuo-chün, L963 | p, 5? -58 ) . Collectives ,

and the cofiImunes, in which all the means of production were
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owned col-l-ectively and remuneration was paid strictly in
proportion to l-abour, were formed-. Mao's faith in the

superioríty of large, centrally-plarured units was enacted

in pol-icy.

However, new problems, such as reduced incentive and

initiative, sloppy work, arrd local management problens, soon

arose as a result (Kang Chao, 1970¿ p.62-63). One symptom

of this in 1955-56 was a major drop in the number of farm

animal-s, âs many hogs died from insufficient attentj-on and

many draught animal-s suffered from being over-worked and

underfed (Kang Chao, t97O; p.58).

The Party's response to this was to break up many of

the coilrmunes into smaller units again. Smaller units of

economic accountahcy, within each coilimune, were formed at

the former APC l-evel (now "brigades") or even at the former

mutual-aj-d team level (now "production teams").

As these more recent economic structures in China have

a decided emphasis on collective ownership, they are in a

league which does not appear to be a feasible option for

Ba.ngladesh in the near future, and therefore we need not

spend time on them here. let it suffice to say that a type

nf .,ôrìrìôrâtir¡e vêrv simil a- r-a sed .:0S was estab-U-L ULJIJ},YT d- U-L V ç v E! J Ðrlll!¿q! uv vu! Pr v-y\

l-ished in China for the express purpose of i ncreasing agri-

cul-tural- productiviff and reducíng wealth and income dis-

parities.

The Chinese APC was expressly intended to also initiate

a gradual collectivization and an economy more consistent
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with socialisl ideals. Such coul-d also be the outcome of

ACS's in Bangladesh, if -bhe farmers and rural population

came to desire that. ff several groups of Chinese farmers

were J-ed to spontaneously convert their col-lective farms

into cofirmunes because they saw advantages in it (Kang Chao,

tg?Oz p. 60-61), there is no reason why ACS's could not

eventually go in a similar direction in Bangl-adesh if the

farmers bel-ieved that the situation warranted- such.

However, the Chinese goverrnnent took the above incident

as a signal- to enforce a widespread duplication of the

coÍrmunes, thereby terminating the'vol-untariness' which

had repeatedly declared to be essential. It woul-d seem

M?o was too intent on making sure that the peasants

("voluntarily"?) progressed as rapidly as possible to the

goal that he had in mind. If he had all-owed the APC's suf-

ficient time to become more mature, they might have accom-

plished his goals in a way somewhat different than that

which he expected, but in a way which would have had the

more full-fJ-edged support of the peasants.

3 .D " Tanzania

A more recent example of a type of rural cooperative

being created as part of a socialist-orj-ented economy is

that of ujamaa villages ,-n Tunìtunia under President Julius

Nyerere, Al-though TanzanLa does have some distinct differ-

ences from Bangladesh, such as an ample supply of previously

uncul-tivated land, it provides an instructive example of an

underdeveloped country whlch proclaims sociaJ-ist goals

th arr

that
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(which Bangladesh hints at occasionall-y).

Nyerere, president of Tanzania since 7962, has spoken

repeatedly about the need for an 'African sociali-sm' in-

volving collective living alld working units to free Tanza:ria

from the poverty it now faces. The idea that cooperative

efforts by groups of peopl-e are both more productive and

more egalitarian than competitive efforts by individuals

holds a crucj-al place in Nyerere'S theories. Exhorting the

people to regard 'capitalists' and idlers as 'exploi-ters'

(Nyerere, L96Bl p.9), Nyerere bel-ieves that everyone will

gradual-ly become convinced of the val-ue of cooperatives and

r¡ri'l'l inin -¡hem tn hcl n 1-lllil À rrn l-ha no+i6n aS a WhOle.w-LI-L JUJ-II UtlçIll Uv rrç¿y vq¿!u uy urrv rr4 v-

- This 'African socialism' approach is based on assump-

tions re the applicability of¡ 1) parts of traditional life
patterns whj-ch involves community work-sharing efforts
(Nyerere, L96B¿ p. 109-110) and 2) a combination of Marxist-

l,eninist and Maoist theories, adjusted to fit the context of

an African natj-on which had not gone through an agrarian or

industrial revolution (Nyerere , tg6,Bi p.17 e ?6), Nyerere

had original-Iy also assumed that socialism is an "attitude

of mind", So that even a millionaire could be a socialist
(Nyerere . 1968; p.1), but by 1'967, when the ArushaDeclarat-

ion was published, socialism was regarded as a^l'I idealog¡

which must be learned and believed if it is to be implement-

ed. (Morriddin, L9?2r p.17o),

There was not a widespread, active public demand for

socialism, but Nyerere felt littl-e opposition to it, and
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therefore treated the Tanganyika African National Union

(tAruU¡, not as a vanguard party to fight against enemies

within the domestic population, but as an open and mass

party to incl-ude and build upon the assumed common interests
of the Tanzanian population as a whole. However, this l-ack

of opposition may wel-l- have been due to popular nati-onal-istic

sentiments at the time - sentiments which effectively masked

any latent class differentiation among the Tanzanian pop-

ulation as a whol-e. This "open mass party" policy, in fact,

_ gave rise to increasing confl-icts of interest among accepted

leaders and between officially proclaimed. objectives and the

measures that were actually put into practice. As in the

Soviet Union and China, therefore, there were spurts of

spontaneous local initiative, alternated with centrally-
n¡fnv^^Ä ^ ø^^'.1 +çiravruçu 1,!vgrârlrs, resulting in developments which deviated

significantly frorn the originally proclai-med ob jectives.

As Nyerere regarded the practice of people living to-
gether and working together as an essential feature of the

ideal- society, he soon took steps to initiate such a practice.

Itlithin two years of publication of his L962 pamphlet,

"Ujamaa - The Basis of African Socialism", about 1,000 vill-
ages sprang up spontaneously (Couiscn, L975t p. 54).

However, when problems began to appear, Nyerere and the

International- Bank for Reconstruction & Development (fgnn)

j-ntroduced enforced central planning and conirol in order to

has'ben and coordinate the villagization process (Mascarenhas,

19792 p. 1þB), Some of the original settlements were
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spontaneous and thriving, such as those within the Ruvuma

Development Association (nla), but the pred.ominance of

supervised settl-ement schemes, such as the Tanganyika Agri-

cultural Corporation (fAC) Settlernents, soon became evident.

The latter were organized in such a way so as to stress

"modernizati-orf', âs opposed to "the traditional ways".

Consistent with rnethods used by British and German coloniz-

ers in the past, the approach was one of facil-itating con-

trol from the top. The leaders assumed the right to compel

the "less intelligent" natives to obey the instructions of

,thej-r supposedly "more intelligent" leaders (Raikes, L9752

p. 48). The vitlage Setttement Agency (vsa) of 1962-64

initiated many such "projects", but they remained just that

isol-ated "projects". That made manipulation from the top

much easier, but it in turn quelled local initiative and

destroyed any hopes of consistent structural change across

the country (Cliffe, 19742 p. 98). As can be expected, local-

support for such bureaucratic impositions was minimal. The

people tended to see the village cooperatj-ves as arms of the

government, and therefore as foreign elements from which to

obtain grants and concessions whenever possi-ble, but not as

efforts deserving of local support.

L967 saw the publication of "The Arusha Declaration",

"Socialism and Rural Development", and "Freedom and Develop-

ment", in a concerted effort to correct the past mistakes.

The new ujamaa villages were given official state support,

but the people were assured of freedom of choice as to
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whether or not to join them. Because L5 settlements within

the RDA had previously been so successful, they were pro-

cl-aimed" as modef s for the ujamaa villages. The rejection

of authoritarian rule and of planning or management from the

outside was upheld to be v¡orth emulating. Another model-

feature of the RDA settlements was the fact that every mem-

ber was invol-ved in the work within them, and, everyone par-

ticipated in the evaluation, refinement, and appl-ication of

the ujamaa ideology.

In assessing the impact of the RDA, we can note that'

although no members had gained excessive wealth, there

had definitely been a marked, widespread improvement v¡ithin

the settlements in terms of nutrition, income, public facil-

ities, clothing, social opportu.nities, and autonomy (Cliffe

& Cunningham, 1-972s p. L3?-B).

The RDA, however' lvas the exception, rather than the

rule, among the settlements, and therefore a distinctly new

policy had. to be implemented in order to facilitate villages

of the quality similar to that found within the RDA. The

objectives of the resultant ujamaa policy came to be;

(f ) íncreased l-abour productivity through
col-lective effort and special-ization,

(Z) economies of scal-e in purchasing, marketing
--n-rì ¿li n-y!vY!urrró Sefvl-CgSr eÏC. t

(3) increased openness to innovations and
-bechnical inf ormation,

(4) self-rel-iant and self-determ-i ning communities,
(5) avoidance of exploitation and excessive

disparities, and
Il\ ^ r.,i-r^^ø\rJl a rrrórrsr status f,or agri-culture and a reduct-

ion of the rural/urban income gap.
(Ellman, I9?5t p. 316-7¡.
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The ujamaa villages were to be comprised of 200-L'000

families each, with the Ìarger ones being subdivided into

production units of 50-1-00 families each. The ujamaa vil]-

age was to: keep a daily record of each member's work

contribution, weight this work in terms of energy and skill

requirements, and then distribute accordingly the su-rplus

realized at the end of the year. The farming was to be done

collectively, with no hired labour invol-ved.

The government was to play leading rol-es in: 1) plan-

ni n-cr eqqi st:nno - ?\ techni e^r -,,n¡nn-l- ?) nrnwì si on of fin-¡rr¡¡ó 4Ðu¿u vs!LvV, L,l UsUrrl¡JL;¿tLI ÞttfJptJr U¡ )l lJ!vvf ùIvlr v

ance, and 4) political education(Ell-man , L9? 5, p,327442) .

This approach was expected to create harmonious, pro-

ductive ujamaa villages, whose members would be so mu,ch

better off than the other Tanzanians that eventually the

entire Tanzanian population would realize the rationality

of it and. voluntarily form their own ujamaa villages. Things

did, not lvork out as well- in reality, however, for reasons

elaborated on below.

coerci on, once again became the official rul-e of the

day. On Nov. 6, L973, Nyerere decl-ared that, "To live in

villages is an order" ' with the result that 2/3 of the pop-

ulation was in "Songambele" (deveLopment) vii-lages by the

end of 19?5, However, the bureaucratic coercion and proper-

{r, ¿lnol-nrrn*'ì n¡ nê.'pssprl¡ f n imnl omon-l- t\g ediCt femOVed anyUJ UYÐ tJ! UU UIVII f lç! sÈÈ4 J t"

el-ements of vol-untariness, and thereby b-ì-ocked the hoped-

for increases in productivity and weal-th (l4ascarerrhas, L979).
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This oscill-ation from enforced to voluntary to enforced

settlements need not be interpreted as an i-ndication of a

useless search (for a better life in Tanzania). A more

realistic eval-uation of that 'phenomenon would concur with

the intent of Jonathan Barker's statement:

One fears that the political--adrninistrative lead-
ership may be drawing the over-hasty and under-
researched concl-usion. . . that somehow rural
socialism has failed, when in fact only an in-
spiring, but in practice very incomplete and.
tentative, social-ist effort was attempted.

(Barker, L9792 p, I20-L)

_The ujamaa villages were indeed only a partial attempt

to enact a developmental type of social-ism, so they stopped

short of achieving this potential. It is instructive,

therefore, to examine both the positive and negative

features of the ujamaa villages.

The positive features were most vividly exemplified in

villages within the RDA, such as Matetereka (see Lewin,L972)

This village was begun by its members' own volition, Ied by

a manager and secretary elected by the people, and super-

vised by an indigenous managing committee. The village be-

gan small and. grew steadily (at least until the time of

f-,ewin's article). There was some communal work being done,

with the manageríal responsibilities for each crop being

assigned to different men, so that no one person was over*

l-oaded with responsibilities and so that a number of people

gained, leadership experience. The RDA was operating a soc-

ialist primary school- in Litowa, and holding regular local

ujamaa meetings in which adults could discuss their exper-
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iences and their viewpoints on ujamaa. This fostered an

Uchumi (tfrri{t) movement in which the local village people:

became aware of farming alternatrves thai did exist, real-

ized that economic efficiency or was-be depended on and

affected themselves, and decided which of the alternatives

to pursue. The RDA was also training its young people in

dyeing, weaving, and small business management practices,

etc., so that they could fill roles which were complementary

to the vilJ-age's farming operations.

Such an example seems to have been an exception, how-

ever. RDA villages like Matetereka were initially hailed

as model u jamaa villages, but they were eventual-ly banned

in L969 fy TANU. Coulson suggests that the reason for the

ban vras ¡

. . . ostensibty for acting as a focus of
opposition to the Party but perhaps
F- - -f
fwas actually;f for being too seff-
Teliant and acting independently of the
Government and the Party bureaucracy.

(Coulson, L97 5z p,55)

The sources of problems which had beset the ujama,a

villages can be broken down into a number of categories

which are inter-related, but nonetheless separately

identifiable:
(a) Control from the top: As has already been indicat-

€d, control frorn outside of the village was often enployed

in order to: hasten villagization, induce 'modernization',

and extract an increasing surplus from the peasant sector.

This ted to corrupt practices on the part of local officials'

including the tendency of some to order people into the
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their own landholdings so as to be able to continue receiv-

ing income from sources i-ndependent of their own labour

(Musoke, I9?l: p.6). Other types of corcuption are also

evidenced by examples such as that given by Bakula (tg?l':

p. 38). He cites cases where the free distribution of

vacant land by the Vitlage Development Council- (VDC) was so

corrupt that the farmers generally preferred to buy the land

from others rather than receive it "free" from the VDC. In

_ qqcþ_a context, the apathy of the villagers ís understandabþ. _-

(¡) Denj-al of class differencess Nyerere's refusal to

accept the idea of cl-ass differences has given officials the

room to continue, unchecked, in an exploi-tative role vis a

vis the peasants placed in the ujamaa villages ' Even if

sinister ul-terior motives are not as inherent to the govern-

ment's policies as Shivji suggests (t975, p. 9+), it is true

that the complete faith in common interests of everyone in

the country has left the door open for the "bureaucratic

bourgeoisie" to do the increased consuming as the state

does the accumulating.

(c) l,ack of preparations on policy for the villages;

It appea-s that Nyerere's confidence that people would

spontaneously join ujamaa villages also l-ed him to bel-ieve

r.hrf Èhor¡ u,nuffl þs abl_e to take care of most of their pro-VIIø U U¡TVJ

bl-ems once they v/ere in the villages. fn spite of the

abundant rhetorical support that the ujamaa viJ-lages re-

ceived, feasibility studies and advance preparations were
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minimal- (see loxley, Lg?41 p.?L; illusoke , 79?&, p.5). The

emphasis was on people living together, but there was relat-

ively l-ittle preparation for people working together, v¡j-th

the resul-t that the l-atter did not develop as hoped (C]-iffe,

!97o ! p.50).

The negative effects of outside control have already

been alluded to, but that is not to say that the government

should not have prepared and suggested to interested villag-

ers some possible consistent methods of organizing their

,operations. For example, the governmental Plan did not

propose any system of economic incentives for, nor limits

on, managers and l-eaders (Ngotyana, I9?2: p.126), with the

result that effective l-imits rarely appeared, giving scope

for l-ocal- inconsistencies and corruption to abound.

(d) Limited understanding: Nyerere frequently asserted

the necessity of education and understanding among both the

villagers and leaders if the ujamaa or even songambele

village approach was to have sufficient dynamic strength.

The villagers must be able to themsel-ves evaluate the real

causes of their poverty if they are to overcome them. With

this in mind, the government stressed a form of primary

school ed.ucation which was to be "complete ir. i-tself", i.e.

reaching alt of the population and equipping all students

for productive lives in the communities, rather than merely

for more advanced studies, The students and teachers were

to work together in "productive activiti€s", as well as in

classroom lectures. There was progress made by the late
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desired results were not obtained, because many teachers

c ontr-nued to rely on rote memory and use of the cane, there-

by perpetuating a paternalistic, relatively ineffective

teaching method (mnilinyi, L979z p.21-9-222) .

Parallel with the loopholes in the elementary education-

al- system were the weaknesses in attempts to increase the

villagers' understanding of a progressive mode of develop-

ment. One symptom of this was that pointed out by f,app6

and Beccar-Vare1a (1980 t p.l6) z

Because in Tanzania power is seen to rest
outside of the villages (devetopment, that
is, is seen as something that comes down
from the top in the form of services or
project plans), even the quality of village-
el-ected leadership is affected. Village
leaders appear to be selected not so much
on the basis of their record of work and
willingness to shoulder responsibility as
according to who is most likely to be an
effective "ambassador" in securing what
the village wants from the government.
Thus, elected village leaders tend to be
mal-e and wealthy and from the traditional
rulins cl-ass.

If such is the case, there can be little hope of local

action which will reduce rural income disparities or form

truly democratic, l-ocal decision-making bodies.

gnfortunately, the limited understanding does not reside

only in the villages. I,appá and Beccar-Varel-a (f 9ao z p.72-

73) cite the example of seminars hel-d in Oct. L977 to train
-the trainers of vil-lage managers (who had been appointed

from the outside). The seminars did not call resource

people from the Institute of Adult Education, which had
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developed a successful method of both teaching information

and instilling motivation. Instead, the resource people

were officials from the Prime Minister's offj-ce, the

Development Pl-anning office, etc. Students of such seminars

cannot be expected to be abl-e to train managers to effective-
ly engender understanding and motivation amongst villagers
whom they do not know.

One might dismiss that as an isolated observation,

except that Raikes refers to poorly prepared l-ocal officials
on a wíder scale. As he correctly points out, for ujamaa's

aim of political and economic change to have had a greater

chance of success, more thoroughly trained political cadres

(or local l-eaders) and a more widespread understanding of a

consistent social-ist policy would have been necessary

(Raikes, L9?5| p,39). "More thoroughly trained" should not

mean 'better equipped to control', but rather, 'better
enabled to point out to villagers the strengths or contra-

dictions of their proposals, so as to help them formulate

and implement changes whích erùrance their local d-evelopment'.
/\(e) On1y marketing, not producer, cooperatives: An

argument which is central to socialist ideology, and to

which Nyerere adheres as weIl, is that social-ism must in-
volve the rel-ations of production, as well- as of marketing,

if it is to avord major contradictions within itsel-f .

Nyerere himself proclaimed that:

. . .al-though marketing cooperatives are socialist
;- +1^^rrr rJrre ¡ryrrue that they represent the joint
activities of producers, they could be socialist
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institutions serving capitalism if the
basic organization of agricultural
production is capitalist.

(Nyerere, L96B r p.116)

In spite of such assertions, marketing eooperatives com-

prised fully 79% of tlne cooperati-ves registered as of Jan. 1,

7970 (Triestergaard, t97Oz p.I33), and ujamaa villages had

not succeeded very well- in creating social-ist production

unitsr âs we have seen. The effective cooperatives were

therefore much more heavily represented in marketing than

in nroduction.

Ttle could say that "socialist production processes"

must at least mean processes of production planning and

implementation which do not reduce the wel--fare of some of

the members of the collective ur cooperative group j-nvolved

in the planning and implementation in order to improve the

welfare of some of its other members (i.e. no exploitation).

However, most ujamaa villages would not even qualify as

'socialist production uni-ts' under a definition as loose

as that (as shown in (f ) below),

(f ) l,ocal- economic disparities; The marketing co-

operatives basically accepted the existing landholding dis-

tribution as it was, and as a result provided a means for

the traditionally richer people to enhance their social,

economic, and political standing. Hyden, for one, therefore

concl-udes that, "Cooperatives assist in institutional-izing

the power of the already economically privileged" (Hyden,

L97oz p.67).
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The ujamaa villages fell- into the same trap to a cer-

tain extent¡ âs they did not require a prior redistri-bution

of land or wealth either. fn fact, most of the ujarnaa

villages were created on formerly vacant l-and¡ so that the

former l-andless and small- landholders coul-d huddle together

on marginal Iand, whil-e the large landholders could continue

unabated in their positions of power, This non-redistribut-

ive characteristic of the ujamaa villages meant that they

coul-d be attempted where there v¡as empty land, but that they

were not at all structured so as to enter areas of total

J-and. exploitation (fet alone correct the disparities found

there). The relatively passive acceptance of existing land-
L^1 r: -- *^-L-r-^rna nnl- ¡-"t-" e'l'l nr¡rorl Äi cner i{igg to continue,lI\JJL¿-LIIó yd. tr UUr IIÞ IIv U UrIrJ, al¿u vv çu u!Ð}J(a

but even enhanced the richer farmers' position by allowing

them to join ujamaa efforts in order to acquire the accom-

panying goverrunent grants, whíle at the same time retaining

their individual l-arrdholdings elsewhere (naikes, L9?52 p,45

& Musoke, I97I2 p.6, mentioned previously).

3.8. India

India is another underdeveloped country which has had

extensive experience with cooperatives. By the mid-1!J0's,

Mahatma Gandhi was warning that economic dis¡arities wou-ld

have to be reduced if the country was not to be plunged into

chaos and civil- war (Frankel , Lg?I; p.206-?). Various other

leaders over the decades were advocating support of co-

operatives as a means of improvi-ng the farmers' economic

welfare. Various cooperatj-ves were formed, and in ihe
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1950's even cooperative farming (joint use of land) was pro-

moted by the First Five Year PJ-an (tg5t-56) and. by the Nag-

pur Resolution of Nehru's Congress Party in Jan., 7959

( Schil-ler, L969: p. 1 L2-3) 
"

However, upon examination, we can soon see that the

prímary aim of these cooperatives was not to raise the smal-l-

farmers' self-reliance and wel-fare. It seemed rather to be

to facil-itate government control and direction. Consistent

with that was the general preference for large-scale co-

copeäatives. In spite of the National Development Council-r's-.-"_-

(NDC's) ruling in Nov., L95B that cooperative size should be -

'l'imi*ort a.r âs to maximize effieiener¡ (l[amoria & saxsena,+4¡¡¡! uvs t

L973, p.1 69), assumptions re positive economies-of-scale

prevailed through most of the goverrunent's approach to co-

operatives. How these assumptions led quite naturally to
strong direct government involvement in the cooperatives

can be Seen i"-' Tr¡rc"i '< rrorgig¡ of the reCent poSitiOn in

India:

Vüith the rapid growth of co-operatives
and the multiplication of their number
strong organization for supervision and
control- outside the movement itsel-f becomes
imperative in order to instil confidence in
the people of the efficiency and orderJ-y
working of the co-operatives. This can be
furnished only by the State in the form of
a co-operative department. ...The State
has therefore to be given voice in the
internal- administration of the societi-es
in which it has a financial stake. The
State supervision and guidance is now al-l
the more necessary as it is required to
promote and impJ-ement national policies
through the co-operatives in the direction
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of economic advancement of the country.
(Tyagi, 1968i p.\o? )

Technicafly, the cooperative is run by a General

Committee, which includes all the members, and a l/lanaging

Committee or Panchayat, which is el-ected by the members.

However, by means of statements such as that quoted. above,

we can see that the authority and freedom of each co-

operative is kept within limits, Even within those circum-

scribed powers, a predominant position is taken by a local

elite, âs ind.icated by Mamoria & Saxsena (tgZl; p.1BJ);

In majority of cases the members not only
are ill-iterate but also indifferent and
hence the Panchayatdara have things their
own way and this often leads to mismanagement.
Mismanagement is a fat more frequent cause,
however, of societies' shipwreck, the
intelligence, conscienti-ousness, and energ¡¡
of the Managing Committee has very much to
do with a sõciõty's prosperity. [*i"J

It is rather unrealistic and/or näive to credit all
Managing Committees with such benevolence and goodwiIl.

It is only logical for people who have mi-sused a cooperative

until- it went bankrupt to try to put the blame on 'mismanage-

ment'. That only serves to distract attention from the fact

that the Iikely reason for the 'il-literate' members'

'indj-fference' is the fact that the cooperatives have not

been structured to really improve the economic position of

the poorer members.

The cooperative shoul-d take account of the fact that

the changes resulting from the 'green revol-ution' in India

have generally been to the smal-l farmers' disadvantage"
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Frankel asserts that:

At best, they ftfre green revolution effects]
have permittód-smal-Í farmers to stabilize
their standard of living in the face of rising
costs. In cases lvhere smal-l farmers also
lease part of their holdings, or are pure
tenants, rising rental-s in recent years (in
resp,onse to the sharp spurt in land val-ues) ,
and/or the iendency of l-andowners to resume
land for personal- cultivation with the
introduction of more profitable techniques,
have actuaAly led to an absol-ute deterioration' in the economic condition of the smal-ler owner-
cum-tenant cultivator cl-ass.

(Frankel , L9?!z p.I92).

This group which is suffering relative economic decline, and

which Frankel estimates to be as high as 7 5-BO% o-f the farm

population in some rice growing areas (Frankel-, L9?12 p.I93),

receives very little effective representation in cooperat-

ives or in any government prcgram, for that matter

Mamoria and Saxsena (L973: p.1?B) admit the present

shortcomings:

Stress has been l-aid in recent years on the
financing of smal-l- cultivators i. e. relating
to weaker sections but much success could not
be achieved so far. Efforts are being made
in this direction - but the co-operatives
have not made much headway in meeting the
credit needs of smal-l farmers.

These authors then go on to suggest various marginal

internal ire-vitalizing' changes to supposedly give a

stronger foundation to the whol-e (predominantly credit)
cooperative structure. They repeatedly ta1.k of the need to

r"i ve ' nri ori t-r t tn fh a qmq I 'l farmcrs - hll t *h or¡ th on immed-

iately call for "Adoption of the more rational- policies such

as relating the size of credit to production outlaysoo.""
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Such a measure would. inevitably give more credit to each of

the larger farmers than to any of the smaller farmers who

were supposedly to receive the 'priority'. A simil-ar con-

tradiction stands out in their subsequent suggestions for
cooperative policies; "Exclusion of moneylenders, traders

and other middl-emen from the membership of the co-operative

by statutei open membership in the primary societiesi..,"
(Mamoria & Saxsena, 7973! p.191+-5). It would appear that

only the second of these two mutualty excl-usive polícies

is pr:esently being implemented, for on the previous page

(p.193), they attest that, "Many of the co-operative credit

societj-es are domj-nated by vested and powerful groups in

the rural- areas, such as the moneylenders, the Sahukars,

and the politicians."

Tyagi, reporting on the L96O Report of the Idorking

Group on Co-operative Farming, falls into the same trap.

In declari-ng that "Co-operative farms should be guard.ed

against the entry of certain vested interests in them, " he

suggests that smal-l landhol-ders and landless tenants should

be given preference over "big zamindars" who might want to

enter for exploitative reasons. However, his rhetoric is

rendered ineffective :ty major loopholes that he and the

Working Group l-eave. He states that, "Absentee l-andl-ords

mar¡ be admitt^^ nn"l r¡ rrr¡lan cnani ¡l nirnr-1¡lgf,angeS, theif- -cLL vllrJ ulruç! Èi/çvJa¿ u!! v{

numbers being limited to one-fourth of the total membership

in maximum"(Tyagi, L96Bz p.432-3), and that ".'.an
overwhelming majority of its members must participate in
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actual farm operations." (p.4SS). Such policies turn a

?rr i nÄ ôarô *n the fact that a claSS of rich el_ite can easilvçJv

manipulate a cooperative to their own advantage even if

they comprise only a minority of l-ess than one-fourth of

the cooperative's membership. (In fact, the moneylenders

and absentee landlords must be a minority, almost by
\aef r_nr_ïr_on/ .

Therefore, major shortcomings of the Indian cooperative

effort have been: (a) a decided emphasis on credit, to the

detriment of tackling other constraints as well which could

have been effectively undertaken by cooperatives; (¡) an

acceptance of economic disparities; and (c) a weak base

for small farmer participation. As Mamoria & Saxsena (t9?3t

P. 533) says

Co-operation in India has not been a Ii-ving,
dynamic force...bringing new life and hope
to the farmers. It has not become with
them as with the farmers in Denmark, "a
way of life", but has remained a Government
agency from which they can obtain cheap
credit.

We must theref ore conclude tha-b Gandhi' s warning stil-l
^+--À ^ ( ^^-. ' ^ /\s uarlus \ see page 1UOJ .

3.F. Japan

A country, r,vhich could be said to have enacted virtu¡1-

ly the inverse of India's emphasis on cooperatives but

neglect of agrarian reform, is Japan, wherc a couple of

major land reforms have occurred, while the cooperatives

receive relatively little attention,

The first Japanese land reform, at the time of the
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Meiji restoration (tB68), deprived l-andlords of their feudal

rights, but thereby gave them the power to charge exorbitant

rents. That l-and reform theref ore signif icantly reduced

tenants' security and thereby weakened the agricultural

sector (Bied.a, L9?oz p.243-4) . In fact, the resultant,

pre-Vtlorld Tilar II l-and tenure situation in Japan sounds

similar to what it presently ís in Bangladesh, for
Yamarnura ftgeZ: p,1B) notes that:

hlhen the fpost-lrrior1d Trlar III occupation
arrived, two-thirds of all Japanese
farmers rented all or part of the land
they cultivated, and the tenure system
was in many ways feudalistic, requiring
payment of exorbitant rents in money
and kind often amounting to more than
50 percent of the gross product"

Immediately following the wa:c, however, the "Supremo

Commander of Allied Powers" (SCgp) enforced, arnong other

changes, a second major l-and reform. This L9l+7-50 land

reform raised the proportion of cul-tivated land that was

owner-operated from 5l+% to 90% and" ensured that future

tenancy arrangements were characteri-zed by written leases,

cash rent, and observance of a rent ceiling (Yamamura, L967 ¿

p.18). According to Bieda (t97oz p.246) , some major details

of the l-and reform were:

The three main features of the land reform were
compulsory purchase by the government of some
l-ands and resale to peasants; establishment of
limits on the future acquisition of land by
f armers; and fixing extremely l-ow rents on the
remaining tenanted land, and giving the tenants
a virtually absolute security of tenure.

There were three conditions for
gxplgpri"ti?.". f,eased l-and owned by aÞsentee
landl-ords (the landl-ords who had not lived in
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-l.ho r¡illFrrê where the l-and was situatedu¡rv v r¿r45v

in q eTraêifiofl period before the bill- was
introduced) , was to be compul-sorily
purchased, irrespective of the size of the
holding. ïtlhen the owner of l-eased land
l-ived in the village where the l-and was
located, a maximum l-imit was fixed by the
Law and crop l-and _above this limit was to
be expropriated. f ffris timit varied frem

- t.u.)na -uo +"una in different prefectures]
...In the case of the l-and cultivated by
the owner himsel-f , the I-,aw again fixed

fRanging fromlimits for each prefecture"
t .6na to rznaJ
. ".For the whole of Japan (except Hokkaido)
the prefectural limits average was not to
avnaarl ?h q
vlrv v vu J!L4.

Although only 26,OOO ha were

owner-cultivator plots (because of

for leavins out one's land rather

large blocks), over two million hectares were gained from

formerly l-eased ptots (gieda, L9?Oz p.244) " About t/3 of

Japan's farmland was redistributed in this v/ay, being pur-

chased in small parcels by ?O% of Japan's rural households

(Bieda, L9?Oz p.247-B). This would certainly suggest that

it cannot be assumed that a country which has a very low

(average) Lana/man ratio, such as Japan had- and Banglad.esh

has, could not gain very much in terms of reducing or abol-
; ^1,.; -- ^*^1 ^'i 

-l-o-l-i rr^ J-nnonnr¡ oææanænm¡nt,+È¡r!¡ró =^1,*--tâtive tenancy arrangements by means of a land

reform.

It is instructive to note that the Japanese government

did not expropriate the land without payment. Rather, it
purchased the l-and for prices based on rice prices and

production costs in L9L+5 (tfre year the bill- was prepared),

and sold it to tenants for the same prices, with very soft

thereby gained from large

the markcd nz'eference

than cultivating it in
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credit terms. A uni-que f eature of that particular situation

was the fact that that L9l+5 base price of rice became.

multiplied by 41 by 1950, so that, in real price terms, the

tenants received the l-and virtuall-y free (Bj-eda, 19?02p,246),

However, even without such infl-ationary fortune¡ w€

can expect that the tenants would have been greatly assisted

by the land reform, for it caused more than just an initial-

redistribution of land. fts accompanying legisl-ation sig-

nificantly strengthened the tenants' position towards land-

l-or-ds by, as already mentioned, granting the former very

high security tenure and very l-ow rental payments I

In spite of two subsequent upward adjustments,
the fixed- rent is now al-most completely
nominal-; since the Landowner has to pay the
Real Estate Tax which often exceeds the rent,
holding on to the land can be a liability
for the owner.

(Bieda, L97oz p.24?)

The method and success of such a land reform process

waruant serious consideration by underdeveloped countries

suffering from internal economic disparities.

There is a diversified, integrated cooperative struc-

ture in rural Japan, but its context is significantly

different from that in Bangladesh, in that: the Japanese

government has been able to support the farmers through

cri¡'nifir'¡nt subsidies on the pri-ce of rice; industz'ial

growth has progressed very rapidly, draiving a significant

proportion of the former rural- population into urban

centres; and, many Japanese farmers are only part-time

farmers. In addition, Bieda suggests that the rural-
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cooperatives play a relatively minor rol-e in Japan (Bieda,

L970¿ p.251-). Therefore, we need not dwell further on

Japanese cooperatives .

The outcome of these various changes in the Japanese

economy have been that agricurtural productivity has in-
creased so significantJ-y that, despite a sharp]-y c,ecreased

agricultural l-abour force, the output of most foodstuffs
has been rising rapidly. The output of many crops and live-
stock products. v{as multipied by a factor of 3.- 10 between

7950 and i- 967 , so that Japan inourqed. a ri-ce surplus "problem"

(whi-ch sôme people -o-elieved to be quite serious) (Sieaa,

L9703 p.259) " Major factors in this have been the l_and.

reform and the goverrunent's price support system. Co-

operatives appear io play a rel_atively minor rol_e.

3.G. Canada

cooperatives in North America are in a context which is
markedly different from that in Asia. However, the three
prairíe provincial 'Pool-s' and the canadian vrlheat Board do

provide examples of agricultural- cooperati-ves which v/ere

formed by farmers who felt exploited. arrd which eventual_ty

became very significant factors in the rural Canadian

economy.

At the turn of the twentie-bh century, lvestern canadian

farmers felt that the rai-lway and elevator companies were

violating the Nlanitoba Grain Act by giving unfair weights

on grain purchases and by withhord.ing boxcars from platform
loading (ror non*elevator users). This discontent resulted
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in the formation of the "Territorial Grai-n Growers'

Association" (TCCA) on Dec . L9, L90L by a number of farmers

near Indian Head, North West Territories (now Sask.)

(Hamil-ton, Lg?5: p.16). The TGGA began smalt, but when it

won a court case agai-nst the CPR, its popularity immediateþ

i-ncreased.

In subsequent years, the grain farmers found them-

selves to be very vul-nerable to major fluctuations in grain

prices which were caused largely by speculative buying in

- grain markets (Hamilton, L975: p.48). To counter this, Ben ----
Plummer and Aaron Sapiro advocated the formation of market-

ing cooperatives, or "wheat pools", which would average out

the prices received throughout the year, and thereby protect

any one farmer from sudden price cuts jus b at the time that

he wanted to sel-l his grain. The functions of such a

marketing cooperative, as envisaged by Sapiro, were to be:

L. to merchandise the products of its members
in an orderly manner;

2. to organi-ze the marketing of the commodity
by locality;

3. to create binding contracts under which
growers pledged their products to the Co-
operative for a term of years;

4. to pool -their products according to grade,
size, and other physical characteristics;

5. to provide standards of quality for their
products and differentiate accordingly in
distributing returns from sal-es;

6. to provide management expertise;
7. to operate on a non-capital, non-profit basis;
B. to be an organization of producers only,

controll-ed as to policy and procedures by
its nembers;

9. to keep grovrers completely advised on all
activities of the Association or the Co-
^-^-^r-; "^ and to furnish them wilh au.ditedv}JY!AUrVE,

financial statements;
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l-0. to agree under terms of a contract to
accept an initial payment for the
product, to be followed by interim
and final payments as circums-bances
dictated.

(Hamilton, L97 5 | p. 52)

The cooperative or pool was therefore to be a marketi-ng

agency to which the producers would commi-t themselves and

which would try to acquire for them the advantages of

col-lective and- standardized marketing.

In 1 923-24, volunteer canvassers in each of the three

prairie provinces went out to solicit contract signatures

from the numerous individual wheat growers. Simul-taneous

efforts to establish a coordinating body for the three

prairie whea-b pools resulted in formation of the "Canadian

Co-operative Tiiheat Producers Ltd"" in July 1924. It became

known as the "Central Selling Agency". After ít had leased

and purchased el-evator terminals in Port Arthur, Fort

'llrlil-liam, and Vancouver in 1924-25, the Central- Selling

Agency handled 38% of the wheat sales in the three prairie

provínces d-uring its first yeaï of operation (Hamilton,

L9? 5 3 p.73-7 5) .

The division of responsibilities was such that each of

tho nrowine.ì z'l 'r¡rho:t nool g' handled the COI-leCtiOn Ofullç y! v v JrrvJ4r w yv vÀ

prod-uce from its members, but their sales were carried out

in bulk by the central selling agency which they jointly

owned. The success and grolvth of this central- selling

agency was evidenced by the fact that it handled' 52% of

Canadian wheat and, flour sales at a time (1923-30) when
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Canada was dominating the world trade in these items

(Hamilton, 797 5! p. 91 ) .

In terms of membership, it was initially to be com-

pletely voluntary. However, by Sept. L929, Sapiro was

suggesting that when about Z/S of the wheat producers in
any one area had signed r,vheat contracts with a Pool, all
wheat producers in that area shoul-d be required by law to
deliver their produce to that Pool- (i.e. "L00% pool by

legislation"). When some people disagreed, Sapiro declared:

I am for farmer control of the farmers
business and throwing every speculative
dealer out of all the provinces of
Canada when they get enough support and
streneth to do it.

(Hamilton, L97 5z p.5L)

"7OO% pool by legislation" never occurred, but some of
Saniro' s intent remained.

The L93O's Depression dealt a serious bl-ow to the far-
mers and to the Central- Selling Agency. One Pool went

bankrupt and, if it had not been for major persistent sup-

port of the Central SelÌing Agency by the Canadian govern-

ment, the banks which had l-oaned significant sums of money

to it woul-d have had no choice but to foreclose on it. The

i ncreased r"OVeffrment inVO j r¡omanÈ nz.orronf,gfl SUCh a f Of e-l/!vYv.

cl-osure, but i-b at the same time caused the replacement of

the Central Seiling Agency by the Canadian Wheat Board in
l o?<L./J).

After L937, with improved crops and prices, the Pool-s

revived. The Manitoba Pool- Elevators, for example, regained
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34% of Manitoba's grain trade in 1 940-4L and increased this
to 64% in Lg?s (Hamilton, rg?5: p.185-g)" The Canadian

Wheat Board emerged as a major participant in the internat-
ional- grain market, thereby giving the producers at least
partial representation in this increasingly complex and

oligopolized market. Hamilton (L975ì p,235) credits the

Canadian !üheat Board and the Pools with sparking increased

efficiency and consolidation among Canadian grain traders

and with maintaining a strong presence in a fiel-d of traders

who have been shrinking in number while growing in size

It seems rather presumptuous to suggest that these changes

would not have occurred if the Pools had not existed, but

his figures do show us that the Pools have ably survived

the elimination process irùrerent in increasing market con-

centration. We can be confident that this means that the

Canadian farmers' interests are beine better cared for than

they would be if private companies were the only partici-

pants in the oligopolistic i-nternational- grain market.

Changing circumstances have also requi-red a degree of

dynamism within the Pools. Some of their small-er groups

have amalgamated to capture economies-of-scale, while larger
groups have then divrrsified to gain producer control over

some agricultural input (e.g. fertil-ízer) supply and output

processing (e.S. rapeseed oil). Therefore, although the

Pool-s are only 'partial cooperatives', their i-mpact has been

and 'ì s si ¡'n'i ficant.
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3.H. Conclusion

Although there are many details of the various co-
-r-;-'^^r ^,vnari ôrì^Âa rarhigþ ¿¡g tOO nUme1.OUS tO feCapitU-vPU! a UMÞ fi^jJç! JurrvçÐ vvtl

lq.ì-o hav.o r^râ Can Sgmma1"izê tho mr-ìor impfiCatiOnS WhiCh¿l

are instructive for Chapter 4's application of ACS's to

Bangladesh.

(a) The Soviet, Chinese, and Japanese experiences in-
dicate the importance of l-arrd reform if there are major

Àicnqni*ioc ìn rural landholdings. The Indian and Tanzaniang¿uys!

experiences, on the other hand, indicate some of the problems

which can arise if a very unequal distribution of l-and-

holdings is alJ-owed to remain as is.
(b) The Soviet, Chinese, and Japanese experiences also

indicate that economies-of-scale, in terms of farm size, do

not always appfy.

(c) Each of the cases examined confirm the betief that
cooperatíves cannot be satisfactorily formed via coercive

measures. The Chinese (rhetorical) emphasis on mutual bene-

fit and vol-untary participation is very appropriate.

Substantiating this even further, the results in India

su.ggest that cooperatives which give higher priority to

government control than to voluntary participation are no:,

I i kelv to ar:eomnl i sh verv much.

/ ¡\(d) The Soviet "wil-d cooperatives", the first Chinese

communes, and the Ca¡radían TGGA provide examples of spon-

taneous cooperatives which were locally created, independent

of external official- programs. The subsequent developments
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with the Canadian Wheat Board indicate that there

ial for certaj-n cooperatives to gain significant
without necessarily relying on government control
support throughout.

(e) The weakness of the Indian cooperatives

that cooperatives which focus primarily or soleIy

straint, such as credit, will likely be rendered

by the numerous óther overlapping constraints.

: ^ *^+^.^-L_LÞ })U LeltU-

strenrrth

n*À
O.I IL].

^,, --^^{-Þr¿óËcÞ u

on one con-

i-neffective

(f) The Tanzanian experience reveals that rêlying on

-traditional- groups and./or on an "open mass party" to create

and direct cooperati-ves can be a very counter-productive prac-

tice. There are generally too many people with vested inter-
ests, wanting to maintain the status euo, for it to be pru-

dent to entrust the cooperatives to everyone in the rural

sector.

(S) The lanzan:,an attempt to provide a rural- educati-on

which focussed on basic literary and mathematical- skill-s as

weJ-l as on arr understanding of the causes and possible solut-

ions to poverty, in spite of contradictions created by local

implementors, displays a goal worth emulating in Bangladesh,

(n) last, but certainly not least, it has been shown in

several different ways that coope:'atives, if they realistic-

ally address the problems facing their members, can be produc-

tive in practice, rather than just in iheory. The RDA viII-

ages tn Tanzania, the Chinese ACP's, and the Canadian lVheat

Pool-s have al-l made undeniable contributions to their local-

economies 
"



CHAPTER AGRICULTURAI COOPERAT]VE SOCIETIES FOR BANGLADESH:
THETR DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL

4.A. Introduction

0n the basis of the theory of ACS's and the experiences

of several- agricul-tural cooperatives in other countries, as

nraqanl-oÀ âh^'.^ f^fmUlate the neCessa1.y ChafaCtefis-}Jr çÈglIUçU aUUVçt YVU fIUVY IU-

tics if ACS's are to be effectj-ve in Bangladesh. Next, wê

wil-l- look at the cooperatives that already exist in Bangla-

desh to determine what their development impact has been and

to assess what their limitations are. I¡Ie will- conclud.e with

a brief dj-scussion of the Wpe and degree of impact we coul-d

expect the proposed ACS's .to have on each of the con-

straints described in chapter L.

4.9. Characteristics of ACS's

There are many characteristics which, as we have seen

in chapters 2 and 3 , are constructive r or even essential-,

features of effective agricul-tu.ral cooperatives. However,

they are not all- of equal importance, nor need they al-l- occur

^.:*,,rr-^.^^^,.^'rrr Tn nrrr rrnr-|',A\r'l nf A.^, ACS, We Wi]_l thgfe_Þ-LIlIL,tf, r/AIIUULiÐJ-J . f tl VUI }/v! u! qJ qL vI 4Ir

fore differentiate between those characteristics whích are

"requisite conditiorrs", those which are " desåred character-

istics", and those rvhich are helpful but could be regarded

^^ 1-^;'^- t'^*r-ioT1al ".aÞ uvrlró u.LJ u

4.8"1" Requisite Condi-bions

The requisi-be conditions of ACS's can be regarded as

prerequisites for agricultural cooperatives in Bangladesh to

be effective. They are inter-rel-ated, and so must be seen

as forming a bl-ock of characteristics which must be present
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before the cooperatives are formed or which must emerge during

the initial- formation period, if the cooperatives are to have

a solid, long-lasting base and are to have maximum effective-
NESS.

(a) land reform¡ fn order for a cooperative to be effect-
ive, it must be working toward a consistent set of goals"

That ca,tr occur onfy if there is a certain degree of homogen-

eiff among the cooperative's members. Therefore, an ACS

would have to be comprised of members who are engaged j-n rel-

-atively simil-ar and complementary production patterns, rather _

than in practices which exploit each other. It is unrealistic
to expect a cooperative to succeed in the distributional as-

pect of agricultural- development íf its membership includes

both tenant farmerS and f,þnea 1qv-c.a 1andgy¡nsrs who exploit the

former by means of the borgha system, moneylendi-ng, and/or

trading practices.

If a land reform, such as that in Japan, were to occur

in Bangladesh, the first essential step in creating the ground-

work for cooperatives whose members complemented, rather than

exploited, each other would have been taken

If land reform did not occur for some time, "Restricted

Agricultural- Cooperative Societies" (nACS's) could tentatively
be formed by the smaller farmers. By excluding the (predomin-

antlv larser) f:rmars vrhn sain nart of their inCOme frOm rent-/ ¿w

ing out l-and on borgha, moneylending, trading, or processing,

they coul-d reduce the confl-icts of interests among the members"

However, this arrangement would likely survive for only a
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short period of time, for several reasons. Fírst, the co-

^7ìô-.âlir¡ac run¡¡]6] likely remain aS islands of collectiveqvJvvu

povert¡r on land re jected by the wealthy individuals, as occurÍ*

ed with some ujamaa villages in Tanzania, Secondly¡ äs

happened in India, the excl-uded richer people would be able

to use their retained, local economic and political pov/er to

undermi-ne the cooperatives over time.

Therefore, if the ACSIs were to have any longevity at all'

a "smoothing out" of economic wealth and power mu-st occur,

both among the members and across the agricultural sector as

a whole. lrüith the size of landholdings being as strong a

factor in determining wealth as it is in Bangladesh, (see N.

Islam, L9?B 3 p" 5) , land reform which enforced a landholding

eeìl inr" of atrr-"+ ( 1^ r^ ^cres and which freed the smal-l- far-vç¿¿Jrró vJ uvul lJ ) uu J-v au! çÈ 4lu vYlr-Lur

mers from the shackl-es of the "borgha" system, would be a

significant means of creating a more equitable dístribution

of economic power"

(¡) l,ocal initiative: The necessity of l-ocal initiative

and participation in cooperatives is virtu.ally universally

accepted, In a1l- five countries that we examined, it was

proclaimed as an ideal anð,/or an actual policy. However, the

extent to which ihat "local initiative" was prompted or even

directed from above, and the extent to which that l-ocal

"decision-malcins" wãs divorced from actual con-brol varied

^.\rì a ì rl or.,crhl r¡ ,to* case to case.

Cooperatives in the Soviet Union, China, and Tanzania saw

significant spurts of growth du.ring periods of real control-
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and initiative at the local l-evel-, but their efficiency gen-

erally decl-ined whenever increased state control was imposed..

rf our ACS¡s a:re to adopt the positive part of those exper-

iences, they would have to avoid the conmon trap of exhalting
l-ocal- initiative while rationalizing increasing governmental

control. Threre are often many reasons used to rationalize
increasi-ng governmental control-, whether that be to hasten a

transition to a more col-l-ective economy (as in the soviet
union and china) or to structure the cooperatíves as more

-effective agents of the government (as in India). However,

there is no escaping the fact that farmers productívely sup-

port institutions or bod.ies which they have created for their
own needs (as in 'wi-td. cooperativeso in the soviet uníon and

the TGGA in Canada), but once those bodies become controlled

from the outside, 'participationo becomes 'labour' and. coerc-

ion becomes commonplace (as in the Soviet Union, China,

Tanzani'a, and India).
If cooperatives are to succeed in Bangladesh, therefore,

they would have to be "local" units in the rear sense of the

word. That does not mean being local-ly Ied by a representat-

ive sent from Dacca or Comilla or even Thana* headquarters;

it means having decision-making authoriiy in the hands of
farmers who know each other and can work together in the

various activities (e.g. marketing) that arê done by the

l* 4 tt thana" is a political administrative
about 100 square miles, on the

unit enclosing
average.
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members as a group" Outside agents may in many cases be

Ì,rê.¡êç:aâr'\¡ *^ mobiliZe the farmerS before anv fikelihoOd ofJ v" u q¡rJ

l-ocal action lvoul-d arise. They may fill the rol-e of "politi-
cal cadres" or they may act on behalf of the government or

other bodies to make avail-abl-e to i-nterested rural- communities

the types of education and training referred to in 4.8.1"(c)

below. However, even though this outside stimul-ation and

support may be necessary, it must still- be l-eft to the farmers

themsel-ves to initiate and control- the creation of those co-

operatives. That woul-d mean that if some farmers do not want

a cooperative, they do not just have a weak cooperative, they

in fact have no cooperative at all,
(c) 'Basic understandingu education¡ Al'though l-and reform

and local initiatíve are necessary conditions for effective co-

operatives in Bangladesh, the former is not a sufficient con-

dition anci the latter is not likely to arise in a vacuum.

Various types of understanding and skil-ls must be present

throughout the farm population if there is to be widespread

appreciation of the potential of cooperatives and mastery of

the tasks involved in the operations of those cooperatives.

The literacy and skill-s training could be provided later, over

{-im¿ }rr¡ r-i¡a ACS, aS shown in ¿l.g Z. (f) bel-orv. However, atu-LllrEt UJ Ul!ç 4VU, AÐ ùIIUVYII fll T.! L. \r,

l-east a basic political and economic understanding of the

ratj onal e - reñlli ranonts - honof i ts - stror--t-r,.^ ^-.ì ','^rknessesI 4 UIvI14!v, ! çLlUIr UrrlçII UÐ t Uç1f Uf I UÈ t È Ur ç11È1 UlIù, AlIu lYgc

of cooperatives within the given context would be necessary

among the potential ACS members as a requisite condition,

The members would have to be abl-e to anaJyze, at l-east
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partiallye why they are in an underd.eveloped state, how

cooperatives could be of benefi-t, and which of the various

policies suggested by local advocates would actually serve

the ACS's purposes" Once the ACS was actually functj-oni^g,

this analytical understanding would increase through experience,

Some of this basic understanding could develop indigen-

ousl¡ir âs the farmers discuss the perceived causes of their
problems. Nevertheless, if the government or another body

wanted to encourage development or expansion of this l_ocal-

-undergtanding, it could fol-low the Chinese model of sending

out political "cadres" o The Chinese cadres were sent among

the people to reveal to them the potential resul_ts of land

reform and the advantages of cooperatives and/or collec-bive

activity. There woul-d be scope for such a poticy in Bangla-

desh as wel-l. Whether those "cadres" came from the governmerrb,

from a ocooperative departmefltu, from a foreign 0development

agency', or from v¡ithin the local communit¡r is not of crucial
importance. What is important is that those "cadres" not be

extension agents for a program from the outside but that they

act as facilitators of local- education, initiative, and sel-f-

rel-iance.

This: last "requisite condition", therefore, is not one

which would have to be present in its final form before the

ACSos could be formed, but at least a core of it wou-ld h.ave tc

exist, with a potential for later expansion of understarrding

and anal-ytical skil-ls.
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l.¡+.8,2. Desired Characteristi_cs

Just as the "requisite conditions" are necessary if co-

operatives are to be viable, so several if not all of the

"desired" cha:racteristics are necessary if the cooperatives

are to remaln advantageous enough to warcant the continued

support of their members.

(a) Multi-purpose functions: In light of the many inter-
rel-ated constraints that were portrayed in chapter 1¡ w€ can

see that if ari ACS were to be truly effective in Bangladesh,

it would have to be more than a single-purpose cooperative"

Just as the Indian cooperatives were rendered relatively
ineffective by their obsessi-on with credit concerns, and the

Tanzanían ujaLmaa villages were unable to reach their goals

because of their inability to incorporate produc-bion as a

cooperative activityr so an ACS which focused on one or tlo
concerns would leave the members wilnerabl-e in the other areas.

Even though an ACS would have to start small, it should make

definite efforts to become fu-nciiona]- in each of the foflorvins

areas as soon as possible.

(U) Credit: One area of potential- col-lective advantage

is in the ability to obtain credit. fhe cooperative

members, as a group, would be more likely to ¿,ttract creclii
from institutional sources than would individual smal-l farrners.

As the cooperative grows, it will gradu.ally accumul-ate more

of its own capital, v¡hich wil-l enable it to provide more

security for bank loans being issued through it to its
members.
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care would have to be taken that credit was at teast
as readily available, if not more so¡ to the smal-l land-
holders as to the slightly larger land.hoIders, so that the

present pattern of rural institutíonal loa:rs in Bangladesh

being primarily for the already rich was not perpetuated.

Also, in light of Indiaos experienee of defaults on co-

operative l-oa::s being a major problem, it would be essential-

for the ACS members to apply strong socíal pressure and.

economic sanctions on fell-ow members who defaulted. on loan

-repalrmentsn There could 1.^ h^ rravna¡+'i_ons" granted"

(c) Purchasing supplies¡ Ttre ACS coul_d talce advantage

of economies-of-scaJ-e in obtaining both recurrent production

inputs arrd longer term inputs. The members .:f each cooperat-

ive coul-d pool their production input requirements so as to
be able to buy them in bulk in the more central markets,

rather than operate as individual customers of the monopol-

istic locaJ- dealer. longer term inputs, such as farm

machinery which could be used by al-I of the members ín

rotation (e.g. pesticide sprayers, treadle threshers), could.

be purchased from members by crediting them with an invest-
ment in the cooperative (as was practised. in China's APC's)

^a1 nnrr'l À ?ro nUfChaSed ffOn nr¡J-ciÄa l.r.' -.eans Of aCCUmUlatedvr¡f vu uuruu vJ ¡l¡

savings and orofits on borrowed funds,
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(d) Production: The pivotal part of these cooperative

activities would be the production process. If the members

are using a wide variety of combinations of cultivation
practices as wel-l as of HYV and traditional- seed varieties,
*har¡ ¡uì'l I l.rordlrr Jra al-rl o +g dO anything CO]-leCtiVe}y 01.rrsr ulJ v u suru u

learn from each other's experiences. However, if the members

as a group decide on their production pattern and are abl-e

to ensure that at leas-b part of each member's land wil_l_ be

planted to the agreed upon crop variety in the agreed upon

wâV, the ACS can more readily¡ order inputs in bu-Ik at a

commonly appropriate time, attract agricultural technical
advi sors. ensure that fiel-ds which woulci gain from eoflectivet v¡rpqr v\

treatment (".g. spraying) are adjacent to each other, and

market the relatively uniform product of alf of the members

a'b the same time.
/\(e) Marketing: f n the market-i n.cr nrônêss aS in the

purchasing of supplies, coll-ective action v¡ould enable the

cooperative to overcome the oligopsonistíc purchasing power

of the few loca1 traders. Although the amount of grain that
is general-l-y sold to l-oca.l consumers in smal-l-, locaL bazaars

shoul-d stil-l be sold by the individual members, the 'export-

able' produce could be col-lected by the cooperative and sold

at more centra] markets. The amount of this exportable
nnndrrna ¡¡rnrr'l ä l-ì kelv Jre 1^er ^-r-: -.^-t-- ^*^r I in the initj al \¡êArs-Pr uu(/tuU vv vuru ¿rr!çrJ vu ! uIa UJ- v YJJ ÐIllaII I11 UIrU IIII Urar J ça!Ð,

but as the members became more productive and as their con-

fi-dence in their cooperative increased, this quantity would
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increase as wel-l

As this occurred, the cooperative would be wel_l advised

to require increasingfy fj-rm commitments from its members to

market al-l- of their exportable produce through the cooperative.

Ideally, one woul-d think that thís requirement should apply

from the start, but that could easily arouse the farmers'

suspicions and scare them away from the cooperative. It is
best to let the cooperative's mernbers and management learn

the necessary skil-l-s as the cooperative gradually proves its

_qre{iþility and demonstrates its advantages. As shown by th_e _

TGGA in Canada, starting s1ow1y from a solid base, while there-

by gaining the members' confidenee, is much more productive in
the long-run than is immediately jumping to a large-scale in

:spite of questionabl-e skill-s, credibiliWr or memberso under-

crtqnd i nc" qnd qrrnrrnz'*
uu}/yvÀ vc

(f ) literacy and. skil-ls training: Just as 'basic under-

standingo would facilitate the creation of cooperativesr so

fliteracy and skills training' would facilitate the operation

of those cooperatives" fn líght of the fact that l-ess than

25% of Bangladesh's population is presently literate, an ACS

would be well advised to devote some of its time and resources

to increasj-ng its members' abil-it.' to actively participate in
i n ereas i nrrl v r:omnl ex enonomic rel-ations .

The government of Bangladesh does have a school system

throughout the country at present, but it serves orLly a small

minority of the children. If the members of an ACS sar¡/

sufficient value in education for more of their chil-dren, and.
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for adul-ts as well, they could use their col-l-ective resources

to follow the Tanzanian pattern of using the minimally-
amn-l nr¡oÂ a'l amp¡tarv artd sennnd:rrr qehnnl rrrarllra tes to teachõ! øsuø vvp u\

the basics of l-iteracy and other skill-s. Such classes could

in many cases be held in the government school-s, which are

generally vaca^nt during the evenings.

In order for such a prog'ram to approaeh its aims,

teachers with a real interest in the welfare of their students

would be required. As local- residents would be most likely
to exhibit this characteristic, it would be worthwhile for an

ACS to j-nvest some of its energ-y and money into supporting

the study efforts of some of its meniberso children, on the

condition that they take certain presc::ibed su.bsequent

resnonsihil i ties f or teachjng ì;he members,

(g) Managernent: If a cooperative is to undertake all of

the functi-ons outlined above, it is obvious that appropriate

managemen-b will- be essential. "Appropriate" would mean both

having real incent'ive to help his cooperative function

optimal-ly and having the necessary skill-s to do soo

To provide the former, i-b would be necessary for the

manager(s) to be farmers who have the salne concerns as the

other merbers and whose terrn of office is Cependent upon

regular elections by the rnembers. Another practice which

would definitely maintaín the manager's incentive r,vould be

to pay the manager a commission pers unit of ínput purchased,

loan received and repaid, acre of cooperatíve production, and
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unit of output marketed.

To enable the manager(s) to gain such skills, it would.

be desi-rabl-e for the ACS to sponsor the education and train-
ing that it deemed necessary for its managers. Providing a
eentraì noono¡ative traj-nin,." e.entre is one role that a co-

operative f ederation coul-d fruitful-ly play here.

However, in order to prevent any polarization alnong

members which might arise as a result of this, it would be

best if the responsibil-ities and correlated training were

divqdgd amongst several members, rather than being vested

entirely in one mar'r.. If the latter were to occur, there

would be a danger that that one man could use his training

and authority primarily to his own advantage, and the co-

operative would not have any other qualified members with

whom they could replace him.

As the ACS's activities woul-d initiall-y be relatively

small, increasing in si-ze and complexity as the members

gained experience, so too would the training requirements of

the management. Therefore, if the type of 'basic understand-

ing' education described above as being a "requisite condit-

ion" had been provided, there would be no need for the gov-

ernment to appoint highty trained l-eaders from the outside

in an attempt to initiate cooperatives.

(h) Membership: Because homogeneity of members'

interests would be crucial for internal consj-stency wiihin

the ACS, the membership of the cooperative woul-d include

nnlr¡ f¡rmors who cultivated the l-and themseìves who, ''
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l-ived in the immediate area which contained all- of their land,

and who were not ínvol-ved ín any of the exploitative practi-ces

referred to in 4.8.1-. (a) above. If a land reform had been

ímplemented to reduce al-l landholdings to less than five

acres¡ for example, and to restrict non-farm business pur-

suits, al-l farmers in the communit¡r might become eligible for
ACS membership. If such a land reform had not yet occurred,

the RACS could in the meantime derry membership to anyone

violating one or more of the above conditions. (However¡ âs

expl_alned in 4.8.1. (a) above, the RACS might not survive for

verv lons if such a land reform never did occur.)

T-,andless, or near landless, borghadars and tenant farmers

would be eligible for ACS membership" If a land reform had

nnnrrrrorì nrr'ltivators (if any) who had remained landlessvvvu! ! vu t vu¿ v¿ \ +¿ q'L.J I

would find their economic posítion strengthened by participat-

ion in an ACS. However, if a l-and reform had not occurred,

the landless, although eligibl-e for RACS membership, would

still- be in a weak economic position. They would not likely

be able to become suffíciently independent of the landlords

and moneylenders to effectively participate in the activities

of a cooperative which was opposed by those same l-andl-ords

and moneylenders,

The farmers would have to have the right to decide which

ACS to join, if there were several in the neighbourhood.

fhe members of the ACS, however, would have the right and duty

to, by means of discussion and secret ballot, evaluate and

accept or reject each application for membership. As mention-

ed earlier, each ACS that was functioning satisfactorily



would have incentive to include as many members as could

function smoothly as a group and as could be satisfactorily
coordinated by their managing committee.

(i) Finances: Fínances are another factor which requires

that cooperatives start sma^l-l. Several countries, such as

rndia, have tried to initiate cooperatives with a heavy infus-
ion of capital from above. However, they soon found that that
fl-ow of capital from the outside became an on-going requi_re-

ment, This indicates that the idea of "se1f-reliance", v¡hich

_is s9 _widely propounded in cooperative l_i_terature, should

consistently applied in the financing of cooperatives" Co-

operatives cannot cover al-l- of their financial needs them-

selves¡ so they would have to borcow from banks, etc. Hor,^/ever,

they should be requrred to be as responsible with the credit
they receive as anyone else must be. That would compel the

cooperative to seriousl-y work at improving its education and

productivity in ord.er to both: (t) learn how to acquire and

process credit at the best institutional rates, and (r¿) acc-

umulate sufficient ca'pital- of its own to establish a secure

base for production and trade.
The ACS's own capital- woul-d come from share capital and

savings or investnient. Each member woul_d be required to pur-

chase a share, which he coul-d do by making a payment in cash,

produce¡ or tool-s or by allowíng the coopera_tive to retain
some of his subsequent patronage dividends. The shares

would ea^rn no interest for the members, but would grant

each member one vote in each el-ection or vote"
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The investments in the ACS could be made by dj-rect cash

i nr¡estment- 'trr¡ relaì neri nâlronâ¡'e di vì dends - hrr credits f orl&À I Ágv¡¡gp,

l-and confiscated in the l-and reform or for -bool-s or other

assets sold to the cooperative. The most l.ogical procedure

woul-d be a revolving fund, in which investments would be re-
tained for a specified number of years, after which they

would be refunded to the members, with interest, in the same

order as that in which they were received. (Refund.s on land

credj-ts, however, would have to be scatiered over a number

a€ --^n-^ \vl Jça!Þ./

The ACS would likely have to pay a rate of interest on

savings and investments relatively cl-ose to that being re-
ceived for deposits elsewhere. However, if it proved its
nrodihi I i ì.r¡- it Would soon be able to off er a sl i r"ht'lr¡ I nwor, r u rvrYur

*^ r.-^ : -¡- ^rauur aÞ ru> IltêIltbers came to realize that their investments

r¡iplded nol ô--t..;-+^-^^+ but also reduced vulnerabil_itvJ Ig]ugu f Iv t/ VrIrJ JtI Ug! çÐ U, Uu U q!ùv ! çsuvçu V UJIIS! qtJ--- -¿

and increased productivity.
(j) Integration and transition: As has occurred in

Japanese and Canadian cooperatj-ves, horizontal and, vertical

integration could be util-ized lo increase the range and in-
-r-^-^'i r-' ^c ^..q 

r e a fter rhe.r hnd Ïr ô.^mâ functiona]- in Bangf a-UúJ,rÞJ UJ \J-L nVu Ð 4I u9! UrrçJ lI4u U çVvIlIç I L{lI\- t/J\.JIId.I -LII -

desl-r. ff neighbouring ACS's took the time to synchronize

their efforts, they could in some cases increase the

economies-of-scale in the purchasing of inputs or the market-
i -- nr -rnrr'"^p - Thpr¡ conl d also becOme cO-owners Of l_argerrrró vI y!vuUVç. ¿r¡çJ Vvqlq 4¿Ðv vuvvlllu vv-vvYlIç!Ð VI ¿q!õv!

fixed asseis, such as a rice mil-l, which would enable them

to obtain increased profit from their produce but which
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woul-d have been too expensive for any one ACS to purchase

or operate on its own.

Vertical integration could have the decided advantage

of enabling the central provision of servj-ces which no ACS

or small group of ACS's coul-d have provided. such services

could includer (¿) providing cooperative and agri-cul-tural

training courses, (¿í) coordinating cred.it arrangements, (¿;Ð

representing the cooperative movement before the national
legisl-ature, etc. However, it would be essential for this to

-be a federated structure, in which the central '"officers" .or- --.

rêT)rêsêr1 tati Vgg woul-d be el eetcd lrrr nnd rì i rocll'r¡ rêsnonsihl ov!4 ur y uu ryvu¿s u v vrçv vçu wJ øf,lu u¿! çv urJ r çÈ}JVIIÐIU!g

to the more l-ocal l-evels of the cooperative structure. This

would have io be the reverse of the alt too prevalent tend-

ency to first create the central structure, and thereafter
to try to create the l-ocal foundation for it on the basis of

wishes of those central officials.
Allhough "verti-cal- i-ntegration" and "transitíon" tend

to be distinguished as capitalist and social-ist terms,

respectively, there is no necessity for them to be i-sol-ated

in that way. If the horizontal and vertical- integration were

to prove productive, and if the farmers came to believe that
the situ¿rtion v/aruanted such, there is certainly the possibil-
ity that . the ACS members coul-d decide to voluntarily
move on to form more coll-ective or socialist production units.
The incidents in which three Chinese col-lective farm groups

formed conmunes by their own initiative could be repeated in
Bangladesh, as several observers feel- that socialist
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ão7âi^ì,'l*rrno ìg almOSt an eventual necessity there. With the

poor 'track record' that l-ocal government officials hrave in

Bangladesh at present, that Wpe of vol-untary transition is

very unlikely as of yet. However, if the ACS's did s¡,r.cceed

in increasing the farmers' confidence in cooperative and

collective activities, and if the government and its repres-

^*{-^r-:-'^^ -^-an to conscientiousl-y work for the wel-fare ofEl¿UAU-LVUÞ UUÉd.]r UV UVrrÞUrç

even the poorest rural citizens, ACS's coul-d possibly facil-i-

tate a transition to a productive type of socialisrn.

4 .n .3 . Optional Characteri stic s

One cou.ld think of many additional- characteristics

which could be listed as Viable options' for ACS's. However,

we wi l l iust mention two which have been introduced in ourJup v

previous d,iscussion.
/\(a) Traditional groups: As we noted in Tanzania, it

must not be assumed that tradi-bional groups will automatical-

I w f orm r:oheront coonêrat'ì -'^^ mh^^^ arr-^- ^-list for¿J I v! lI¡ vv¡!u! Ytl b UvvPg! a u! V CÞ . -LJI\, ÞU ðr WL¿-LJÞ V-L UYII E:-¿

a very different purpose and with a very different "pecking

order" than woul-d be desirabl-e for an ACS. However, there

ís a strong, extended family cul-tural- pattern in Bangladesh,

which means that the farmers are accustomed to making their

decisions v¡ith the help of numeroi-is relatives and frrends

and to respecting the advice of local l-eaders. If this is
rotninod- whiIo tha nôwêr of fnrmer larse Iandholders is re-! v uqlrrus,

duced, the pattern of social groupings can strengthen the

ACS's to some extent. (fn fact, it would be very difficul-t

for an ACS to survive if it contradicted al-l- of these local
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cul-tural- patterns )..
/- \(b) Drversified membership: Although

stressed the need for homogenous membership,

we

r^t ê

earl-ier

also wrestl-ed

with the issue of membership for the landl-ess. If the ACS's

did become more integrated (horizontalJ-y and vertically),

they coul-d become more involved in activities complementary

to cultivation (".g. processing). This woul-d provide some

scope for the l-andless to work in the cooperative's process-

ing facil-ities during the agricultural off-season, so that

they- would be member-producers during part of the year (if

they rented l-and) and member-employees during the remainder

of the year. In neither case would they want to sabotage

the cooperative, so they coul-d be expected to function as

acti-ve members within such an arrarrgement. This could lead

to gradually more diversified membership, but that could

stil-l be functional if the various members' rol-es were com-

plementary to each other,
It. fa l'vi ol-i -cr R nn¡¡.l efloch C^^-^-^-l-:.'^^Y. tJ . lJr(IS tJ-LlI< ! arrÉlqsç pr! vU U [JË! d- UI v (, Þ

Several types of cooperatives exist already in Bangla-

desh. However, the nature and extent of their impact has

been very different from the development objective set forth

in this thesis. If tl^ose cooperatives had displayed the

requisite and essential- features outl-ined above, and had

stil-l Ðroven to be relatively futife, w€ would be forced to

regard our hypothetical- ACS's as an íllusory goa1. However,

if we examine the present cooperatives, w€ can see that they

hewe hr¡n¡ssed or even contradicted one or more of the
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r'ìê.,êsrç:2r\r f o:.{Li¡gg of eff ective cooperativeS. The l_imited

nature of their "success" can be explained, in part, by their

restricted foundations and purposes. Three examples are

considered explicitly .

4.C.t. Bamail Cooperative Farm

The most extreme form of agricultural cooperati-ve that

has been attempted in Bangladesh is that of a cooperative

farm in which part of the members' resources are pooled. fn

December of I)12, Bamail Cooperative Farm was formed by

pooling 49,26 acres of the l-and owned by 7Z individual

farmers.

Although this involved some coll-ectivization of re-

sou-rces, there were serious contradictions of cooperative

rìrrnôsês _ Th^ -^*r^^Þ- ^h -È1^^ contributecl lessIJL r _VvÞÇÐ. rrrË llLtii.lluUt Þ t Lrt-t trllç d-vçI aË;s r

than half of their land to the cooperative farm and attended

l-ess than 2L% of the general cooperative meetings (Hu.ssain,

t9?3, p.3L & 34). The members had pledged -bo contribute

labour and resources (for pay) to the cooperative farm, bui

they were abl-e to distance themsel-ves from it and devote

most of their attention to their other land. In fac-b, the

members resarded their land within the cooperative farm as

bein,.t I eaSed ^"r- 'Ì'¡ø-Lâ" - an¿ nônsêdrrontlr¡ I oft mOSt Ofuç:116 rvqJçu uu u vil uv!5M t qtru uvrrÐç1uçff ulJ rç-L u t

the work to the manager and -bo hired labourers (Hu.ssain,

/ ^Éô ¡/\ty( )2 p, )o) .

The results of this fractured cooperation were not

very encouraging. The production costs were so high and the

yields so low that the produce of Bamail Cooperative Farm
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was sufficient to yield a net return of only Tks. VJZ per

acre - in contrast to an average net return of Tks. I,705

per acre on a sample of six neighbouring farms (Hussai-n,

7973t p,74-7Ð. Even that return was not actually realized
hr¡ *l-ra .¡.'.r^ôF^-L: --^ s^-- Lnr¡rorror Ìranarrgg thg members coulduJ t/I!ç U\J\JYçr é.U-l. -La"Illlt llvvvçvv! , vçeqq

not trust each other to individually store the grain between

the times of threshing and marketing, with the result that

the grain was spoiled by excessive moisture (Hussain, 19731

a^ \p. )v).
4.C,2. Ul-ashi-Jadunathpur "Swanirvar" Movement

Another example of a cooperative effort, which j-s not

exactly an agricultural cooperative but which has been hailed
L., -^^--ìvJ ùvruE yyvyre aS an encOuraging eXample of a rural "Swanir-

var" (self-reliance) movement which was locally initiated,

is the Ul-ashi-Jadunathpur (UJ) pro ject. After years of sub-

*; r--r-; ^,,^eessfill net-ì ti ons to the ,c¡orrprnmonl the f esi_lll! U U!I16 UIIÐUVVçÐÐI ur yV U! U!vItÈ Uv U¡lç óv v ç! ¡I¡t¡ç¡IU t UII\

dents of the Ulashi and Jadunathpur area in Jessore district

supposedly "took the matter into their own hands" ( Nov. L,

1A?6 to Anri' -^ 1^nn \ +L^-. ,r,,_ ^ o Z5 mi I e -l on¡, canalLZ(v (/\J a¡zrI JU¡ L>(()i Uilgy (lLlË iJ" a.O-r rrrrrv lvrrõ vc

in order to drain and make cul-tivable 1-8, 000 acres of land

between their two villages (Ahmad & Hossain, I97B¿ p. ix) .

However, critics have cut through the brief cel-ebration

to point out that¡ the l-abour supply was, in fact, not free

of coercion; the primary initiative and motivaiion actually

came from government rhetoric and funding; and, the principal

desired result was not a more widely distributed use of pro-

ductive resources, but was increased production capacity for
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the alreadr¡ êstablished l-andowners in the a'ree- (Ahmad &

Hossain, L9?8z p. 62). Although Monowar Hossain (Lg?B 3 p.58)

bel-ieves that the UJ project has had positive effects, he

cautions that:

Ulashi is a bureaucracy led reformist attempt
at improving the human condition without
altering the basic structure of the society.
It is initiated by a regime which is essentially
intermediate in nature and is treading very
cautiously at an uncertain period in history
and is trying to push forward some nation
building activities without explicitly
raising the basic political questions.

This is then another exampl-e which ind.icates that

cooperatives which purportedly arise from l-ocal- initia-bive,

but are in fact completely dependent on outsj-de funding and

do not address the local landhol-ding disparities, canno-b

expect to make the local- economy both more productive and

more egalitarian.

4,C.3. IRDP Cooperatives

The cooperatives in Bangladesh which have received the

most intense orsanizational- efforts and which have survived

f or the l-ongeqt nori od À-t'ê those which were initiated at the}Jv4 !vs

Comilla Academy (now, "the Bangladesh Academy for Rural

Development", BARD) and presently form part of the Integrated

Ru-ral- De"elopment Program (fnne¡ . Those cooperatives were

initia-ted as a 'p-itot pro ject' in L959-60, in the form of

smal-l, local cooperatives (KSS's) within the Agricultural-

Cooperative Fed,eration, Ltd. (ACF) of the Kotv¡ali Thana

Central Cooperative Association (KTCCA) . Most of -bhe obser-

vations which have been made in subsequent years on
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cooperatives in Bangladesh have focussed on this KTCCA, but

the partial replication of the KTCCA model in most of the

other thanas in the country since the early 1960 's has

enabled more widespread observations as wel_1.

The IRDP cooperatives have made a positive impact in
certain respects, but they stil-l- fall far short of reaching

the potential of cooperatives. A major reason for this
shortfal-l- is an inherent weakness within their purposes and

structure - namely, that they have focussed on what we have

-cal-1ed " deSíred." characteristics while leaving the requis

ite conditions rel-atively excl-uded.

Let us look first at their treatment of " desj-red "

characteristícs. Proper management is something that has

definitely received attention within the IRDP. The Academy

(now known as BARD) has, since 1959-60, provided weekì-y

training courses for those KSS managers that were elected and

sent by the members of some'tocal KSS cooperatíves"

The IRDP cooperatives al-so defi_nitely satisfy the re-
quirement of being multi-purpose. They are involved to some

extent in each of credit, purchasing of supplies, production,

and marketing.
-The cooperative credit system is made u.¡ of three tier"s,

with institutions at each of the national, intermediate, and

orimarv levels. This was one cf the features which initiatfvJ *" r:¿¿ vrq¿rJ

altracted farmers to the cooperatives, and the loan repayment

record appears to have been fairly commendable in the early

years (Raper, 79?Oz p, 74). However, the proportion of KSS
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members y¡i-thin the Comil-la district who are presen-bly receiv-
ing loans is very low, as indicated by Table 4.t.
Table 4.1. Proportion of the 4CF's KSS Members Who Receive

Ioans

I97L-72
1 422_2?L/t* tJ

1a23-jLL
-ttJ
1 a" lr-2 I*/t , I J

197 5-7 6

% of members who
receive loans

9 .50%
ro.40%
LO.90%
Lr.09%

6.76%

total- number
of members

LT,793
L3,39L
13,74L
L4,2+3
LI+,722

Source: Barua & Habib ul-lah (L97Bt p. 42)

One major reason for these low proportions is the high rate

of loan defaults which is indicated bv Tabl-e 4.2. The Table

indicates the overdue proportion of outstanding loans
- /:\owed¡(i) by KSS's to the KTCCA and (ri) by the KTCCA to out-

side l-oan sources.

Table +.2. Overdue loans as {o of Outstanding Loans

r972-73
1A2?-2b*t I J

1A7b-ry<-/ | ' | )
L97 5-7 6

Overdue loans owed
to KTCCA

4o%
4s%
t+B%

64%

Overdue Loans
nu¡o d Ìrrr KTllll A

27%
29%
26%
43%

Source: Barua & Habib ull-ah (tg?Bt p, 1? e, 18)

The fact that the ì-arger farmers have a higher defaul-t rate

than do the smaller farmers (gtair, I)fBz p.73) reveals a

trrnc of exnloitation even within -bhe cooneratives. Tt is"J¡"

not unheard of for a large landowner, who is also a money-

lender, to take a loan from the cooperative and refuse to
repay it, thereby driving away cooperative lenders who are

trying to draw his moneylending clientele away from him.
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Ano-bher function of the rRDp cooperatíves is the pur_

chasing of inputs and machinery. However, this has largety
been limited to the KTCCA (i.e. only within that one thana).
A further limitation of this has been the emphasis on iryi_
gation equipment and tractors - in other words, suppries
that are much more useful to the larger farmers than to their
small-er counterparts. These factors, coupled with the fact
that the cooperatives have been rather lax in demanding

rental and maintainance payments for the machinery that the

_coop_efatives have provid.ed, have resul_ted in a gradual deter-
ioration of this program (Barua & Habib ullah, L9?Bz p. 30).

The manuals and l-iterature about rRDp cooperatives
mention production pl ¿¡¡iing as being part of the cooperatives'
activities (Ahmed, IgZZt p, 3Oi & Raper, I9?Oz p. ?L), but
this is actually very minor. rt seldom invol_ves more than

the members of some cooperatives tetling their managers what

some of their production plans are,

The production-rel-ated practice which d.oes receive
significant attention from the KTCCA is the extension of HyV

seeds and cultivation methods. Results of agricuÌtural re-
search at comill-a and el-sewhere have been disseminated

through the cooperatives, with the result that cooperative
members around comilla have adopted improved rice vari_eties
quite rapidly and, by demonstration, have lead their non-

member neighbours to soon fol-tow suit, âs shown in Tabl_e U.S.
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l. ^ , f á\ ^ -Table +,3. Rate {,%) of Farmers Adopting Improved Varieties

Cooperative Members
Non-memb ers

Source¡ Fraidley & Esmay (t976, p, Ðl+)

These rates can -be contrasted r^¡i-th the fact that l_ess than
a ¿¡/25% of Bangladesh's total- rice acreage was planted to HYV's

in L 969-70 (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, L9?Bz p. LLt[-5),

(although some al-l-owance may have to be given for the

possible differences in defi-nition of "improved varieties"
and "HYV's" ) ,

The IRDP cooperatives have al-so developed a marketing

procedure, but this has been fraught with difficulties. The

plan which was implemented in several areas was to have the

members receive 60% of the estimated. rnarket price when they

delivered their rice to the cooperative, They would receive

the bal-ance (tess costs) when the cooperative sold. the grain

three or four months later (Haq, L)662 p. B). Hov¡ever, there

were various loopholes by which the cooperative manager could

d.efraud the cooperative and the members in this process, so

this function has not grown significantly (Rahman, L9?5tp.39) .

The KTCCA in Comil-la has al-so set up two cold storage

plants, for the marketing of pota:.:oes, and other facilities
for -bhe processing of dairy products, rice, and fish (Raper,

L)f Oz p. 82-85) , The l-atter processing facilities are still-
operating under cooperative auspices, but the cold storage

n?ã^^aÄrrnao rÀrôFê roiccterì-Ìrr¡ the membefS aS bein¡t tOO CUmbef-ur¡v ¡rrvrt¡vu! Ð su vur¡rõ uvv

some, so the facilities are presently in the hands of private
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traders who purchase potatoes from individual- farmers (Rahman,

L975¿ p. 40-41). The absence of operating procedures which

the members can both understand and trust has thereby severe-

1y curtai-l-ed the cooperative marketing function.
The finances of the KTCCA, and of the Agricultural

Cooperative Federation (ACF) within the KTCCA, are acquired

by means similar to those proposed for ACS's. shares are

sold to the members, the ACF tries to make profits on its
production-complementing activities, and loans are received

_from the banks and from the government. However, it must be_ _

noted that the ACF's total- operations showed a profit in
only two of the five years from L97L-22 to L9?5-?6 (Barua &

Habib ullah,79782 p.36) and, as indicated above, the loan
?âônâr¡môn+ -^eOfd has nOt been Vel\r r"oofl

As with the managemen-b training mentioned earlier, so

with the creation of a federated central structure, there

has been considerable time, effort, and money invested at
BARD in comil-la. The result of this has been the creation of

a Thana central cooperative Association (rcca) as a central
body for all of the prímary cooperative societies (KSS's) in
its thana. TCCA's have been created in most of Bangradesh's

over 4oo thanas. They rely on BARD for support and guidance,

but they cannot expect as much support as the KTCCA has re-
ceived over the years and, therefore, cannot expect to futly
replicate the KTCCA experience throughout the country.

The above are various characteristics of the IRDP co-

operatives which have, in spite of several weaknesses,
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all-owed the cooperatives to function with some degree of
positive impact. rn fact, in isolated cases, where the mana-

ger is an efficient and trusted man, the cooperatives do

yield definite benefits to their members. However, this is
not a very frequent phenomenon.

A major reason for this is that the rRDp cooperatives,

or their creators, have not taken serious]-y the "requisi_te

conditiorì.s". l,and ref orm has been rhetorically advocated

many times in cooperatíve literature (u.g. Abu Abdullah, L9?6ç

Alamgir, t9752 p,2)6), but it has certainly not been imple-

menled. As a result, the cooperatives have served to help

the rich get richer whil-e bypassing the poor. Arthough the

larger landholders (2,5-2,5 acres) do nol dominate the mem-

bership of the cooperatives, they do dominate the bulk of the

managerial positions (Chowdhury, 1-9262 p,35 & Bose , !974¿

p.28). Therefore, with the cooperative policies having been

expressly formulated to benefit members in direct proportion

to their volume of business (Abdullah, Hossain & Nations,

19762 p. 252), the cooperatives have in many cases fostered

increasing disparities among their members.

A second major contradiction with the IRDP cooperatives

is their or¡er-rul-ing of local initiative. Thi; might at first
Seem hard to believe if a llêrsnn h¡çr nnted the repeated and

nrrl'l onrrpd ref erences in Ba^lrgl adesh's ec)oyìânâ*ì rra I i l-eerences rn -Ual-o* Jperaïlve -Lrïerature

to the importance of discussions with the villasers to l-earn

what they want. Hor,vever, it can be seen that the farmers are

not totalj-y unjustified in their tendency to regard the
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cooperatives as a structure that was sent to them from the

academy in Comil-l-a. The background situation which gives

ri-se to that response from many farmers can be inferred from

the statement of purpose of the academy which engendered

those cooperatives ¡

The Comilla Academy for Rural- Development was
conceived initiall-y by the government as a
training center for public official-s respon-
sible for rural development programs. ...The
Academy has from the beginning and throughout
its life been a government institution
concerned with public administration.

(Raper, L97Ot p. 1-L-LZ)
-ff tfràt is the intent of BARD, it can easily fol-low that the 

--

cooperatives it has created tend to follow in the same

direction, rather than being indigenous units which call on

BARD only when they themsel-ves feel- the need to.

BARD has been careful to ínsist that the l-eaders of

each cooperative must be locaJ- people, The 'manager', who

is to organ,.ze the weekly activities of the cooperative and

to serve as the liaison person between the local and central

cooperative structures, as well as the 'model farmer', who

is to receive training in improved farming practices and pass

it on to his fellow cooperative members, are duly el-ected

l-oca] representatives and leaders. However, the initial

understanding among the members of what a cooperative could
n^-'"-]r" 'r^ and of what it requires is seldom created. Con-d.uuLld..LJ_J Lr-v arru u-L vYrlau ru !çvufrçÈ -Lù

sequently, the members go through the motions of electing
*hoìr noonerative's executives So that thev mi¡"ht receive

government grants, but they do not seriously examine what

they could actually do through their cooperatives if they
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selected conscientious leaders, rather than conspicuous

ambassadors. By regarding their cooperatives basicall-y as

imposed institutions, they do not (and often cannot) use them

as means of enacting any significant changes in their l-ocal

econornic structures.
,, ñ+.D, ilhe Potential for Adequate Renovations?

-r"= demonstrate

that cooperatives can have some favourable rnfluences on

agricultural productivi-by in Bangladesh, Hovrever, if they

are to consistently do the same for agricultural development,

there would be some changes required; they could no longer

passively accept the rural socio-economic context as it is.
This does not mean that BARD's contributions to co-

operative organization and training have been without value.

Many important lessons have been learned throu.gh the years

of experience, and several institutions, such as the TCCA

ancl the TTDC (Thana Training and Development Center), have

been formed, and can continu-e to function constructiveÌy.

The procedures which have been developed through these

institutions and BARD could, with some adjustments, potent-

ially facilitate the growth and operations of centrall_ized

functions of groups of ACS's after they had been formed.

Prior to that, BARD coul-d even provide the "rural cadres"

and some of the teachers refemed to above. However. the

l-ocal ACS's cannot be initiated at Comilla or even at the

thana offices, nor can -bhey be effectively created if the

prescribed "requisite conditions" do not exist.
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Effective cooperatives do not come cheaply. If co-

operatives which will improve both the distributional and

productive features of agriculture are to become functj-ona1,

prior or concurrent changes in land distribution, basic

education, and local participation woul-d be necessary.

A question whích immediately arises is: Are all three

requisite conditions absolutely necessary? The condition of

local- participation definitely is. That cannot be sacrifj-ced

without a serious contradiction of the basic purposes of the

cooperatives. The other two conditions leave some room for
discussion.

rBasic understanding! education, which facil-itates
nn] i *ì nq] qnrl eCOnOmiC Understanding of the f eal CaUSeS Ofvvvr¿v¿u!9 u¡rvv! p ucrrs!rrÉ v!

poverty and of the pitfalls of shortcut "solutiorrs", must be

present to some degree at the outset, Part of this analytical

skil-l- coul-d develop subsequently as the ACS's members learn

from experience, but if none of it was initially present or

facil-itated, the ACS woul-d be vul-nerable prey for the land-

lords and others who wanted to undermine it.
The concern that inevitably raises the most questíons,

however, is that of land reform¡ Vtihat are the prospects if
land reform has not occurred? Are cooperatives (i.e" RACSts)

lrnrra'l ocr< in +hat (oresentlv eXistino) caSe?\ yr vuvr¡ v¿J vr!ru ur¡rõ/ vc

For reasons discussed previously, the absence of land

reform would reduce the potential impact of cooperatives.

fhe RACS0s could not be expected to function in a uniformly

satisfactory manner across the country. In an unpredictabl-e
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propo,rtion of the rural communities, -bhe moneylenders and

non-cultivatíng landl-ords would be powerful enough to under-

mìne 1¡"'t\r T.Af i^-'l o-l-*amn-l-c ?rrr {-}ra PÂñQrarrr¿rru ØLJ ! aqrL,aI A. U UçII1P trÈ LJJ UIIË l\fl\/Ñ) Þ o

fn some other communities, on the other hand, the RACS's

woul.d be abl-e to survive. That possibiliff courd exist r,vhere:

the RACS was very stringent in applying its membership erigi-
bility requirements¡ it had strong leadership, and one or

more of the fol-lowing conditions were met¡ (ä) local economic

díspari-ties were relatively small-, (b) local government bodies

were supportive of the RACSos, and,/or (c) the RACS was so

cl-ose to major markets that no one was able to effectively
bl-ock its access to inputs, credit¡ or output markets.

The potential impact of the su.rviving RACSes would be

simil-ar to that of the ACS's in nature, but it would be of
l-essei' extent" fhe presence of strong oligopoli sts in the

communi-L1r would restrict the extent to which RACS I s could

change the l-ocal agricultural- sector" Although constructive
cooperatives could thereby be created in some of the

communities, the wil-l-ingness to pay only part of the price

would resul-t in receip-b of only part of the benefits.
4,E. The Potentíal Tmpact of ACS's

If :e\,y or transformed coopez'atives yiere created in
Bangladesh similar to the ACSrs that we have proposed, i,vhat

impact could they be expected to have on the constraints to

agri-cul-h,rral development which were described i-n chapter I?
Just as the di-fferent cons-traints have various sources and

flrrrrfOOs nf q6rrnnìtrr d^ {-1.'oir <lllçrñan-l-'ihil ifrr -¡n .inflrpçver'l- Ly, so LIr_*- *_.,*Jence
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from cooperatives j-s not uniform.

The constraints which coul-d be directly addressed by the

cooperati-ves would be those rel-ated tos (a) education and

training, (¡) "traditional" versus "modern agriculture", (c)

rice monoculturee (d) purchasing of inputs, (e) credit, and.

(f ) overly-centrallized administration. Economies-of-scal-e

and/or col-lective bargaining power would appfy in giving the

ACS's advantages j-n terms of s providing and acquiring edu-

cation and training, purchasing inputs, and acquiring credit,
_ The coll-ecti-ve decision-making processes involved in co-

operative production would be the means by which the members

of an ACS coul-d support each other in evaluating and correct-

ing the "traditional" versus "modern" dilemma and the virtual
monoculture of rice. The "overly-centrallized" constraint

would be removed by the l-ocal emphasis explicitly contained

in the ACS structure.

The constraints which ACS's woul-d not really have the

power to address, but which coul-d be more effectively address-

ed by the political unit directly concerned, if cooperatives

did exist, would be those related to: (a) land. distribution,
(b) research and extension, (c) infrastructurer and (d) flood.

control" land reform coul-d be facilitated by RACSrs, in that

the government would be more likely to implement a land re-

f orm if embryonic ACS 0 s alread;.' existed . fhe reason for this
would be that the governlnent coul-d thereby be more confident

that: (a) the newly enfranchised peasants would have a reason-

able chance of succeeding as owner-cultivators, and (b) the
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previous disparities woul-d not be likely to re-emerge,

Agricultural research and extension courd. possibly recej-ve

some stimulus from ACS's in that the latter woul-d provide

identifiable and more secure groups of farmers with whom the

researchers and extension agents could communicate. Govern-

mental- efforts to improve the infrastructural facitities or
flood control- measures coul-d be enhanced by ACS's, in that
the latter would be grqpps of already organized peopre who

would likely be willing to participate as groups in projects
which were to their collective advantage"

Because the ACSrs are basically l-ocal bodies, however,

they could not expect to have a significant effect on the

constraints which we have lumped together under the title
"government price distortions". unr-ess (or until) the Acs's

were all- to become integrated into a s-tructure which was as

decísive within the Bangl-adesh economy as the Canadian Trlheat

Board is within the canadian economy, they wour-d hard.ly be

abl-e to touch the development constraints which originate
internationally or in Dacca's goverrunent offices"

1'his ínability to direct the international affai-rs,
hower¡er, does not remove the ACS's potential to have signif-
icant domestic impact. fney can directly ad.dressr or faci;-
ita-be the correction of , parts of ten of the eleven listed
ô^hc*na -l-n*o which is not a ootenti al to ha r i olr*t r¡ i crmn-,^odvr srrr vu, ry¡!rvr! rp ¡¡v u q yv uv¡¡ ular uu uy -LrËlr L_Ly _Lgf Lef eq.

fhere vsould be rnajor "costs" involved in the creation ancl

operation of such ACS¡s, but the "benefits" outrveigh those

"costs", and that is generally expected to be the decisive
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factor in a cou-ntry which is trying
use to more sati-sfactorily meet the
Ln
+ o r' . uoncJ_us l_on

to adjust its resource

needs of its people.

In light of the potential impact of our proposed co-

operatives on the constraints described ,in this thesis, how

well do they stand up as a means of the type of agricultural
development that we have defined?' could they satisfactorily
address both aspects of our concept of development?

The ACS9s certai_nly have that potential_. Ttrey are de-

_sigqed in such a way that they would enabl-e both increased

production (througfr increased cultivation of HY\rs and lIVos)
and more widely distributed control over.that j-ncreased pro-
duction (through more uniforml-y distributed access to infor-
mati-on, inputs, and markets, etc " ) .

The RACS's (i.e" without l-and reform) ¡ or1 the other hand,

would not perform as well" Iirihile it is true that they woul_d.

provide advantages in both aspects, their ability to infl_uence

distribution would certainly not be as great as their ability
to influence production. Because of the dominant position
which borgha la.redlords and rnoneylenders would still hold in
the community, RAcsos would not be abl-e to make the structural
breakthroughs which the ACS¡s wou.l.d have been abre to make.

The RACSTS could -bhereby be a means of agricurtural develop-

ment, but to a lesser extent than ACS¡s, and only in the

rel-atj-vely few communities where they survived 
"

Therefore, if l-and reform does not occur, the farmers

carr take an initial- step toward fostering agri-cu1tur.al
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development by creating RACS's, Developing the "basic under-

standing" and the mearrs of "l-ocal partici-pation", as wel-l- as

several subsequent "d.esirabl-e characteristics", woul-d be a

constructive step in creating at least a partial means of

development. Some headway would have been made. fn additiont

as indj-cated in 4.8. above, the presence of RACS's could

increase the government'S willingness to enact a ]and reform.

In that way, although being restricted to the possible

creation of only RACS's, instead of ACS's, yields l-ess than

optimal results, it still permits some development to occur

and creates some additional- hope for ul-timately creating

ACS's which coul-d achieve so much more in terms of agri-

cul turaf- devel-opment 
"
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